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COMMENCEMENT CEREMONY
The exercise of the one hundred thirty sixth annual commencement is enacted today at
the University of Kentucky. The counterpart of the pageantry is enacted each year on
campuses all over the world. The Commencement Ceremony is the solemn climax and
recognition of the graduates' years of study and preparation for responsibility.
A description of the academic pageantry is provided for your interest and information.
PROCESSION
The procession, which forms on the Avenue of Champions (Euclid Avenue) and enters
the Coliseum through the four comers of the floor, is led by the University Marshal
whose position is in front of the stage. The University Marshal bears the ceremonial
mace, emblematic of the endorsement of the State and the University. Led by Assistant
Marshals, the candidates march behind the deans of the colleges and the identification
banner of the respective colleges which recommended them for their degrees.
The candidates for advanced degrees enter the floor from the southeast door (see
diagram, next page); candidates for advanced degrees are from the following:
The Graduate School (doctoral and masters candidates),
College of Law,
College of Medicine,
College of Dentistry, and
College of Pharmacy.




College of Human Environmental Sciences,
College of Communications and Information Studies, and
College of Fine Arts.
Entering through the northeast comer (see diagram, next page) are candidates for degrees
from the following:
College of Arts and Sciences, and
College of Engineering.
Entering through the northwest comer (see diagram, next page) are candidates for degrees
from the following:
College of Agriculture,
Carol Martin Gatton College of Business and Economics,
College of Health Sciences,
College of Social Work, and
College of Design.
After the candidates reach their seats, the members of the faculty of the University of
Kentucky proceed into the Coliseum, entering the floor from the southeast door and
wearing the colorful hoods of their disciplines (see description of colors on page 6) and of
the colleges and universities from which they were graduated. The climax of the proces-
sion brings to the platform the members of the Board of Trustees of the University, the
Dean of the Graduate School, honorary degree recipients, the Vice Presidents, and other
University officials, and guests. The President of the University and the Chair of the
Board of Trustees, upon greetings from the University Marshal, lead this distinguished
group to the platform in two columns from the front lobby door. The Trustees of the
University can be identified by their blue gowns with white panels; they also wear blue
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All candidates for degrees and those who hold these degrees, including University
officials, faculty, and visiting dignitaries, are attired in traditional cap and gown. The
basic color for most caps and gowns is formal black. However, recipients of different
degrees wear distinctive tassels on their caps and hoods of various hues draped
down the backs of the gowns.
CAPS
Candidates for Bachelor's and Master's degrees wear the regulation cap with the
tassel appropriate to the school or division from which they are being graduated,
with the exception of those who already hold Doctor's degrees and are privileged to
wear gold tassels. Except during the positioning of the Colors and the playing of the
"Star Spangled Banner", traditionally, males in academic regalia wear their caps. The







Education - Light Blue
Business and Economics - Drab




Design - Blue Violet
Health Sciences - Light Green
Human Environmental Sciences - Maroon
Social Work - Citron
Communications and Information Studies:
Communications - Silver/Gray
Library Sciences - Lemon
Journalism - Crimson
Fine Arts - Brown
GOWNS
The gown for the Bachelor's degree has pointed sleeves. It is designed to be worn
closed. The gown for the Master's degree has an oblong sleeve, open at the wrist, like
the others. The sleeve base hangs down in the traditional manner. The rear part of its
oblong shape is square cut and the front part has an arc cut away_ The gown is
designed and supplied with fasteners so that it may be worn open or closed. The
gown for the Doctor's degree has a bell-shaped sleeve on which are three velvet bars
(usually black but sometimes other colors, depending on the degree).
HOODS
The Bachelor's hood is rather short with a narrow velvet edging of the appropriate
color (see list under tassels) and a lining in the color or colors of the institution - blue
and white at Kentucky.
The Master's hood is considerably longer, has a wider velvet edging, and exposes
more of the lining. The outside velvet trim color designates the degree which the
person is receiving.
The Doctor's hood is easily recognized by the width of the velvet edging, the wide
panels at either side, the greater length, and the full exposure of the lining. The colors
of the edging most frequently seen are blue for philosophy, green for medicine,
purple for laws; the colors for the honorary Doctor's degrees are purple for laws,
white for arts/letters/humanitites, and golden yellow for science.
Candidates for honorary degrees do not wear the hood until after the degree has
been conferred; part of the ceremony of admitting a candidate to his or her honorary
degree consists in the candidate being formally invested with the hood.
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THE NATIONAL ANTHEM
Oh Say! can you see, by the dawn's early light,
What so proudly we hailed at the twilight's last gleaming?
Whose broad stripes and bright stars, thro' the perilous fight,
O'er the ramparts we watch'd, were so gallantly streaming?
And the rockets' red glare, the bombs bursting in air,
Gave proof thro' the night that our flag was still there.
Oh, say does that Star-Spangled Banner yet wave
O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave?
University Marshal
Lois M. Chan, Professor, School of Library and Information Science
Music
The University Commencement Band
Conductor
James Daughters, School of Music
Soloist
Dr. Noemi Lugo, Associate Professor, School of Music
President Todd and the Commencement Committee
acknowledge and express appreciation to
TIM-CHEF




Dr. Lee T. Todd Jr., President
PROCESSIONAL
STAR SPANGLED BANNER (Francis Scott Key)
INTRODUCTIONS President Todd
COMMENCEMENT REMARKS Dr. Mary Sue Coleman, President
The University of Michigan
PRESENTATION OF DEGREE CANDIDATES AND CONFERRING DEGREES
Dean M. Scott Smith
College of Agriculture
Dean Howard Crotch
College of Arts and Sciences
Dean Richard W. Furst
Carol Martin Gatton College of
Business and Economics
Dean Thomas C. Robinson
College of Health Sciences
Acting Dean M. Scott Smith
College of Human Environmental Sciences
Dean Carolyn A. Williams
College of Nursing
Dean Kenneth B. Roberts
College of Pharmacy
Dean Kay S. Hoffman
College of Social Work
Dean J. David Johnson




Dean James G. Cibulka
College of Education
Dean Thomas W. Lester
College of Engineering
Dean Robert Shay
College of Fine Arts
Acting Dean Douglass S. Kalika
The Graduate School
Dean Allan W. Vestal
College of Law
Dean Emery A. Wilson
College of Medicine
Dean Leon A. Assael
College of Dentistry
GREETINGS - ALUMNI ASSOCIAnON Mr. Charles M. Moore, Jr.
President, National Alumni Association
COMMENTS FROM STUDENT REPRESENTATIVE
CLASS OF 2003 Carissa Lee Curry
PRESENTA nON OF WILLIAM B. STURGILL AWARD President Todd
PRESENTAnON OF ALBERT D. AND ELIZABETH
H. KIRWAN MEMORIAL PRIZE President Todd
PRESENTAnON OF SULLIVAN AWARDS President Todd
Dr. Everett D. McCorvey, University Orator













Acting Dean: Douglass S. Kalika
Doctor of Philosophy
Ritta R. Abell, Louisville
Major: Communication
Dissertation: "Communication, Social Bonding, Sell-Efficacy, Among
Female Adolescents, Parents and Peers: Reducing the Sexual
Behavior Among Female Adolescents inPublic Housing"
Christopher Allan Adams, Lexington
Major: Biology
Dissertation: "Comparitive Seed Ecology of Four Closely-Related
Aristolochia Species: A Test of Two Hypothesis on Changes in
Physiological and Ecological Characteristics of Species in Plant
Lineages"
Phyllis A.M. Aileen-Donohew, Mt. Sterling
Major: Studies in Higher Education
Dissertation: "The Nothing and the Everything: The Carmelite Nuns
Establish a New Gift Economy"
Patricia Alero Akojie'", Paducah
Major: Studies in Higher Education
Dissertation: "The First Year After High School for Vocational School
Students: A Phenomenological Study"
Suzanne Lorraine Allard, Shelbyville
Major: Communication
Dissertation: "Adoption of Electronic Theses and Dissertation Digital
Libraries (ETD-DLs) Across Academic Institutions
[eong-Hyun An'", South Korea
Major: Communication
Dissertation: "The Effects of Televised Racial Portrayals and Direct
Interracial Contact on Intergroup Perceptions and Attitudes"
Kristen Gray Anderson, Springfield, MA
Major: Psychology - Clinical Psychology
Dissertation: "Validation of Acquired Preparedness: Risk Factors in
Drinking and Depression"
Leslie Ashburn-Nardo, Raeford, NC
Major: Psychology - Experimental Psychology
Dissertation: "Rejecting the Ingroup or Standing Up Fiercely: Implicit
Psychological Distancing as Self-Protection from Stigma"
Michelle Campbell Augustine, Danville
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "A Multilevel Social Control Model of Everyday School
Delinquency"
Joshua Thomas Langen Ayers, Denver, CO
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Synthesis and Evaluation of Pyridinium Derivatives as
Central Nervous System Nicotinic Acetylcholine Receptor
Ligands"
Patricia Rowland Bacon, Frankfort
Major: Studies in Higher Education
Dissertation: "White Town/Black Gown: The Role of Kentucky State
College in the Desegregation of Frankfort, Kentucky, 1940-1962"
John Denver Bailey, Capitan, NM
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "An Approach to the Measurement of Sexual Behavior in
the Bull Using Variable Female Stimulus Conditions"
Keiron Douglas Bailey'", Scotland
Major: Geography
Dissertation: "Living in the Eikaiwa Wonderland: English Language
Learning, Socioeconomic Transformation and Gender Alterities
in Modern Japan"
Kathryn Leigh Baldwin'", Clarksville, TN
Major: Educational and Counseling Psychology - Educational
Psychology
Dissertation: "Impact of the Kentucky Education Reform Act on Roles
and Functions of School Psychologists"
Amy Christine Murphy Balentine", Memphis, TN
Major: Psychology - Clinical Psychology
Dissertation: "Differences in Attention Allocation, Cognitive
Processing, and Executive Functioning Among ADHD Subtypes"
Ashutosh J. Barve, India
Major: Toxicology
Dissertation: "Mechanisms of Tolerance and Sensitization in Toxin
Induced Liver Injury"
James Allyn Bates", Columbus, OH
Major: Music
Dissertation: "The Music for the Viola Da Gamba in Italy 1540-1640: Its
Repertoire and Performance Practice"
German Bayona, Colombia
Major: Geology
Dissertation: "Controls on Middle to Late Ordovician Synorogenic
Deposition in the Southeastern Comer of Laurentia"
Leslie Christopher Beckham'", Flemingsburg
Major: Studies in Higher Education
Dissertation: "Making Good Sons, Useful Citizens, and Christian
Scholars: Southern Baptist Higher Education in the Nineteenth
Century"
Gareth L. Bendall, Richmond
Major: Mathematics
Dissertation: "Domination Analysis Beyond the Traveling Salesman
Problem"
Dharmesh Surendra Bhanushali'", India
Major: Chemical Engineering
Dissertation: "Solvent-Resistant Nanofiltration Membranes:
Separation Studies and Modeling"
Jeffrey Kenneth Birkenstein, Fountain Valley, CA
Major: English
Dissertation: "Understanding Community in Short Story Sequences:
The Continuing Development of a Modem Genre"
Anne Bacon Blakeney'"; Richmond
Major: Anthropology
Dissertation: "Power, Politics, and Reproduction: "Teenage"
Motherhood in a Rural Appalachian County"
Sarah Anne Blank'", Berea
Major: Biology
Dissertation: "The Hatching Process and Its Control by Environmental
Oxygen Pressures in Three Teleost Species (Fathead Minnow,
Pimephales Promelas; Muskellunge, Esox Masquinongy; and
Walleye, Stizostedion Vitreum)"
Edward J. Blum, New Providence, NJ
Major: History
Dissertation: "Gilded Crosses: Race, Religion, and the Re-forging of
American Nationalism, 1865-1898"
Jeffrey Michael Bosken, Cincinnati, OH
Major: Veterinary Science
Dissertation: "A Pharmacological Survey of Isoxsuprine and its
Application to Equine Medicine"
William Matthew Bowler", Springfield, MO
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Relationships and Organizational Citizenship Behavior:
A Social Network Approach"
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Robyn Lynne Branca, Ft. Lauderdale, FL
Major: Educational and Counseling Psychology-Counseling
Psychology
Dissertation: "The Effect of Expert Witness Testimony about Rape
Trauma Reactions on Juror Decision Making"
Barbara Maria Sheets Brann, Lafayette, IN
Major: Communication
Dissertation: "Assessing the Context in which Confidentiality
Breaches Occur: Understanding the Effect of TIlness,
Relationships, and Strategies on Disclosure of Confidential
Health Information"
Julia M. Brennan, Lexington
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Revisiting the Choice Between Incentive Stock Options
and Non-Qualified Stock Options: A Study of Tax and Non-tax
Costs"
Chad Leslie Brommer'", Sioux Center, IA
Major: Crop Science
Dissertation: "Characterization and Economic Analysis of Perennial
Weed Populations in Kentucky No-Till Fields"
Elisabeth Ellison Broome, Lexington
Major: English
Dissertation: "Arachne's Politics: Tapestry Collections and English
National Identity"
Michael Hayden Brown", Rockville, MD
Major: Economics
Dissertation: "Geographic and Group Variation in Supplemental
Security Income"
Christopher Troy Bullock", Somerset
Major: Mathematics
Dissertation: "Chain Numbers of Modules"
Gerome Vander Burke, Winston Salem, NC
Major: Toxicology
Dissertation: "Chrome Imipramine Administration Induces Cardiac
Dysfunction"
Karen Gail Calfee-Mason", Waynesburg
Major: Nutritional Science
Dissertation: "The Effect of Dietary Vitamin E on NF-?B Activation in
Rodents Treated with the Hepatic Tumor Promoters,
Phenobarbital and Ciprofibrate"
Jeffrey James Campion, Lexington
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Pharmacodynamic Modeling of Ciprofloxacin
Resistance in Staphylococcus Aureus"
Edward Richard Carr'", Londonderry, NH
Major: Geography
Dissertation: "Human Ecological Security in Coastal Ghana, West
Africa: The Social Implications of Economic and Environmental
Change in Development Contexts"
Leonardo Varela Caruso, Brazil
Major: Crop Science




Dissertation: "OXidatively-Modified Proteins: I.Proteomtc
Identification of Specifically Oxidized Proteins in Alzheimer's
Disease Brain; 11 Modulation of Synaptosomal Membrane Lipid
Bilayer Asymmetry by 4-hydroxy-2-trans~nonenal"
Dan Chalothorn, Prestonsburg
Major: Pharmacology
Dissertation: "Cellular Trafficking Properties and Physiological
Functions of the Alphal-Adrenoceptor Subtypes"
Vigyan Chandra", India
Major: Electrical Engineering
Dissertation: "New Formalisms for Modeling Discrete Event Systems
and Their Interactions"
Mari S. Chinn, Oakland, CA
Major: Biosystems and Agricultural Engineering
Dissertation: "Solid Substrate Cultivation of Anaerobic Thermophilic
Bacteria for the Production of Low-cost Thermostable Enzymes"
Hyugjun Choi, Korea
Major: Political Science
Dissertation: "What Factor Determines Outcomes of Conventional
Compellence?: Study on Perception of Balance of Forces"
Ann Marie Ciasullo'", Spokane, W A
Major: English
Dissertation: "Desirable Deviance: Representations of Lesbianism for
the Straight Mind"
Tricia Suzanne Clement"
Major: Psychology ~Experimental Psychology
Dissertation: "Exclusion Coding Strategies in Pigeons"
Bradley Alan Clouse'", Groton, CT
Major: Economics
Dissertation: "The Economics of Dental Care Utilization"
Paul Walter Conrad". Patton, PA
Major: Mining Engineering
Dissertation: "An Evaluation of the Impact of Spoil Handling Methods
on the Physical Properties of a Replaced Growing Medium and
on Tree Survival"
Margaret Ellen Cook~Newell, Winchester
Major: Nutritional Science
Dissertation: "A Meta-Analysis of the Relationship Between
Macronutrient Content and Alcohol Consumption"
Matthew Troy Cooper'", Tulsa, OK
Major: Toxicology
Dissertation: "Creation of a Bacterial Mutagenicity Assay Highly
Sensitive to Dialkylnitrosamines"
John [obe Cox, Olive Hill
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Impacts of Reintroduced Elk on White-Tailed Deer and
Coyotes in Southeastern Kentucky"
Dona Eva Cragar, Shreveport, LA
Major: Psychology - Clinical Psychology
Dissertation: "Contributions to Neuropsychological Impairment in
Patients with Epilepsy and Psychogenic Non-Epileptic Seizures"
Kelly Doyle Craven, Phoenix, AZ
Major: Plant Pathology
Dissertation: "Asexuality and Hybridization in the Genus
Neotyphodium, Fungal Symbionts of Grasses"
Janelle Sue Crossgrove, Archbold, OH
Major: Toxicology
Dissertation: "Manganese Influx Into the Brain at the Blood-Brain
Barrier"
Patrick Wayne Crumrine, Damascus, MD
Major: Biology




Dissertation: "Pharmaceutically Engineered Nanoparticles for
(Genetic) Vaccine Delivery"
Pamela K. Cupp'", Piner
Major: Communication
Dissertation: "Sensation Seeking and HIV Prevention: Informing
Classroom Message Design for Targeted Populations"
Lisa Marie Curch", Sarasota, FL
Major: Gerontology
Dissertation: "The Place of Dietary Practices in the Lives of Older
Women"
Mary E. Curran", Boston, MA
Major: Geography
Dissertation: "Pigs in Space: Ghosts, Gender and Sexuality in a Debate
About Regulating Industrial Hog Farms in Kentucky"
John D. Davis, Louisville
Major: Communication
Dissertation: "<Vinylphilta:" Consumption of the "Obsolete" Vinyl
Record in the Vinylphile Subculture"
Neetu S. Dembla, India
Major: Biology
Dissertation: "Characterization of a Novel Splicing Factor, Spp318p
and Identifying the Potential Role of the Proteasome in RNA
Metabolism"
Ana Lucia Pozzobon de Souza, Brazil
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Evaluation of Exogenous Enzyme Supplementation on
Diet Digestibility in Gestating-Lactating Swine"
Timothy Thomas Dick", Evansville, IN
Major: Studies inHigher Education
Dissertation: "Informed Consent, Scientific Misconduct, and the Role
of University Policy: A Case Study of the University of California
Irvine-Center for Reproductive Health"
Michael L. Dom, Columbus, OH
Major: Geography
Dissertation: "Climate, Alcohol and the American Body Politic: The
Medical and Moral Geographies of Daniel Drake (1785-1852)"
Phillip M. Douglass'"
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "An Investigation Into Drug Detection Schemes
Employing Genetically-Engineered Sensing Reagents"
Jennifer Le Drake, Alexandria
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Oxidative Stress in Models of Alzheimer's Disease: I.
Roles of Peroxynitrite, Amyloid Beta-Peptide, and 4-
hydroxynonenal. II. Modulation by gamma-glutamylcysteine
ethyl ester"
Scott Bruce Droege, Berea
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Making the Rules as You Go: Characteristics of
Incremental Institutions"
Carolyn Renee Dupont, Lexington
Major: History
Dissertation: "Mississippi Praying: White Religion and Black
Equality, 1954-1966"
David Lowell Eaton", Owensboro
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Synthesis, Crystal Structure, and Electronic Properties
of Pentacene Derivatives and Approaches to Perrocene-Pused
Thiophenes"
Jason Robert Edwards, Lexington
Major: Studies in Higher Education
Dissertation: "On the Trail of the Orphan Brigade: Tracing the
Influence of the Southern Agrarianism in Higher Educational
Thought and Practice"
Kuen Chee Ee'", Malaysia
Major: Mechanical Engineering
Dissertation: "Finite Element Modeling and Analysis of Residual
Stresses in 2-D Machining"
Nadia M. El Guendy'"', Egypt
Major: Microbiology
Dissertation: "Structure and Function Analysis of Par-4"
Nazira El-Hage", Lexington
Major: Microbiology
Dissertation: "Characterization of Differentially Regulated and
Antigenic Proteins in Borrelia Burgdorferi, the Causative Agent
of Lyme Disease"
Calvin Lee Elmore, Athens, GA
Major: Toxicology








Dissertation: "Interaction of Myofibrillar and Thermally I
Emzymatically Modified Soy Proteins"
Yurdagul Ferhatoglu*
Major: Plant Physiology
Dissertation: "Basis for the Safening of the Cotton from Herbicide
Clomazone by the Organophosphate Insecticide Phorate and
Studies of the Clomazone Mode of Action"
Fred Emmett Fitch, Hillsborough, NJ
Major: Communication
Dissertation: "Narrative Bridges in the Multicultural Classroom: A
Narrative Approach to International Teaching Assistant
Acculturation"
Ann Crittenden-Lewis Forsythe", San Francisco, CA
Major: Communication
Dissertation: "Key Grade-Related Periods for Anti-Tobacco
Campaigns and Interventions: Trends in Tobacco Use, Risk and
Protective Factors for High and Low Sensation Seeking White
Pre-Teens and Adolescents"
Tiffany Sacra Garcia", Trinidad, CA
Major: Biology
Dissertation: "Interacting Color and Behavior Responses to Multiple
Selection Pressures in the Sister Salamander Species Ambystoma
Barbouri and Ambystoma Texanum"
Devin Sumner Gary", Owensboro
Major: Anatomy and Neurobiology
Dissertation: "Regulation of Neuronal Survival Pathways by Integrin
Receptors"
David Alexander Gibson'", Louisville
Major: Pharmacology




Dissertation: "Observer Synthesis for Control of a Class of Condition
Systems"
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Gerald C. Gonsalves", Lexington
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Business Process Management: Integration of Quality
Management and Reengineering for Enhanced Competitiveness"
Mary Reams Goodloe, Gallatin, TN
Major: Mathematics
Dissertation: "Hadamard Products of Convex Harmonic Mappings"
Elizabeth A. Goodman
Major: Studies in Higher Education
Dissertation: "Ethics Education in Chiropractic: A Study of Logan
College of Chiropractic"
Thomas Arthur Creon". San Antonio, IX
Major: Psychology - Experimental Psychology
Dissertation: "Environmental and Incentive Salience Factors Affecting
Operant Responding for Drug and Non-Drug Reinforcers"
Kalvin Jerome Gregory'"', Monticello
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Protein/Peptide Binding Interactions: Applications in
Binding Assays and Enzyme/Cell Immobilization"
Xiyun Cuan'", China
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Application of Bacterial Sensing Systems for Detection
of Polychlorinated Biphenyls and Chlorocatechols"
Anuradha Cuha-Niyogi", India
Major: Biochemistry
Dissertation: "Biosynthesis of a Leislunania Virulence Factor,
Lipophosphoglycan: Role of the Leislunania Donovani LPG4A
Gene in Repeat Unit Assembly"
Dong Yu Guo, China
Major: TOxicology




Dissertation: "Effects of Mitochondrial ATP-Sensitive Potassium




Dissertation: "Unique Molecular Differences Between Acute
Myelogenous Leukemia and Normal Hematopoietic Stem Cells"
Russell Chad Hancock, Independence, MO
Major: Educational and Counseling Psychology-Counseling
Psychology
Dissertation: "The Effect That a Defendant's Ethnicity Has On Jury
Verdicts & Sentencing Among African-American College
Students"
Anne Leath Harrison'", Willisburg
Major: Gerontology
Dissertation: "The Influence of Pathology, Pain, and Coping on
Function Among Older Women With Knee Osteoarthritis"
Duane Hassane", Norwalk, CT
Major: Microbiology
Dissertation: "Campylobacter Jejuni Cytolethal Distending Toxin: The
Effects of the CDTE Subunit on Eukaryotic Cells"
Karina Hauser'", Lexington
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Simulation and Optimization of a Crossdocking
Operation in a Just-in-Time Environment"
Elmer Patrick Heist, Albany
Major: Plant Pathology
Dissertation: "Interactions Between the Tobacco Downy Mildew
Pathogen, Peronospora Tabacina, with Wild and Commercial
Nicotiana Species"
David Wayne Held, Georgetown
Major: Entomology
Dissertation: "Basic and Applied Aspects of Flower-Feeding by the
Japanese Beetle (Coleoptera: Scarabaeidae)"
Maria Teresa Herrera de la Muela, Spain
Major: Spanish
Dissertation: "Manipulacion del Mito Popular en la Verbena de la
Paloma"
Beth Anne Hicks, Murray
Major: Educational and Counseling Psychology-Counseling
Psychology
Dissertation: "Interrelationships of Injustice, Personal Power,
Avoidability, and Blame at Various Intensities of Assault on
Psychiatric Nurses"
Brian Thomas Hippley, Fairview Park, OH
Major: Civil Engineering
Dissertation: "Elastic Stiffness of Unsaturated Soils"
Timothy David Holder", Lexington
Major: History
Dissertation: "Severn Kings, One Kingdom: England in 1066"
Cheng-Hsuan Hsu, Taiwan
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Nanoparticle Engineered from Microemulsion
Precursors as a Potential Delivery System for Coenzyme QI0"
Lexun Huang, China
Major: Electrical Engineering




Dissertation: "A Statistical Continuum Theory on Constitutive
Relations of Elastic Polycrystals"
Zhongping Huang, China
Major: Mechanical Engineering
Dissertation: "A Study of Novel and Optimal Technology for
Hemodialysis"
Tarruny Ross Huffman, Oak Ridge, TN
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "The Effect of Information Asymmetry and Producer /
Consumer Interface on Innovation in Service Industries"
Aaron Robert Hutchison, Albany, OH
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "The Design and Synthesis of New Chelates for the
Removal of Heavy Metals from Water"
Ramesh B. Iyer ...., India
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Thermophilic Enzymes and Binding Proteins in
Biosensors and Biotransformations"
Jennifer Kasi Jackson, Monroe, NC
Major: Biology
Dissertation: "Science and Fish: Category Based Representations of
Mating Signals and Behavior inConvict Cichlids (Archocentrus
rugrofasciatum)"
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Dennis Norman Jacobs, Berea
Major: Studies in Higher Education
Dissertation: "The Work Ethic Comes to College: Working Students
from Lower Socio-Economic Circumstances and the
Undergraduate Contract"
Thomas Warner Janes, Louisville
Major: Political Science
Dissertation: "International Environmental Regimes: Understanding
Substantive and Procedural Changes in the Effort to Protect the
Antarctica and the Ozone Layer"
Dell Ward Jensen, [r., Sebastopol, CA
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Novel Hydroxyphenalenones for Material
Applications"
Myoungkun Ieoung, South Korea
Major: Biology
Dissertation: "Identification and Characterization of Multiple




Dissertation: "Development and In Vitro/In Vivo Evaluation of
Aches~PLGAComposite Microspheres for Protein Delivery"
Shengbing [iang", China
Major: Electrical Engineering
Dissertation: "Supervisory Control and Failure Diagnosis of Discrete
Event Systems: A Temporal Logic Approach"
Xinkai Jiang, China
Major: Mining Engineering
Dissertation: "Mechanism and Application in Phosphate and Fly Ash
Beneficiation of Tribo Electrostatic Separation"
Yaping [iang'", China
Major: Biosystems and Agricultural Engineering
Dissertation: "Predicting Soil Response to a Driven Pneumatic Wheel
Using Finite Element Analysis"
Amy [o johnson", Martinsville, IN
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Cyclooxygenase-z Inhibitors Affect Multiple Signaling
Pathways"
Valerie Noelle [ohnson'", Morton, IL
Major: English
Dissertation: "<Matter Out of Place": The Disorder of Victorian
Sanitary Reform"
Gregory Scott johnston", Belmont, CA
Major: Psychology - Experimental Psychology
Dissertation: "Effects of Seductive and Boring Details on Readers'
Comprehension of Explanatory Texts"
Katherine Therese Jones, Greenville, NC
Major: Geography
Dissertation: "Envisioning the East End: Planning, Representation,
and the Production of Urban Space in Lexington, Kentucky"
Shayne Edward Jones, Morning View
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "Self-Control, Social Control, and SocialDisorganization:
The Development and Empirical Test of a Multilevel Control
Model of Antisocial Behavior"
Dong Kwan Kang", Korea
Major: Economics
Dissertation: "Ownership Concentration, Vertical Integration and Its
Determinants in the Korean Corporation: How Does Chaebol's
Organization Affect Ownership Concentration and Vertical
Integration"
Laura Ellen Kaplan, Lexington
Major: Social Work
Dissertation: "Moral Reasoning and Ethics Education: A Study of
MSWSocial Workers"
Aaron Phillip Kamell, Birmingham, MI
Major: Communication
Dissertation: "Role of Radio in the Genocide of Rwanda"
Rebecca Kayo, Tempe, AZ
Major: Educational and Counseling Psychology-Counseling
Psychology
Dissertation: "The Effect of Unwanted Sexual Experiences on
Motivation Among Substance Abusing Women in Addiction
Treatment"
Daniel Francis Kearns, Milford, OH
Major: History
Dissertation: "Immigrant Catholics, the Market Revolution, and the
Creation of Jacksonian Democracy"
Timothy Shawn Keizer", Middleville, MI
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Synthesis and Reactivity of Group 13 Binuclear
Chelates"
Yeh Wei Kho, Malaysia
Major: Chemical Engineering
Dissertation: "Fundamental Investigations of Carbon Dioxide-
Expanded Fluorinated Solvents As Process Fluids"
Linda Raney Kiesel, Lexington
Major: Studies in Higher Education
Dissertation: "Kentucky's Land-Grant Legacy: An Analysis of the
Administrations of John Bryan Bowman and James Kennedy
Patterson, 1865-1890"
Kyoungmi Kim, South Korea
Major: Statistics
Dissertation: "Empirical Likelihood Ratio Method When Additional
Information on Underlying Distribution is Known"
Rumphan Koslanund. Thailand
Major: Plant Physiology
Dissertation: "Ethylene Production, Fruit Softening, and Their
Manipulation During PawPaw Ripening"
Marjorie Chisale Kuezi-Nke, Stone Mountain, GA
Major: Public Administration
Dissertation: "Effects of Framing on Policy Making: The Case of Aids
National Policy"
Kevin Keiman Kwong, Frankfort
Major: Physiology
Dissertation: "Modulation of Electrophysiological Properties of Vagal
Bronchopulmonary C Neurons by Prostaglandin E2 in the Rat"
Debin Lan
Major: Nutritional Sciences




Dissertation: "Saving the 'Last Best Place': The Greater Yellowstone
Coalition, Environmental Politics, and the New West"
ChangWoo Lee, South Korea
Major: Biology
Dissertation: "Cis- and Trans-Activation of Hormone Receptors: the
LH Receptor"
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[ae Won Lee ......, Korea
Major: Anatomy and Neurobiology
Dissertation: "Molecular Mechanisms Whereby Dietary Restriction
Protects Neurons and Stimulates Neurogenesis"
Clarese Chaya Lemberger", San Bruno, CA
Major: Psychology - Experimental Psychology
Dissertation: "Accessibility of Information Following a Topic Shift in
Expository Texts"
Steven Neil Levens, Austin, TX
Major: Psychology ~Experimental Psychology
Dissertation: "Prior Chronic Exposure to Cocaine Increases Sexual
Motivation in Japanese Quail"
[uLi......,China
Major: Chemistry




Dissertation: "Two Algorithms for Multivariate Problems"
Zhijie Liao", China
Major: Mechanical Engineering
Dissertation: "Numerical and Experimental Studies of Mass Transfer
in Artificial Kidney and Hemodialysis"
Kenneth Ronald Liberty"
Major: Agricultural Engineering
Dissertation: "Yard-Waste Compost Biofilters for Ammonia
Adsorption and Biotransformation"
Keith Thomas Loiselle, Lexington
Major: Electrical Engineering
Dissertation: "Remote Query Environmental Monitoring with
Magnetoelastic Sensors"
Kevin Clay Lomax", Gaffney, SC
Major: Gerontology
Dissertation: "Comparative Pension Policy Outcomes in Social
Democratic Nations: The Case of Finland"
Shawn Duane Long", Harlan
Major: Communication
Dissertation: "Intraorgaruzational Communication: An Examination of




Dissertation: "Two Large-Scale Computational Acoustics Problems:




Dissertation: "The Role of NF-kB Activation in Hepatic Tumor
Promotion by Polycholorinated Biphenyls (PCBs)"
Eric John Lubert, Binghamton, NY
Major: Biochemistry
Dissertation: "Identification of Novel Phosphoprotein Phosphatase
Complexes and Characterization of their Cellular Functions"
Maggie Lois Lucas
Major: History




Dissertation: "Investigation of the Disassembly of Tobacco Mosaic
Virus in Protoplasts Inoculated by Electroporation"
Lisa Dianne Lykins ......, Lexington
Major: History
Dissertation: ''''Curing the Indian": Therapeutic Care and
Acculturation at the Sac and Fox Tuberculosis Sanatorium, 1912-
1942"
Elizabeth Kirby MacBrayer"', Brandon, MS
Major: Psychology ~Clinical Psychology
Dissertation: "Attributional Biases in Conduct-Disordered Children
and Their Mothers"
David Earl Magill ......, Alexandria, VA
Major: English
Dissertation: "Modem Masculinities: Race and Manhood in 1920's
U.S. Literature and Culture"
Angela Makris ......, Richmond, VA
Major: Nutritional Science
Dissertation: fJ A Comparison of the Effects of the Stimulants,
Modafinil and Amphetamine, on Food Intake, Cardiovascular
Activity, Verbal Reports of Drug Effect, and Performance in
Normal, Healthy Men and Women"
Erin L. Manning ......, Edgewood
Major: Physiology
Dissertation: "Regulation of Telomere Length in Murine
Hematopoietic Cells"
Keri Lynn Manning, Marietta, GA
Major: History
Dissertation: "No More John Waynes: Vietnam Veterans Against the
War and the Redefinition of Patriotism"
Michael W. Manning ......, Ashland
Major: Physiology




Dissertation: "The Method of Growth: Development Models and the
Implications for Income Distribution in the Kentucky
Appalachian Region from 1960-2000"
Dorothy Fisher Marsil, Knoxville, TN
Major: Psychology - Experimental Psychology
Dissertation: "The Influence of Multiple Hearsay Witnesses on Juror
Perceptions in a Trial of Child Sexual Abuse"
Eric John Marsland, Richmond, VA
Major: Entomology
Dissertation: "wolbachta Infection Dynamics in Aedes Albopictus"
Sharmon D'el Mathews, Pomona, CA
Major: Gerontology
Dissertation: "Communication Networks and Dynamics in the End-of-
Life Care of Older Women"
Adrian T. McCollum, Columbia, SC
Major Physiology
Dissertation: "Characterization and Manipulation of UV-Induced Cell
Death in Cortical Neurons"
Russell Clinton McGuire"', Pikeville
Major: Nursing
Dissertation: "Critical Elements of Organizational Capacity and
Resource Needs for Successful Clinical Information System
Implementation"
Brent W. Meier, Lexington
Major: Plant Physiology
Dissertation: "Post-Translational Modification of the is and SS of
Rubsico and the Molecular Utility of Rubiscc LSMT to Deliver
CA to the Active Site Vicinity of Rubisco"
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Scott Allen Merriman, Cincinnati, OH
Major: History
Dissertation: "Ordinary People in Extraordinary Times? Defendants,
Attorneys, and the Federal Government's Policy Under the
Espionage and Sedition Acts during World War I in the Sixth
Circuit Court of Appeals District"
Terry Alan Meyer, Conception Junction, MO
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Evaluation of Different N-6/N-3 Fatty Acid Ratios
Derived from Menhaden and Com Oil on Young Pig
Performance and Immune Parameters"
Joshua David Miller, Poughkeepsie, NY
Major: Psychology - Clinical Psychology
Dissertation: "Personality and Problem Behaviors; An Exploration of
the Mechanisms"
Kevin Dale Miller**, Rosedale, OH
Major: Communication
Dissertation: "Religious Identity and Discourse of the Other: A
Narrative Analysis of the Subordinate Role of the Jew in the
Apocalyptic Texts of Two Christian Groups"
Abdulnasser Minkara", Tripoli
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Information Systems Management Issues: An Openness
and Resources Perspective"
Jose Santiago Moreno'"
Major: Studies in Higher Education
Dissertation: "Higher Education in Venezuela: The Trends in
Enrollment, Retention, and Graduation Rates"
Kristin Margot Morey", Nicholasville
Major: Biology
Dissertation; "The Role of [ak-Stat Signaling During Drosophila
Hematopoiesis"
Mark Jason Motley", West Liberty
Major: Mathematics




Dissertation: "Studies on Amyloid Beta Peptide Degrading Enzymes"
Santos B Murty, Lexington
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Drug Stability and Release Kinetics of a Somatostatin
Analogue Formulated in Polymeric Biodegradable Microspheres"
Manjula Nakka", India
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Photomodification of Antibodies for
Radioimmunotherapy and Western Blot Analysis"
PaymanNasr
Major: Anatomy and Neurobiology
Dissertation: "3-Nitropropionic Acid: A Model for Huntington's
Disease"
Lon Smathers Nease, Lexington
Major: Philosophy
Dissertation: "Freedom and the Other: Ethics in the Early Philosophies
of Sartre and Fichte"
Maia M. Momtchilova Nenkova, Canada
Major: Physics
Dissertation: "Modeling of Infrared Emission from Dust in Active
Galactic Nuclei"
Gretchen Ruth Norling, Midland, MI
Major: Communication
Dissertation: "Developing and Testing a Theoretical Model of
Rapport-Building: Implications for Medical Education and
Physician-Patient Communication"
Gary Andrew O'Dell, Morehead
Major: Geography
Dissertation: "Lean and Clean: Japanese Industrial Transplants in
America's Heartland"
Dana J. Patton, Liberty
Major: Political Science
Dissertation: "Post-Roe Abortion Policy Innovation in the States: An
Examination of Policy Adoption Determinants in Constitutional
Contexts Created by the u.s. Supreme Court, 1973-2000"
Holly J. Payne, Owensboro
Major: Communication
Dissertation: "Revisiting a Nebulous Construct: Exploring the Impact
of Relational Communication Competence on Job Performance"
Eugenia Margarita Pena-Yewtukhiw, Venezuela
Major: Soil Science
Dissertation: "Use of Spatial and Temporal Probability in the Study of
Soil-Water-Landscape Relationships"
Gladys Evans Peoples, Lexington
Major: Educational and Counseling Psychology ~Educational
Psychology
Dissertation: "Does Church Attendance and Participation Influence
the Academic Achievement of African American High School
Students"
Jane Carol Peters, Sparta, WI
Major: Anthropology
Dissertation: "Everything is Different: Living with Epilepsy in Rural
Kentucky"
Michael Patrick Phelan, Nicholasville
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "Toward a Developmental Social Psychology of Crime"
Julie Lisabeth Pike", Detroit, MI
Major: Educational and Counseling Psychology-Counseling
Psychology
Dissertation: "Characteristics of Mental Health Professionals and the




Dissertation: "Relationship Between Home Health Service Utilization
and Functional Status of Medicare Patients with Heart Failure"
Janice M. Plahuta, Lexington
Major: Gerontology
Dissertation: "Comorbidity and the Prediction of Metabolic Control
and Self-Care Behaviors Among Elders With Type 2 Diabetes"
Roxana G. Toma Postolache'", Romania
Major: Economics
Dissertation: "The Corporate Merger Phenomenon: Determinants and
Changes in Merger Policies Evidence for Acquiring Firms 1986-
1998,
David K. Powell'", Rochester, NY
Major: Physics
Dissertation: "AC Calorimetry of Quasi-One-Dimensional Materials"
Stacey Lynn Powell, Montgomery, AL
Major: Spanish
Dissertation: "Art and Resistance: The 1981Teatro Abierto Cycle in
Argentina"
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Siddhartha Kumar Pradhan, India
Major: Materials Science and Engineering
Dissertation: "Growth of Oxide and Oxyrutride Thin Films by
Metalorganic Chemical Vapor Deposition"
Lifeng Qi, China
Major: Chemical Engineering
Dissertation: "Study of Polymer Thin Film Growth through Molecular




Dissertation: "The Effect of Stretching on the Diameter and
Electrophysiologtcal Properties of the Rat SciaticNerve"
Adrian Thomas Raiche, Russell
Major: Biomedical Engineering
Dissertation: "Strategies To Improve Periprosthetic Bone Formation
ByCreating Biologically Inspired Time-Dependent Growth Factor
Profiles"
Juan Carlos Ramirez-Suarez'", Mexico
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Transglutaminase-Mediated Aggregation and
Functionality of Mixed Food Proteins"
Shane W. Rau, Paris
Major: Physiology
Dissertation: "Mechanisms of Estradiol-Mediated Neuroprotection in
Stroke Injury"
Cynthia Williams Reser", Monticello
Major: History
Dissertation: "Richard I Takes the Cross: The Twelfth-Century Culture
of Crusade"
Christopher Scott Rice", Frankfort
Major: Political Science
Dissertation: "Discourses of Sustainability: Grassroots Organizations
and Sustainable Community Development in Central
Appalachia"
Robert Matthew Riehemann, Bellevue
Major: Mathematics
Dissertation: "Subset Take-Away on Graphs"
Michael Alan Rintamaa, Lexington
Major: Music
Dissertation: "English Sacred Music of Edmund Hooper (c. 1553-
1621)"
[akayla R. Robbins, Fort Wayne, IN
Major: Mathematics
Dissertation: "On Orientations of the Free Spikes"
Maria-Cruz Rodriguez, Spain
Major: Spanish
Dissertation: "De La Confesion Autobiografica Al Activismo
Ecologico: El Viaje Poetico de Margarita Merino"
Michael David Rogers?'. Upton
Major: Computer Science
Dissertation: "Reactive Shadows: A New Framework for Building
Adaptive, Distributed Applications"
Michael Edwin Rogers, Columbus, GA
Major: Entomology
Dissertation: "Biology and Conservation ofWasps of the Genus Tlphia
(Hymenoptera: Tlphiidae), Parasitoids of Turf-infesting with
White Grubs (Coleoptera: Scarabaeidae)"
Carl Prentice Rollins ItMidway
Major: Studies in Higher Education
Dissertation: "High School Guidance Counselor Ratings of Success for
Post Secondary Options: A Study of Socioeconomic, Racial and
Gender Bias"
Marian Williams Roman, Lexington
Major: Gerontology
Dissertation: "Exploring the Process of Recovery from Stroke:
Pathways and Patterns of Reconstruction"
Paula Elizabeth Rosdetter, Lexington
Major: Philosophy
Dissertation: "Being Communities, Building Ourselves: An Exercise
in Practical Ontology"
Mia Alexandra Lee Rosenfeld, Nashville, TN
Major: Gerontology
Dissertation: "Audiological Care Seeking Among Elder Veterans"
Patricia Y. Ryan, Lexington
Major: Nursing
Dissertation: "Approaching Death: A Phenomenological Study"
Usama Salah Saleh'"
Major: Nursing
Dissertation: "Quality of Life Following Bone Marrow
Transplantation: A Comparison With a Matched-Group"
Todd Andrew Savage", Minneapolis,:MN
Major: Educational and Counseling Psychology - Educational
Psychology
Dissertation: "An Investigation of School Psychologists' Attitudes
Toward Lesbians and Gay Males and Other Issues Related to
Sexual Orientation and the Schools"
Kimberly Iris Saylor, Harlan
Major: Psychology - Clinical Psychology
Dissertation: "The Assessment of Personality Disorders: A
Comparison of Five Semi-Structured Interviews"
Roger William Scaletti, Doylestown, PA
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Effect of Copper Source in Enhancing Resistance to
Coliform Mastitis in Dairy Cattle"
, Laura Jean Schmidt, Pittsford, NY
Major: Mathematics
Dissertation: "Of f-Vectors of Regular Triangulations"
Amy Renee Scholik, Alexandria, OH
Major: Biology
Dissertation: "The Effects of Noise on Auditory Physiology of Fish"
Brent Alan Shannon, Indianapolis, IN
Major: English
Dissertation: "Masculinity, Dress, and Consumers Culture in Britain,
1860-1910"
Keith Michael Sharrow", S1.Marys, PA
Major: Pharmacology
Dissertation: "Acute Estrogen (l7B-Estradiol) Treatments Ameliorate
Molecular and Behavioral Biomarkers of Brain Aging"
Celeste Shawler, Bardstown
Major: Nursing
Dissertation: "Evolution ofWomen's Strength: Aging Mothers and
Daughters Becoming Empowered After a Health Crisis"
Cynthia Lynne Shelton, Frankfort
Major: History
Dissertation: ""We Are 'WhatWe Do': A Postmodem Corporatist
Interpretation of the National Program of Alpha Kappa Alpha
Sorority"
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Kathleen Ann Sheppard-Jones, Colchester, VT
Major: Educational and Counseling Psychology - Educational
Psychology
Dissertation: "Quality of Life Dimensions for Adults with
Developmental Disabilities"
Robert Bruce Shields, Elizabethton, TN
Major: Philosophy
Dissertation: "Understanding, Culture, and the Challenges of
Learning"
John Mack Shotwell", Corbin
Major: Communication
Dissertation: "A Uses and Gratifications Study of Computer-Mediated
Communication and Its Implications for Life Satisfaction Among
the Aging"
Paul Vernon Siegrist", Ignacio, CO
Major: Spanish
Dissertation: "Landscape Revisited: Wilderness Mythology in Spanish
Medieval Literature"
Dionne F. Smith ..., Lexington
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "A Multi-Level Longitudinal Analysis of Racial
Convergence and Segmentation Between African-American and
White Women in the Professions: 1967-1993"
Xuegin Song", China
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Cyclooxygenase-z Inhibitors as Molecular Platforms for
Developing a New Class of Apoptosis-Inductng Agents"
Michael Lane Spencer ......, Sandy Hook
Major: Biochemistry
Dissertation: "The Biochemistry and Molecular Cell Physiology of the
RA5-Related Small GTP Binding Proteins, RIT and RIN"
Wen Su, China
Major: Computer Science
Dissertation: "Supporting Group Communication on a Lightweight
Programmable Network"
Abdel-Reheem Mohammed Ahmed Taha ......, Egypt
Major: Plant Physiology
Dissertation: "Apperception and Appraisal of the Mechanism of ?-3




Dissertation: "It Is Hard to BeOrdinary: An Analysis of Language
Use in Maboroshi No Futsuu Shoojo"
Steven Russell Talbert ......, Lexington
Major: Nursing
Dissertation: "Outcomes of Traumatic Brain Injured Patients in a
Rural Trauma System: Contributions of Mode of Transport and
Time from Injury to Arrival at Definitive Care"
Melissa Anne Taylor ......, Middlesboro
Major: Public Administration
Dissertation: "Regional Variation in New Firm Formation: An
Analysis of Socio-Economic Factors"
Earl David Thompson", Prestonsburg
Major: Biology
Dissertation: "The Physiological Involvement of Zinc in Female
Squirrelfish Reproduction"
Timothy Parke Thompson, Mt. Sterling
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "From Coal Dust to Diamonds: Baseball in Coal Camps
and Coal Towns"
Daniel Thomas Thome, [r., Berea
Major: Computer Science
Dissertation: "Multigrid with Cache Optimizations on Adaptive Mesh
Refinement Hierarchies"
Anne Elizabeth Thurston
Major: Studies in Higher Education
Dissertation: "Endangered Daughter: The Life and Death Struggle of a




Dissertation: "Doubly-Radiative Pion Capture on Hydrogen and
Deuterium at Triumf"
Matthew William Turnbull ......, Studley, VA
Major: Entomology
Dissertation: "Encoding of Host Altering Proteins by the Campoletis
Sonorensis Ichnovirus"
James Kyle Tussey, Lexington
Major: Educational and Counseling Psychology - Educational
Psychology
Dissertation: "Predicting Communication Anxiety Through
Motivational Variables"
Vanessa Lenell Venable, Oxford, NC
Major: Psychology - Clinical Psychology
Dissertation: "Cortisol Awakening Response inMasticatory Muscle
Pain Patients: Evidence of Hypocorttsolism"
Jayne Lynn Violette ......, Georgetown
Major: Communication
Dissertation: "Immediately Clarifying Classroom Interactions: An
Examination of Teacher Immediacy, Teacher Clarity, Teacher




Dissertation: "Regulatory Environment and Its Impact on the Market
Value of Investor-Owned Electric Utilities"
Angela Lynn wadsworth", Charlotte, NC
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "Out on Our Own: Women Who Trained as Nurses in
North Carolina From 1945-1960"
Barbara P. Walters, Richmond
Major: Studies in Higher Education
Dissertation: "The Mozart Effect"
Karen Munsell Walters, Aurora, CO
Major: Mathematics
Dissertation: "Variable Order Cascadtc Mulngrid"
Dongwei Wang, China
Major: Mechanical Engineering
Dissertation: "Dynamics and Distributed Control of Geometrically
Nonlinear Active Piezothermoelestic Structroruc Systems Using
the Finite Element Technique"
Hongna Wang, China
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Brain Delivery of Nipecotic Acid by the Administration
of its Ester Prodrug via the Nasal Route"
Yuzhong Wang, China
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Compounds of Aluminum with Al-Q Bonds: Molecules
and Materials"
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Scott David Webb, Walton
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Foam Fractionation of Proteins: A Study of Fluid Flow
in Pharmaceutical Foams"
Geoffrey Coleman Weiss, Louisville
Major: English
Dissertation: "The Gunfighter's Shadow: The Iconography of Clint
Eastwood,1965-2000"
Jeffrey Joseph Westerman*, San Ramon, CA
Major: Educational and Counseling Psychology - Educational
Psychology
Dissertation: "Mentonng and Cross-Age Mentoring: Improving
Academic Achievement Through a Unique Partnership"
Patricia Carol whitlow", Lexington
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "Womb Rebels": A Qualitative Study of Intentional
Childlessness:
Terry Lynn Wiant, Lexington
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Policy and its Impact on Medical Record Security"
Elizabeth Ann wtlltams'". Memphis, TN
Major: Anthropology
Dissertation: ""U I Can Help Somebody, Then My Living Will Not Be




Dissertation: "Sensitivity of SoilQuality Indicators to Soil
Management"
Neal Derrick Woods, Lacey, WA
Major: Political Science
Dissertation: "Rethinking Regulations: Interests and Influence in
Federal Regulatory Policy"
Paul B. Woosley*, Big Reedy
Major: Crop Science




Dissertation: "The Positive Signaling Role ofCDn in BCell Activation
and Function"
Eduardo Goncalves Xavier, Brazil
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Effects of Low-Phytate Com and Low-Phytate Soybean
Meal and Microbial Phytase on Performance and Phosphorus
Excretion of Pigs and Chicks"
Rongwen Xi'", China
Major: Biology
Dissertation: "Roles of the Jak Pathway in Follicular Patterning in
Drosophila"
Amy Lynne Yoder, Frankfort
Major: Nursing
Dissertation: "Policy Predictors of Adult Participation in Cessation
Programs, Quit Attempts, and Smoking Prevalence in Kentucky"
Yukio Yotsumoto'", Japan
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "Corporate Social Responsibility (CRS)of Japanese
Manufacturing Companies in a Kentucky Community: A Case
Study"
Cheng Jiun Yuan, Malaysia
Major: Computer Science
Dissertation: "Extensible Tools for Building and Using Digital Library
Collections"
Stephen C. Yungbluth, Cincinnati, OH
Major: Communication
Dissertation: "Distinguishing Politeness and Respect: Modeling
Deference Behavior at the Levels of Form and Substance"
Kevin Zanelotti, Baltimore, MD
Major: Philosophy
Dissertation: "Transcendental Constructivism: On Method, from
Kant's First Critique to Pichte's Later jena Wissenschaftslehre"
Chi Zhang'", China
Major: Physics




Dissertation: "Caspase-S-Mediated Remodeling and Arrested
Biogenesis of the Legionella Pneumophila-Containing
Phagosome"
Melissa Zwick", Hopewell Junction, NY
Major: Anatomy and Neurobiology
Dissertation: "The Role of GDNF on the Development of the Sensory
Nervous System: Its Impact on Nociceptors and in Models of
Persistent Pain"
Doctor of Education
Lana Lewis Bastin, Hopkinsville
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "Professional Development and Teacher Learning Styles:
Selected Kentucky Teachers' Perceptions About School-Based or
State-Designed Professional Development"
Robert J. Bell, Lexington
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "The Relationship Between the Politics of
Superintendent-Board Relations and Professional Socialization of
Superintendents in Kentucky"
Rikki Ann Cannioto'", Brockport, WY
Major: Kinesiology and Health Promotion
Dissertation: "The Relationship Between Excessive Exercise and
Reasons for Exercising: A Comparison Between Female and Male
Cardiorespiratory and Weight Trainers"
Deborah Ann Case, Cincinnati, OH
Major: Special Education
Dissertation: "The Essential Elements of Assisnve Technology
Assessments and Assessment Reports"
Christine Ann Christle, Lexington
Major: Special Education
Dissertation: "Characteristics of Middle Schools with Low Versus
High Suspension Rates"
Richard Elliott Day, Ludlow
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "Each Child, Every Child - From Equity to Adequacy in
Kentucky's Schools: The Legacy of the Council for Better
Education"
John Dale Dobbs, Oak Ridge, TN
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "The Role of Effective Schools Factors Among
Alternative Placement Programs in the Prediction of Dropout
Rates"
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Melissa Ruth Cibson'", Mitchell, SD
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "A Qualitative Investigation for Designing Intermediate
(Grades 4-6) Information Literacy Instruction: Integrating
Inquiry, Mentoring, and On-line Resources"
[one Johnson Goodman, Virgie
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "Principals Perspectives on Interagency Collaboration"
Karen Marie Heim-Baugh, Evansville, IN
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "A Case Study of Intra- and Inter-Institutional
Collaboration in a Middle School"
Ellen M. Henderson-Gasser, Smithfield, IL
Major: Educational Policy Studies and Evaluation
Dissertation: "The Evolution of Student Services: An Historical Case




Dissertation: "The Effects of Web-based Professional Development on
the Implementation of an Online Unit of Instruction in Inclusive
Classrooms"
Carol Bain Hill, Lexington
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "Gender Equity in the Classroom: A Constant Need to be
Reminded':"
Wardell johnson, Greenwood, MS
Major: Kinesiology and Health Promotion
Dissertation: "A Comparative Study of the Perceived Experiences of
Black Male Student-Athletes Attending a Historically Black
University Compared to Those Attending a Predominantly White
University"
Susan Foust Mcfronald'", Covington
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "What do Kentucky Principals Do With State-Mandated
Assessment Results? A Multiple Case Study of Three Elementary
Schools in One District"
Henley Mclntosh, Ft. Thomas
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "A Descriptive Profile of Parental Involvement in
Selected Kentucky Middle Schools"
Jerry Wallace Ralston, Glasgow
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "Adequacy and Equity of Facility Funding for the
Kentucky Public School System"
Larry Tim Ross, Jr., Tompkinsville
Major: Vocational Education
Dissertation: "A Comparison of Accredited and Non-Accredited
Industrial Technology Programs"
Paul Naah Yemeh, Ghana
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "The Multiple Instructional Literacy Experiences of Two
Reading Recovery Children"
Doctor of Musical Arts
Adrian Douglas Biggs", Louisville
Major: Musical Arts
Dissertation: "Veils for Orchestra a Discussion and Analysis"
Leslie Jean Blackwell'", Thomaston, GA
Major: Musical Arts
Dissertation: "An Analytical Study of David Maslanka's" A Litany for
Courage and the Seasons?"
Joseph Cinquina, Lexington
Major: Musical Arts
Dissertation: "Dedications and Memories"
Jonathan Kippling Crowder, Glasgow
Major: Musical Arts
Dissertation: "Performance and Compositional Style in the Marimba
Music of Christopher Deane"
Renita Jane Rosser Koehn, Maysville
Major: Musical Arts
Dissertation: "A Study of the Poems and Musical Settings of the Songs
of Francis Poulenc on the Texts of Louise de Vilmorin for the
Female Singer"
Francis Vincent Kumor'", Wilkes-Barre, PA
Major: Musical Arts
Dissertation: "Interpreting the Relationship Between Movement and
Music in Selected Twentieth-Century Percussion Music"
Donna Rager Rathke, Canada
Major: Musical Arts
Dissertation: "Chamber Music for Piano-Wind Quintet (Oboe,
Clarinet, Hom, Bassoon, Piano): A Survey"
Kenyon Clay Williams, Abilene, TX
Major: Musical Arts
Dissertation: " ...By Which All Others Are Judged: An Analytical Look
at the Arranging Styles of Four Panorama Arrangers with an
Original Composition for Steel Drum Ensemble"
Educational Specialist
Tammy Nanette Bisotti ..., Owensboro
Bethanie Renee Brogli". Cynthiana
Yaphet Urie Bryant, Wilmington, NC
William Barry Cecil, Louisville
Dawn Myers Christie, Gallatin, TN
Virginia Depp Cline", Owensboro
Tanya Lynn Combs", Mt. Sterling
Amy Kristen Craft ..., Lexington
Elizabeth Elaine Crawford, Nicholasville
Barri Benita Crump", Lexington
Mistylynn Liberty Day, Lexington
Mary Caroline Thomas Francis'", Lexington
Marc Edward Prisiellc, Bronxville, NY
Michelle Marilyn Garrett, Lexington
Kelly S. Gauble, Champaign, IL
Robyn Williams Henrich", Winchester
Nicole Mann Highland", Lexington
Matthew Edward Koger, Versailles
Bethe A. Korfhage, New Albany, IN
Milton A. Lowder, Lexington
Amy Lynn McClain, Louisville, KY
Melissa Ann Moose, Lexington
Kimberly Cherise Newsom'", Los Angeles, CA
Michelle Antonia Pinckney, Elizabethtown
Emily Renee Popp", Louisville
Mackenzie Day Riney" 1Owensboro
Kellie Anne Sassin-Eckhardt, Park Hills
Kathleen Ann Sheppard-jones'"
Penny Lynn Mills Shotwell, Gray
Matthew David Turner", Peachtree City, GA
James Kyle Tussey", Lexington
Margaret Laurie Comer Wright, Lexington
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Master of Arts
Sara Katherine Anderson, Marlboro, VT
Kelley Arm Krakowski Amold'", Lexington
Anupa Subhash Arya, Hazard
Shawn Christopher Baldwin, Mayfield
Stephanie Jane Berrong'". Corydon
Kecia Anne Betts, Cleveland, OH
Jeffrey Kenneth Birkenstein", Fountain
Valley, CA
Todd Aaron Bitters'", Worthington, OH
Florina Blaga, Romania
Paul Joseph Boyles III""*,Rock Island, IL
Whitney Renee Boyles, Louisville
Nicole Danielle Breazeale'", Lexington
John Russell Burch, Campbellsville
Bakary Camara, Mali
Reba Lynn Carroll, Lexington
Katherine Lynne Casey, Oak Ridge, TN
Chiang-Su Rick Chang'", Canada
Benjamin Chi Gene Cheng", Houston, TX
[o Ann Circosta, Clarington, OH
Ryan Matthew Cole'", Jackson, MI
William Colucci", Lexington
James Russell Couch, Lexington
Jennifer Ann Crawford'", Ft. Wright
Ethan Davis
Karen Lisa Diggs, Lexington
Linda J. Dimon", Derby, CT
Lisa Arlene Dobson, Lexington
Alexander J. Doherty, Fort Lee, NJ
Danielle Marie Dove, Ashland
Jeanine Carol Duncliffe, Georgetown
Keri Anne Dunphy, Philadelphia, PA
Melinda Louise DuPont, Lexington
Mason James Dyer, Cave City
Christen Martin Egan ...., Princeton
Eduardo Marcant Engelsing. Brazil
Kihong Born. Korea
Christina A. E. Fairman", Lexington
Frank J. Fillebeck Ill ...., Omaha, NE
Rebecca Adkins Fletcher, Greeneville, TN
Erin Foley-Reynolds, Dayton, OH
Nicole Gaines, Louisville
Amy Leigh Gamblin ...., Lexington
Polly Joan Garcia, Atlanta, GA
Aaron John Gennan ...., Ramona, CA
Michael James Gillen, Oakton, VA
Jason Michael Goldbach, Lexington
Martha Church Gray, Louisville
Robin Jean Gray", Eddyville
Karen Marie Greenough, Spokane, WA
Erin Michelle Gregory", Paris
Timothy Louis Griffith
Tonya Jewell Griffith, Prestonsburg
Erin Elizabeth Croves'", Louisville
Christopher Michael GUlUl,Jackson, MS
Brian Patrick Hale", Lexington
Amanda Marie Hamm, Neillsville, WI
Sarah Hardin, Bardstown
Valerie Arm Hatton", Lexington
James Alexander Henderson ...., Lexington
Virginia Anne Henriksen, Lexington
Wesley Sean Hogan ....
Gary Dixon Houck'", Lexington
Rebecca Gayle Howell'", Lexington
Laura Catherine Humphries, Lexington
Joel Brooks Hunter", Lexington
Christine Marie Dickman Huskisson",
Versailles
James B. Hutchinson ...., Ashland
Marie-Francoise Hutchison ...., Lexington
James Andrew Johnson, Georgetown
Donna Diane Lee Jones, Maysville
JoBeth Jordan", San Antonio, TX
Christopher N. Kays, Louisville
Crace-Nicole Danielle Kelley, Junction City
Irakli Khodeli ....
Molly King'"
Melinda Spencer Kingsbury, Salt Lake City,
UT
Daniel Armstrong Kiteck, Somerset
Margaret Elizabeth Klopp, Columbia, SC
Daniel J. Kuzyk
Sali Li, China
Christy Dianne Lose", Lexington
Satoshi Machida, Japan
Charlotte Campbell MacKinlay", Lexington,
VA
Margaret Emily Marquis, Lexington
Kathryn Arm Masden , Louisville
Christi Sporl Massey , West Monroe, LA
Amanda M. Mays ...., Lexington
Christine Marie Mazzocco, Lexington
Glenda Catherine McCoy ...., Ashland
Ronald L. Mercer", Lexington
Julien Mercille, Canada
David Christopher Metzler", Lexington
Christine Rose Metze, Jackson, WI
Steven Bryan Miller", Lexington
Roger D. Mullins, Lexington
Tylina [o Mullins, Prestonsburg
April Simpson Munson, Mt. Sterling
Erin Hilary Murphy, Arab, AL
Hadyn Zene Murphy ...., Lexington
Lisa L. Newberry", Jonesborough, TN
John Price Nicol, Lexington
Kelly Lyn O'Connor, Lexington
Michael Joseph O'Hara, Lexington
Lela Jane Page, Bowling Green
Misug Park"
Trond Breien Peersen ....
Lawrence Bryson Perry, [r., Mansfield, TX
Robert Eric Polsgrove ...., Frankfort
Sallie L. Powell, Lexington
Thomas William Riley"
Tom A. Roberts, Lexington
Amanda Sue Ross, Harrodsburg
Carrie Arm Russ ...., Lexington
Matthew Thomas Ryan ...., Edgewood
Kiyohiko Sakamoto", Japan
Marina Sarkisian
Dennis Allen Schmidt ...., West Bend, WI
Mark Andrew Schroeder, Lexington
Nichole Denise Schwartz, Louisville
Charles Julian Sebastian, Lexington
John Christopher Seebach ...., Lexington
Scott Lee Selby, Louisville
Murray Wayne Skees ...., Paducah
Margaret Frances Richardson Sloan,
Monticello
Hope MarieSmiley McDonald, Lexington
Benjamin Norris Smith, Lexington
Kimberly Elaine Spivey ...., Lexington
Leslie A. Steele, Greenup
Keri Rebecca Stevenson, Crestwood
Wesley Durrell Stoner, Lancaster, PA
William Walton Stoops, Jefferson Hill, PA
Beth Alba Strategier ...., Ft. Mitchell
Peiran Sun ...., China
John Ochs Terry ...., Ft. Myers, FL
Steven Douglas Thompson, Berea
Rebecca J. Tidwell'", Murray
Sarah Katherine Timoney ....
Joseph Arthur Tipton, Louisville
Rachel Nessa Titus, Seattle, WA
Lee T. Todd ill, Lexington
Amber Elizabeth Travis", Lexington
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Kelly Renee Tucker, Cincinnati, OH
Terrence Theodore Tucker", Monroe, LA
Shawn Omar Turner ...., Fisty
Anthony E. Ubelhor, Evansville, IN
Lenora Batchelor Underwood, Prospect
Jennifer Lynn Viau'", Leominster, MA
Theresa Michelle Viggiano", Princeton, NJ
Andrei Vorobiev, Russia
Jeffrey David Wagner ...., Lexington
Jayme M. Walenta", Houston, TX
James Andrew Lee Walker, Jr....., Springfield,
VA
Fengjuan Wang, China
Lucinda Gay Ward ...., Inez
Byron Hilbun Warner ...., Nashville, TN
Rebecca Lynn Warren, White Plains
Benjamin Jerry Washington, jr., Piedmont,
SC
Jason 1.Weese, Elizabethtown
Molly Dunkum wesley", Nancy
William Jefferson West II, Altavista, VA
Carolyn Coppola White, Lexington
Megan Kathryn McCarty Williams, Harlan,
IA
Peter A. Williams, Lexington
Lei Yu, China
Min Zhang ...., China
Master of Arts in Education
Brent Wesley Allen", Gallatin, TN
Charles Pornell Allen, Lexington
Mary Carmen Amato, Frankfort
Dana Jernigan Banton, Franklin
Brandon Lee Bartley"
Patrick Ramsey Bell", Lexington
Hope Renae Starr Benavides", Lexington
Nicole Allison Blandford, Lexington
Jennifer Carol Boyken", Owensboro
Amanda Renee Bratcher, Cloverport
Lila Marie Brindley, Nicholasville
Mary F. Kane Chapman", Gate City, VA
John Thomas Collins", Owensboro
Adam Taylor Davis", Lexington
Dustin Trevor Ferrell, Hamilton, OH
Deana Kaye Flannery", Richmond
Sheridan Marie Flannery, Independence
Betsy Ruth Fleischer", Harrodsburg
Wesley Harold Folsom", Wilmore
LaDonna Michele Fuller, Winchester
Kristy Beth Garrison", Lexington
Lauri Kovar Gilbert ...., Bardstown
Kristopher Bryant Gillis, Erlanger
Melissa Lea Goetz", Philpot
Kelly Karlyle Grear, Cynthiana
Natalie Ellen Greene", Lexington
Michael Paul Haake", Florence
Phillip Alvin Hamm, Harlan
Christine Cowgill Harris", Lexington
Jeff Andrew Haubenreich", Lexington
Esther Denise Hayden
Shannon R. Hays", Lexington
Heidi L. Geisert Herald ...., Fishers, IN
Sean Jameson Huddleston", Lexington
Amanda Ellen Hunt, Fountain Run
Barry Dewayne Jackson", Manchester
Bryne Andrew Jacobs, Chattanooga, TN
Jenny Arm Jensen, Louisville
T. Lyn Johnson", Lexington
Richard Shawn Kettenring"
Lori Lin Kieper, Lexington
Phill Allen Kopczynski", Roselle, IL
Brandi Terrell Larkey"
Gregory Ryan Lawson"
William Thomas Lewis, Fort Mitchell
Sarah Elizabeth Lucas, Lexington
Alicia Candice Mantia", Lexington
Chuck McGuire Marquez, Lexington
Christopher Edward McClellan*, Ironton,
OH
Christina Lynn Mattingly Mckay". Lebanon
Jason Dale Meenach", Lexington
Melody Cooper Meredith, Frankfort
Anthony Jamar Mills, Somerset
Jennifer Dawn Montgomery", Frankfort
Matthew Scott Moore, Florence
Christopher Lee Myers, Lexington
Michelle Ann Parsons", Lexington
Leigh Ann Peake", Princeton
Tara Story Phelps, Waynesburg
Cathy Emerson Pleasants'", Lexington
Darrin Jeffries Pollock, Webster
Chanda Leigh Powell", Central City
Sarah Brown Prewitt, Lexington
Dawn Marie Lewis Privett, Mt. Vernon
Micki Parrish Ray", lexington
Matthew Scott Redmond'", Lexington
Meredith Taylor Reed", Owensboro
Martin Ridgley?', Lexington
Shannon Gadberry Ritchie'", Lexington
Julie Dolores Rowland". Lexington
Ramie Elizabeth Rye", Alexandria
Erika Lynn Saario", Lexington
Christopher Ryan Salyers", Ashland
James Corey Sayre", Lexington
Dietlinde Margarete Schmucker, Germany
Seth Clay Shannon", Lexington
Laura Anne Slagel", Fairbury, IL
Micki Shanel Smallwood", Mt Sterling
Benjamin William Smits, Lexington
Tara Nicole Sorace, Elizabethtown
Whitney Marie Speaker", Naperville, IL
Kristin WeIde Sundheimer, Louisville
Julie Ann Swigert", Lexington
William Kenneth Thomas, [r., Bardstown
Dorothy Patrice Hall Thompson, Lexington
Wendy Loraine McCormick Turner",
Lafayette, GA
Theresa Tuwor'". Ghana
Angela Susan Van Berkel", Erlanger
Deddie Marie Walker", Corbin
Cari L.Wallace", Lexington
Tonya Howard Warren, Lancaster
Asia Antionette Weathers", Louisville
Krystal D. welch'. Mt Sterling
Kendra Shea Wilkins, Central City
Thomas Martin Wilkins, Greenville
Karen Jane Williams, Nashville, TN
Shannon Ray Williams
Derek Christopher Willis, Stamping Ground
Jodi Leigh winchester", Somerset
Master of Business
Administration
Shireen Hamid Qazi Alunad**, Cross Lanes,
WV
D'Andre Lamont Anderson**, Louisville
Michelle Denise Baker, Salvisa
Jason Joseph Baldesare**, Nanticoke, PA
Elizabeth Clay Barret, Paris
Benjamin Douglas Bertram**, Lexington
Anne Elizabeth Blankenship, Versailles
Nicholas Andrew Braun**, Fort Thomas
Allen Joseph Brenzel**, Lexington
Courtney Jo Brown**, Elizabethtown
Mark Litten Brown"'*, Louisville
John Brandon Bruce**, Hopkinsville
Candice Grace Burks, Lexington
Jason Andrew Burnett**, Boise, ill
Bradley Kent Buss, Carbondale, IL
Shonda Latrice Canada'", Lexington
XiangMing Cheng, China
Melissa Dee Clark", Louisville
Kevin Mark Coen'", Lexington
Steven Donald Combs, Ft. Thomas
Darren Keith Cooper'". Somerset
Rebecca Lee Crider'", Hager Hill
Chanda Camille Day'", Morehead
Shaun Charles Dennis'", Lexington
Debra Ruth Drury, Lawrenceburg
Bryan Scott Duke'". Yucca Valley, CA
Terence Raymond Dunn'", Marion, OH
Brandon Lee Eason'". Paris
Tolga Erin, Cyprus
Steven Wayne Estepp, Lexington
Joel Taylor Eubank, Sturgis
Christopher Micheal Pathergill. Lancaster
Keith Wayne Faulconer, Williamstown
Aaron Michael Carvey", Munfordville
Tammy J. Gay, Lexington
Saleem Anton Habash", Oxford, OH
Devonya Joel Hopkins Hall'", Somerset
Seth Waide Hanson, Dallas, TX
James David Hardison'". Lexington
Mary Elizabeth Harned'". Elizabethtown
Jamie Ali Harris'", Louisville
Brian Hart'", Hopkinsville
Michael Lee Hochmeister'", Lexington
Robin Holbrook'"
Christopher Todd Houchin'", Louisville
John Franklin Huff, Lexington
John Anthony Jamison, Lexington
Courtney Ann Kegley'", Louisville
Duy Hinh Khieu'", Lexington
Christopher Michael Kipper". Leitchfield
Emily Alice Koehler'"', Estes Park, CO
Michael P. Kolokowsky
Carl Walton Koontz'", Prospect
Bryan Alan Kraemer, Lexington
Brian Michael Laake'". Villa Hills
Chad Michael Lashbrook'", Owensboro
David Ford Lewis, MD**,Nicholasville
Taryn Strang Lewis'", Flemington, NJ
Glenn Michael Livezey'", San Jose, CA
Tyler Redding Mainous'", Lexington
Anwar Khejaranan Malik'", Pikeville
Timothy Scott Mcfraniel'", Paducah
Heidi Paticia Meausoone, France
Liang Meng, China
Mirza, Indonesia
Candyce Petria Mitchell'", Benicia, CA
Todd Anthony Morgan'", East Lansing, MI
Jeffrey William Mossey, Lexington
Harry Michael Nash, IV**,Louisville
Michael Anthony Ortiz, Fayetteville, NC
William Thomas Osborne, Franklin, OH
Rajan Girish Patel**, Louisa
William G. Pfeifle, Lexington
Christopher Thomas Pfetzer**, Villa Hills
William Seth Poteat, Owensboro
Angela Mae Powell**, Lexington
Patrick Lawrence Ransom
Andrew Paul Reichenbach, Columbus, IN
Matthieu Riviere, France
Robert Scott Robinson, Frankfort
Victoria Lynn Russell"'*, Louisville
Robert Bums Schoborg**, Independence
Tonya Lynn Sherrill, Lexington
Anthony Warren Smith, Louisville
Lorna Smith**, Chicago, IL
Roy Everett Sturgill, Jr., Prestonsburg
Peiran Sun
Colleen Hope Swartz**, Winchester
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Kelly B. Swartz'", Maysville
Chad Patrick Thompson, Lebanon
Christopher Robert Tyler, Louisville
Katherine Keene Wagner, Pikeville
Julia Nicole Walker'", Atlanta, GA
Apirada Wanitchanont'", Thailand
Ryan Timothy Ward, Columbia City, IN
Michael James weber". Fort Wright
Ronald Curtis Weston, II**,Grand Rapids,
MI
Patrick Busbee Wiggins ......, Suwanee, GA
John David Wolfrom'", Paducah
Daniel Trigg Womack, Nicholasville
Martin Puitak Wong**, Hong Kong
Melissa Lea Worthingtorr", Pikeville
YUma Zheng'". China
Syed Asad Zia, Lexington
Saima Zuberi'". London
Master of Education
Barbara Lee Workman Abshire, Lexington
Tracy Hisle Christopher, Lexington
Robbie L. Pletcher", Lovely
Adam Neil Kirk", Lexington
Michelle McAlpin Lee", Versailles
Beth Oliver Osborne", Lexington
Garet Paxton Wells", Morehead
Master of Fine Arts
Dustin Thomas Kaufman, Coffeyville, KS
Jason Gary Kelty, Shepherdsville
Julie Ann Wheeler, Ashland
Master of Health Administration
Bethany Faye Adams, Lexington




Kyle Leo Green, Danville
Jodie lies Mattox, Henderson
Melissa Anne Molholm, Dublin, OH
David Matthew Moss, Maryville, TN
Kedar Arvind Oak'", India
Eleonora Savitchi, Romania
David Edward Toborowsky, Louisville
David Jesse VanMeter
Master of Historic Preservation
janie-Rice Brother, Mt.Bterllng
Celine RM Finney, Cape Girardeau, MO
Cynthia Enid Johnson, Lexington
Stephanie Elizabeth Lechert'", Danville
Anthony Cecil Plaisted, Lexington
Frank D. Unger, Walton, wv
Master of Music
Sarah Jane Bajus, Canaseraga, NY
Tamara Alice Bustamante, Anchorage, AK
Corey Steven Crider, Marion
Ned Eugene Farrar*, Lexington
Garyallen Glass, Evansville, IN
Misty Dawn Farver Grubbs, Auburn, IN
Stefanie Lynn Kersey"', LeXington
Angela Beth Leson, Canada
Howard Dean McCleese, Jr., Portsmouth,
OH
Nathan Winter Munson, Kalamazoo, MI
Pamela Sue Murphy*, St Petersburg, FL
Kaoru Numoto, Japan
Perry Albert Ralenkotter
Kimberly J. Scott, Lexington
Kensel Erick Snow, Jr., Vidor, TX
Charis May Strange, Campbellsville
Christopher Michael Strange, Windham, ME
Al~son Emanuel Weitkamp, Lexington
Allison Emanuel Weitkamp, Lexington
Master of Public Administration
Cary David Black, Elgin, IL
DeAnna Lynn Barnett Brangers,
Campbellsville
Mark James Cleland, Georgetown
Carol Beth Courts, Alexandria
Heather Camille Crain, Crofton
Pe~a Evgenieva Dimitrova, Bulgaria
Christopher Ryan Durbin, Lexington
Eric Brian Cray", Tampa, FL
[ana Phillips Grayson, Lexington
Kelly Blair Hattman, Parkersburg, WV
Christopher Martin Jones, Millstone
Jer:muer Kidwell Krieger, Lexington
Erm Rachel McNees, Lexington
John Raphael Morgan, Lexington
Suzanne Michelle Perkins Sapp. Corbin
Jennifer Christine Sewell, Lexington
Amanda Applegate Smith, Fort Thomas
Christopher Hugh Smith'", Frankfort
David Patrick Thompson, Morganfield
Jonathan George Thompson, Frankfort
Julie 1.Tolliver, Harlan
Benjamin Jerry Washington, [r.", Greenville,
SC
David Randall Whitworth, Nashville, TN
Stephanie Renee Williams'", Louisville
Master of Public Health
Leslie Ann Asbury, Augusta
Cheryl LeAnne Ashby, Robards
Rishika Basappa, India
John Melton Bennett, Georgetown
Alexander Lee Bingcang", Lexington
Alisa RoseAnn Bowersock, Dunmor
James Kwanil Chung, Radcliff
Nicole Michelle Clarke, Powell, TN
Andrew Hunter Cline, Maysville
Elizabeth Goode Cobb, Louisville
Brian Kitchens Dean'", Lexington
Debra Wartinger Dillon, Lexington
John Dixon Eggum, Hinsdale, IL
Peggy Ann Ellis'", Lexington
Gerald Anthony Ferretti
Maureen Alana Flannery, Berea
Mef Durri Galle, Lexington
Dale G. Garrett
Virginia-Bibb Wiese Golden, Harrodsburg
Rebecca McMullen Conzalez'", Lexington
Sabine Guenther, Santa Ana, CA
Janet Gail Hamon, Carlisle
Crystal Gail Howard, Salyersville
Jasie Logsdon Jackson, Burnside
John Lynn Jefferies*, LaFollette, TN
Shersten Killip, MD
Andrew John Kinch, Somerset
Michael Shawn McNeely*, Elizabethtown
Penelope Monte Pajel, Lexington
Shalini Parekh>!-,Lexington
Joseph Stanley Petrey*, Corbin
John Welbum Poe**,Maysville
Davis Patricia Tunis Potter**, Lexington
Ryan Mark Powers**, Hawesville
Steven Mark Prater, Ocilla, GA
Jennifer Lee Redmond, Batesville, AR
Pam~lla Patrice Dale Shaw*, Gary, IN
Sabrma Lyne Walsh, Batavia, NY




Leslie JaNay Thompson Hudson'", Bowling
Green
Milika Latrel King'", Battleboro, NC
Kimberly Ann Kremer'". Alexandria
Marlon Jevon Linton'", Acre Station, NC
Holly Beau Matney, Greensburg
Virginia Pedigo Morehead'", Bowling Green
Mary Margaret Moreland'", Bowling Green
S. Gaithri Raj'", Malaysia
Master of Science
Ben DeBrovy Abroms'", Canada
Ignacio David Acevedo, Mexico
Rajesh Agrawal'". India
Charles Edward Akers, [r., Catlettsburg
Bahar Ilgaz Aleem, Lexington
Robert Earl Andrews"
Carrie Lin Armstrong", Jackson, OH
Ivan Sergey Artiouchine'"
Heather 1.Austin". Bluefield, VA
Alyssa Jane Averill, Alexandria, VA
Md. Ashfaqul Islam Babool'", Bangladesh
Raymond Earl Baser, Marion, AR
Zachary Hawk Berkshire'", Warsaw
Tanmoy Bhattacharya", India
William Scott Black", Barbourville
John A. Blanchard II**,Swartz Creek, Ml
Tera Michelle Bonney", Hood River, OR
Jam:s Franklin Booth, Lexington
Da.vId Anthony Brajuha, Pleasant Valley, NY
Kristen Rae Branscum, Russell Springs
Andrea Kay Branstetter", Edmonton
Brian Andrew Brown, Lexington
Barry Tracy Burden II,Morgantown
Brandon Mario Byrd'", Ft. Washington, MD
Perry Todd Byrd
Marcello Capaccio'"
Aaron Bently Carner, Princeton
Charles Stuart Carpenter, Lexington
William E. Carroll", Harlan
Cheryl Lynne Cathey, Nashville, TN




Michael Louis Cherubini, Lexington
Prasad V. Chowdavarapu'", India
Christopher Franklin Clark, Madisonville
Nathaniel James Clark", Louisville
Nathan Caleb Clayton", Bowling Green
Leigh Anne Claywell", Bardstown
Linda Anne Coker", Evergreen, AL
Holly Holbrook Coleman, Lexington
Steven Evan Cornell**, Lexington
Gregory Clay Cornett*, Viper
Wendy Lynn Corp, Kankakee, IL
Carrie Ann Creasey*>!-,Lockport, NY
Kumar Satya Seshu Dammu, India
Scott Anthony DeCiantis**, Rock Hill, SC
Chettan Singh Dhillon, India
Kossa Diomande, Ivory Coast
Steven Daniel Dolvin, Lexington
Meizhu Du*, China
Michael George Dudley**, New Castle, IN
Stacy Kay Dunavent, Owenton
Christopher J. Dunkle, Creshvood
Hesham Abdalrahim Elgaali*, Sudan
Brian George Fieser*, Norwich, KS
Mark Louis Fischer, Bloomington, IN
Sarah Frances Fischer*, Louisville
Rebecca Christine Fitch, Batesville, IN
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Brennan Wayne Flora, Shelbyville
Jessie Lynn Folk, Madisonville
Leslie Kathleen Poss'", Solvang, CA
Andrea Marques Friedrich'"', Brazil
Leslie Marie Caines", Gautier, MS
Benjamin David Gecewich, South Sioux City,
NE
Travis Gerome Cevedon'", Grassy Creek
Mary Catherine Cleske", Bowling Green
Sonya Iaylynn Gissendanner, Saginaw, MI
Robert Lee Godman, Falmouth
Anne Baker Goes, Lexington
Amanda Abshire Corman'", Lexington
Sarvani Grandhe, India
Shari Lynn Greer, Las Vegas, NV
Sean Michael Griffin", Taylor Mill
Bruce Payne Griffis, Lexington
Morten Sand Hadsel'", Norway
Mitzi Elizabeth Bironas Hall, Lexington
Laura Elizabeth Harbour, Plainfield, IL
Lucia Hardi", Indonesia
Robert Brian Hardy", Lexington
Elizabeth Ann Harrell, Shelbyville
Eric Emmanuel Harris", Paris
Candice Dawn Harvey, Bowling Green
Sarah Rodriguez Hazelton'", Bethesda, MD
YurongHe
Melissa Ann Hines", Stearns
Ashley Autum Hinton", Prospect
Derrick Stanley Holeman, Columbus, GA
Stephen Arthur Hood", Middlesboro
Chad Everett Howard, Salyersville
ChadMichael Howlett", Annawan, IL
Zhongdong Huang, China
Daniel John Hutchison", Northwood, ND
Mohammad Shayyaz Inayat, England
Claude Wayne Ingram
[anetta E. Jamerson, Murfreesboro, TN
Numkrit Jeraputtiruk, Thailand
Yuan Ji**,China
David Michael Carey [ohnson'", Union
Walter Karl Johnson, Louisville
Andrea Louise Jones, Louisville
Michael David Judy, Frankfort
Do-lin [ung, Korea
Ravi Venkata Subramanya Kanda, Fremont
CA '
Kays Kaysi, Iraq
Ajit Shashank Khare, India
Chin-Hong Khor", Malaysia
Valeriya Kevorkovna Khurdayan, Russia
Tria Bottorff Kinnard". Savannah, TN
Susanna Elizabeth Kitts'". Tazewell, VA
Emily DeBow Klein'", Alexandria, VA
Carrie Ann Knott'", Owensboro
Stephen Ignatius Koch**, Paris
Istvan Kovacs, Hungary
Snezhanna Fichshenko Kovtun, Kazakhstan
Amit Kumar, India
Neal Erik Lemmerman, Cincinnati, OH
Matthew Asher Levy, Winchester
Chingwen Li**,China
Stephen Mark Lickert, Ft. Thomas, KY
Paul J. Linton, Louisville
Mark Thomas Litterer""
Hua Liu, China
Mary Kimberly Lowman, Ashland
Zijing Lu**, China
Lina Luo**, China
Konstantinos Christos Makris, Greece
Robert C. Manchester II*, Lexington
Cathy Gayheart Mania**
Darcy Mariah Wendy Martin, Pennington
Gap, VA
Kimberly Rebecca Martin, Germantown, MD
Matthew A. Massey, Ardmore, OK
Jennifer Renee Matlock". Maine, NY
Heather Lynn Mattocks, Lexington
Elizabeth Ann Mayo, Vienna, WV
Rebecca Louise McCaffrey"", Cheyenne, WY
John Todd McFarland, London
Michael Preston McLain
Md Sufian Yek MdJuni Yek, Malaysia
Terry Glynn Meade'", Deane
Maria [osefina Milesy de Uranga, Argentina
Jessica Brie Mills", Nicholasville
Satya Ranjan Mohanty, India
Justin Darnell Morris, Versailles
Abhijit Mukherjee, India
Patrick Joseph Mulholland, Pittsburgh, PA
Courtney Pearl Mulvihill, Crown Point, IN
Kevin Michael Murphy, Old Orchard Beach,
ME




Akilah Shani Rashida Nicks, Forest, MS
Kay Sue Oakley'", Lexington
David Emmanuel Owiny, Tanzania
Shirish Harihar Pande, India
Gayatri Anilkumar Patel", India
Joseph Lane Pennington"
Cody Mitchell Perry, Drakesboro
Michael Anthony Pirrman, Louisville
Emanuel Postolache, Romania
Laura A. Powers'", Hawesville
Krishna Prasanna Prabhala, India
Bryan David Price, Indianapolis, IN
Venu-Copal Puram", India
Shardan Marc Radmanesh", Somerset
Shana Lanell Raglin, Midway
Divya T. Ramakrishnan, India
Thitinart Rattanopas", Thailand
Gaurav Ray, New Zealand
Andrea Renee Reinowski, Sterling Heights,
MI
Jason Cosmo Reynolds", Olive Hill
Justin Drew Rhinehart, Loudon, TN
Ashley Clay Richard, Paris
Jennifer Lynn Rogers, Taylorsville
Stacey Io Roller, Greencastle, IN
Charlene Noelle Rucker, Lupton, MI
Robert Ross Russell, Albany, GA
Wesley Warren Ruth, Lexington
John Mark Salsman'", Lexington
Prashant Lakshimi Kant Sarma, India
Christopher Paul Saunders", Covelo, CA
John Douglas Schlarmen'". Ft. Thomas
John E. Schmidt'". Philadelphia, PA
John 1.Scott, Jr."""",Nashville, TN
Rachel Leigh Self, Atlanta, GA
Ramya Sethuraman, India
Kamal Pradip Shah, India
Xiaolian Julia Shi"""",China
Michael Garry Shultz, Richmond, OH
Paul George Silvestri, Boca Raton, FL
Pearl Brooks Simple, Louisville
Svetla Stefanova Slavova""",Bulgaria




Rajagopal Srinivasan Srirangam, India
Vinay Srivastava, India
Tammy 1.Stage"",Elmira, NY
Amanda Catherine Staley""",Morning View
Thomas R. Stefaniak, Lexington
Sushil Michael Stephen, India
Alexander Knox Stewart'", Cincinnati, OH
Christopher Scott Stone'", Lexington




Scott Edward Swicegood", Waynesboro, VA




Sara Higdon Thurmond, Bardstown
Denver Hartlin Travis, Cadiz
Kimberly Dawn Traylor'", Georgetown
Jeffery Adam Turner"; Owensboro
Maximo Uranga'". Argentia
Michael A. Van Aelstyn, LaCrosse, WI
Mark Philip Van Houten, Mason, OH
Eduardo Vazquez, Spain
Venkata Ratan Velagapudi, India
Kevin Edward Vincent, Frankfort
Raman Vishwanathan", India
Elwood Talmadge Waddell, [r., Ashland
Daniel R. Warren, Lexington
Theresa Io weddington'", Lexington
Stephanie Marie Wehr, Louisville
Mark English wetzel'", Lexington
Lyndsey Chantel White, England
Lavanya Malharie Wijeratne, Sri Lanka
Traci Lynne Wilde, Lexington
Jennifer Leigh Williams", Ashland
Phillip Robert Williams"""".,St. Clairsville, OH











Master of Science in
Accounting
Bethany Jo Burnett". Ashland
Elizabeth Blake Clevinger, Lexington
John Joseph Deans, Lexington
Jennifer Ann Donaldson'", Lexington
John Kenton Fairchild, Whitesburg
Mark Anthony Pilburn'", Louisville
Jay Kevin Fister", Lexington
Manda Lucille [ohnson'". Leitchfield
Eric Christopher Langan'", Louisville
Gabriela Dhiresh Maganlal'". India
Katherine Suzanne Marksberry, Hebron
Marc Alan Mathews, Lexington
Marsellisa Nindito'", Indonesia
Yi Qian"""",China
Angela Marie Redman"", Louisville
Bradford Creighton Spencer""",Prospect
Jason O. Strange"", Bardstown
Robert Ellis Taylor ill""*,Franklin
Jason Robert Wiggins, Lincoln, NE
HaoXin Zhang*"",China
Master of Science in
Biosystems and Agricultural
Engineering
Nicholas Paul Coleman, Gulf Shores, AL
Eleanor Augusta Derbyshire, Lexington
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Virginia-Bibb Wiese Golden, Harrodsburg
Gowon Lateef Goode, Jonesville, SC
Christopher James Sobolik, Cresco, IA
Master of Science in Biomedical
Engineering
Joseph Lynn Pinley'", Nortonville
Mark Alan Criffin'". Indianapolis, IN
Yiping Gu, China
Kegang Hua, China
Kevin Nathaniel Lewis, Russellville
Brock Holston Marrs, Glasgow
Brian Louis Mattingly, Louisville
Christopher Patterson Roche, Rock Hill, SC
Jennifer Marie Smith, Lexington
Anil Kumar Thota, India
Sandra Melissa Villarruel, Burke, VA





Master of Science in Civil
Engineering
Jason Ray Allinder, Madisonville
Kevin Lewis Blackburn, Clay
Jason Rhea Booth, Frankfort
Jeremy Michael Brickey, Grayson
Christopher Floyd Douglas", Pineville
Manish Gangwar, India
Clay Bertram Gatewood, Frankfort
Eric Randolph Green", Lexington
Wendy Arm Harper, Charleston, WV
Jason Yaw Cheuk Hing'", Malaysia
Margaret Ruth Hopkins, Tazewell, VA
Adam Wesley Kays", Lexington
Noppadon Kowsuvon'", Thailand
Ryan Thomas Kramer, Alexandria
Gerald G. Leslie III, Lexington
Louis Harrison Mattingly, Bardstown
Jonathan Edward Nieman", Lexington
[iayin Pan, China
Michael Lee Schneider, [r., Louisville
Lynn Jonell Soporowski'". Frankfort
Bei Su, China
Erin Marie Thompson'", Louisville
Joseph Jose Thozhal, United Arab Emirates
Lindsay Anne Walker'", Lexington
Jennifer Marie webster'", Ashland
David Allen Willett, Paducah
Mohammed Fayez Yasin'", Jordan
Master of Science in
Communication Disorders
Lauren Carollo Birch, Georgetown
Bridgette Danielle Blackburn, Lexington
Ursula Dagmar Boehnert, Lexington
Robert James Burckardt'", Louisville
Vanessa Adams Campbell*, Yerkes
Liza Michelle Clevenger*"", Hazard
Sarah Elizabeth Cranfill, Lexington
Sherrie Latrice Davis, Lexington
Allison Michele Dent, New Port Richey, FL
Elizabeth Cady Hensley, Huntington, WV
Christa Tuttle Holloway, Lexington
Bridget Ellen Houchens, Glasgow
Amy Elizabeth Huffaker*, Monticello
Nona Lynn Kennedy, Cynthiana
Sarah Ann Lane, Morehead
Courtney McManus Nuckols, Versailles
Jennifer Michelle Rachford, Ft Thomas
Alexandra Combs Reeves, Morehead
Erin Elizabeth Riffle, Vine Grove
Jennifer Rae Slye, Carthage, NY
Christy [o Smith, Loyall
Carrie Finnell Spellman, Versailles
Jennifer Rae Talley, Hodgenville
Kimberly Pavon Taylor, Madisonville
Leigh Anne Wallace, Hazard
Master of Science in Education
Ann Webster Hulette Abell, Frankfort
Leslie Ann Ainsley, Lexington
Kelly Moore Arnold", Buffalo, NY
Janie Lucille Miller Ashby'", Louisville
Pat Farrington Bass Ill", New Orleans, LA
David L. Bisset
Pamela Vaughan Bolt, Lexington
Catherine Anne Brambley'"
Anna Harken Brannen, Lexington
Malinda Anne Cavallo, Lexington
Saretta Cobb Craft, Lexington
Leslie Allison Cummins", Madisonville
Kathryn Dehner Cunningham'", Corinth
Mistylynn Liberty Day", Richmond
[ameika LaShea Dooley", Louisville
Elizabeth Ruth Eckler". Louisville
Katherine Lee Elkins, London
Kara Elaine Barnett Feeback, Lexington
David Christopher Pike, Lexington
Jennifer Ann Gale, Florence
Jameka Jenelle Gillenwater, Louisville
Melissa Louisea Goble, Paintsville
Magdalena Maria Colinska'"
Tara Barnes Craves'", Frankfort
Tina Evelyn Greene, Crittenden
Chester S. Crundy'", Louisville
Mimi Haley, Lexington
Erin Kathryn Hamilton, Louisville
Amanda Kristin Helm Hamm, Richmond
Marche Elaine Harris, Willisburg
Sarah Ruth Hawkins'", Madisonville
Sara Allison Hayden", Louisville
Stacey Heisler'", Wexford, PA
Dustin Keith Howard", Raceland
Julie Rae [ones", Lexington
[amort Elaine Kelley", Middlesboro
Sondra Rose Kelly, Gainesville, FL
Helen Ivana Klarich, Cumberland
Barbara Jane Koetsier, Canada
Amy Susan Kolasa, Harrodsburg
Jennifer L. Carwell Langley", Rockford, MI
Cindy Hui us-. Macao
Barbara E. Slaughter Locker, New Liberty
Kelly Tucker Lovell, Tateville
Kristi Wininger Lunceford'", Richmond
Elizabeth Margaret McLaren, Lexington
Mary Emmaline McNabb-Kuebler, Lexington
Cheri Bush Meadows, Owenton
Latonya Marie Meekins**, Lexington
Caroline Scott Miller**, Snellville, GA
Dixie Lynn Miller, Lexington
Ashley Lamy Milo, Charlotte, NC
Laura Meredith Moore*, Charleston, SC
Melissa Dawn Mullikin*, Maysville
Joseph Patrick Noltemeyer, Louisville
Holly D. O'Keefe*, Louisville
Jennifer Kay Otto
Judith Colegrove Parker, Somerset
Stephanie Sallee Payne, Danville
Laura Ann Poletto**, Loveland, OH
Teresa Thornbury Ratliff*, Lexington
Kelly Michelle Redmond, Lexington
Ruth J. Riding-Malon**, Belgium
Wayde Ryan Shanks, California
Robin Renee Showalter, LeXington
Rebecca Osbourne Simms, Lebanon
Connie Raye Smith, Waddy
Paula Jean Smith, Lawrenceburg
Anna Lea Spear'", Chesapeake, VA
Christina Louise Stacy". Corbin
Andrea Mae Tapia", Philadelphia, PA
Meredith Elizabeth Titus", Louisville
Oscar Tommy watts-'. Frankfort
Patrick Vincent Welch, New Orleans, LA
Holton Quinn West, Lexington
Ronnetta Lee Williams, Pikeville
Valerie Davis Williams", Lexington
Nicole Tilena wilson'", Georgetown
Kelly Rice Wood, Lexington
Master of Science in Electrical
Engineering
Venu Gopal V. Duvvuri", Sunnyvale, CA
Wenchong Hu'", China
Zhongdong Huang'", China
Sudhindra Gururaj Hunnur'", India




Aravind Babu Murarishetty". India
Maxim Otrokov'", Russia
Joseph Evan Porter, San Antonio, TX
Osamah Rawashdeh, Jordan
Praveen Kumar Siyakumar, India
Cameron Wayne Spinney, Bowling Green
Bingsen wang'", China
Albert Tung-Hoe Wong, Malaysia
Xiao-Guang Zhong", China
Master of Science in Family
Studies
Lindsay Combs Coates, Tyrone, GA
Kimberly Renee Demor'", Pittsburgh, PA
Amy Polly Foster, Erlanger
Roxiania Marie Fraley", Jackson
Jaime Hastings Crove'", Lexington
Carole L. Hamilton, Paris
Casey Marie Henceroth'". Adena, OH
Jason D.E. [oy'", Nicholasville
Judith Cissell O'Bryan", London
April Leigh Proctor, Frankfort
Malcolm Jerome Ratchford'"', Lexington
Stacie Ann Selfe'", Lexington
Jamie Michelle Kremer Stumbo'", Lexington
Tamera Anne Thomas, Frankfort
Master of Science in Forestry
[yh-Min Chiang'", Taiwan
Elizabeth A. Ciuzio**, Tampa, FL
Amy Michele Courtney, Fancy Farm
Adam Joseph Dattilo, Louisville
Ryan Walker McEwan*, Cynthiana
Gregory Scott Newman*, Manlius, NY
Michael Anthony Orlando, Cape Coral, FL
Nathan William Seward, Springfield, OH
Jamie Ryan Svec**, Richmond, IN
Master of Science in Interior
Design, Merchandising and
Textiles
Laura Compton Busse**, Louisville
Nicole Haywood, Montclair, NJ
Casandre Ann Kingsland, Lexington
Master of Science in Library
Science
M. Alice Abbott-Moore, Louisville




Ralph Clayton Beeman", Front Royal, VA
Deborah Lea Brooks"
Sara Ann Brown, South Shore
Kristiana Burks, Lexington
Jill Allison Burket Ragase'", Greenhills, OH
Jason James Buydos", Cincinnati, OH
Mary Todd Chesnut'". Covington
Tammy Renee Clines'", Cold Spring
Elizabeth Howe Cornwell, Cincinnati, OH
Cynthia Ray Cowley, Rineyville
Robyn Rae Crispe'"', Boulder, CO
James Andrew Dankiewicz, Fremont, CA
Laura Marie Dixon'", Covington
Catherine Lynn Domek'", Lexington
Tracie Marie Hanes Dreyer-Hanes, Lexington
Leoma Rose Dunn, Mackville
Kimberley Anne Edwards, Georgetown
Lucinda Kaye Bhringer". Louisville
Phillip Carl Elam'". Springboro, OH
Walter Robert Farmer, Louisville
Elizabeth Rose Pegler", Cynthiana
Christiana Robinson French", Louisville
Angela Kay Gabbard'", Dry Ridge
Melissa Lee Cibson", Paris
Jennifer Sullivan Civan'", Lexington
Laurie Jean Coodlett'", Lexington
Eileen Elizabeth Crauer'", Alexandria
David Louis Gregory", Smithfield
Lori Coffey Hancock
Joyce A. Hartig, Alexandria
Glenna Cassaundra Herald, Alexandria
Jon Peter Hesseldenz", Lexington
Karen Farmer Higdon", Lexington
Maureen Patrice Humphrey, Louisville
Amy Ruth Johnson, Cumberland
Elizabeth Bearden Jones, Louisville
[ulene Laurel Jones, Danville
Lucy Hardman Knight, Danville
Denise Ann Kozemchak, Stamping Ground
Janet S. Lanharn'", Louisville
Kelley R. Lethgo'", Bartlesville, OK
Yubao u,China
Lisa Ann Rose Marshall'", Walton
Sharon Kaye Martin, EI Dorado, KS
Julie McCoy, Cincinnati, OH
Lisa Stith Mclfonald'", White Mills
Charlotte Kay Mcintosh", Covington
Lindy Ann Melvin". Monroe
Jennifer Gritton Miller", Lawrenceburg
Amanda Kay Moffett, Versailles
Elizabeth Ann Morgan, Greenville
Abiola Tolulope Oriowo*, Kuwait
Kathy Annabelle Owen, Hazard
Jennifer Diane Pascoe**, Mexico, MO
Della Leona Phipps**
James Clinton Powers, Norwood, OH
Barnaby John Pung, St. Johns, MI
Laura Beth C. Rogers*, Lexington
Jane B. Rowady*, Winchester
Lisa Marie Salyers**, Highland Heights
Amy Leenor Schardein**, Cincinnati, OH
Jennifer Leigh Skerritt**, Cincinnati, OH
Sandra Rosanne Smallwood**, Louisville
Cara LeAnn Sparks, Louisville
Lisa Gayle Sparrow Spaulding,
Lawrenceburg
Rachel N. Spetz**, Cincinnati, OH
Aron Michael Swan, Iron Mountain, MI
Maria Eileen Terrell*, Lexington
Leah Michelle Thomas
Tracy Louise Thomas, Louisville
Scott Millard Tomberlin, Copperhill, TN
Robert Joseph Trader, Cincinnati, OH
Alice Ruth west", Cincinnati, OH
Robert L. Zai III......, Highland Heights






Shi Chen ......, China
Scot David Duncan. Georgetown
Sachin Gopal Nagane", India
Mukund Narayanan ......, India
James Davis Price, Lexington
Prem K. Rachakonda, India
Mohan Swaminathan, India
David Thomas Troutman, Owensboro
Master of Science in Materials
Science and Engineering
Kantesh Balani ......
Monika Kannadaguli ......, India
Annapuma Karicherla", India
Matthew Collins Weisenberger ......,
Georgetown
Master of Science in
Mechanical Engineering
Jacqueline Marie Ackman", Ft. Thomas
Michael Brandon Baker ......, Yeaddiss
David Louis Barnett, Paris
Mathieu Barraja, France
Rahul Bharadwajh, India
Justin Tyler Brown, Louisville
Harley Richard Colbert III, Knoxville, TN
David Lynn Dawson, Lexington
Robert James Drinnon II, Lexington
Pradeep Gnanaprakasam, India
Tapiwa Zabron Gurupira", Zimbabwe
Jason Neil Hayden, Prestonsburg
Matthew Allen Hayden, Owensboro
King-Fu Hii"', Malaysia
Brian Phillip Hollon, Williamsfield, OH
Kunlun Hong, China
Joseph Michael Istre, Winchester
David Phillip Jean, Atlanta, GA
Gina Marie Sundrup johns, Nicholasville
Monica Dewiyani Latumena, Indonesia
Christopher James Morgan, Danville
Vincent Bruce Norton", Elizabethtown
James Daryl Poncer", Danville
Ravinder Babu Siripuram, India
Barrett Alan Steele, Grayson
Phanikrishna Theta, India
Katherine Leigh Hardesty Warren, West
Chester,OH
Eric Allen Wolsing, Princeton, IN
Master of Science in Mining
Engineering
Manish Jain, India
Master of Science in Nursing
Mollie Elizabeth Aleshire, Luray, VA
Marylynn Bernard, Decatur, AL
Kathy Lynn Bolton, Nicholasville
Aretha Lynn Bowling, Ricetown
Sandra L. Breeding, Winchester
Rhonda Lynn Brewer, Irvine
Jo Yvonne Burke, Lexington
Michelle L. Carter, Lexington
Laura Jean Clark, Louisville
Heather Michelle Edwards
Suzanne DeMunbrun Gilmore, Louisville
Lisa W. Greathouse, Lexington
Galadriel Ann Greene, Lexington
Rose Marie Hayden Happy ...", Danville
Martha D. Hawkins ......, Lancaster
Kimberly D. Home, Prestonsburg
Kathy Wilson Marshall, Georgetown
Kimberley Rose Mckenna, Campbellsville
Julia Lynn Osborne, South Shore
Susan Lundgren Payton, Frankfort
Brenda Joyce Pittman, Mt. Sterling
Henry Vontez Poston, Paris
Elizabeth Chamoun Spurlock, Ashland
Jing Su, China
Shan Sun, China
Thomas Nelson Thomas, Ashland
Christopher Louis Timmins, Richmond
Jeffrey Edward Vanderbilt, Crete, IL
Lee Anne Walmsley, Lexington
Heather joy Couch Ward, Lexington
Vanessa Renay Wenrick, Elizabethtown
Donna Armstrong Williams ......, Versailles
Master of Science in Nutritional
Sciences
Margaret Elizabeth Beach, Lindley, NY
Adriana Pamela Carulla ......, Peru
Satya Sree N. Kolar, India
Raymonda Geneva Miller ......, Independence
Jennifer Ann Raisley, Lexington
Jennifer Holden Raley, Lexington
Master of Science in Physical
Therapy
Adrienne Salyer Adkins", Pikeville
Step hanna Long Alberty", Winchester
Brent Matthew Bacher", Bowling Green
Alisha Renae Bailey", Benton
Timothy Joseph Barnett", Louisville
Brian Scott Boyd", Argillite
Mary Beth Bridgman", Pikeville
Angela Dawn Carter", Elizabethtown
James Edward Harren Carter", Lexington
Melissa Marie Cohen", Lexington
Jeffrey William Coleman", Johnson City, TN
[ohn Lee Collins", Pineville
Carlton Keith Combs", Hazard
Jason Brent Cook", Munfordville
David Brian Criscola", Elizabethtown
Brad Davis ......,Pineville
Bethany Faith Dunn", Carlisle
Colin Alexander Eliot", Mt. Sterling
Letitia Dell Ewing", Leitchfield
Tanya Michelle Franco", Ft. Thomas
Graham Christopher Candee", Pikeville
Laura Marie Cebelt", Alexandria
Terry Joe Gee", Olive Hill
Allison Fox Gilbert", Harlan
Elizabeth Ann Gormley", Crescent Springs
Jay Bennett Hargrove", Mayfield
Sarah Michelle Harvieux", Cynthiana
Farrah Renee Haynes", Bowling Green
Jennifer Ann Hensley", Albany
Holly [o Hughes"', Fredonia
Tonya Michele Jackson ......, Manchester
Meeta Jain ......, Hazard
Alison Mae Jones"', Lexington
Marguerite Susanne Kasperczyk"',
Libertyville, IL
Christy Jill Kerr"', Somerset
Amanda Lynette Lee"',Russellville
Amy Bond Lewis"', Olive Hill
Laura Rose Listerman"', California
Anna Rene Mallory"", Russellville
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Stephen J. Minning", Crestview Hills
Jeffrey Alan Mitchell". Bowling Green
Jonathan Charles Morris". Hazard
Heather Ruth Mount", Louisville
Elizabeth Rose Neltner", Wilder
Ashley Russell Neville", Horse Cave
Robert Thurman Noffsinger III"'''',Greenville
Renee Marie Otte", Paducah
Kathryn Ann Petrey", Stanford
Michelle Louise Ponsler", Vernon Hills, IL
Rebecca Suzanne Rice", Bardstown
Anne Elizabeth Schwarting", Abilene, KS
Tricia Denee Slone", Pippa Passes
Shawn DeCarlos Smith ..., Paducah
Jennifer Leigh Stanford", Hazard
Ryan Scott Tolliver", Neon
Susan Marie Wehrle", Louisville
Charity Melanne Wright", Fairdale
Master of Science in Public
Health
[ohn A. Blanchard II"'''',Swartz Creek, MI
Wentzel Laron Mitchell", Lexington
Katherine Gilliam Sandford, Lexington
Mary Caroline Buchanan Shaw", Frankfort
Robbin Feltner Shouse, Jackson
Susan E. Spengler", Lexington
Alma Eir Svavarsdottir, Hanover, NH
Tahelia Carelle Powe Wagner", Jackson, MS
Master of Science in
Radiological Medical Physics
Cameron Bryn Ditty, Lexington
Joshua Lee Hayes, Winchester
Simeon P. Hodges'"', London
Alphonse Lamont Loper, Mobile, AL
Gabor Menyhart". Hungary
Candace Ruth Osborne Perry ......, Corbin
Sugata Tripathi, India
Master of Social Work
Rebecca Leor Abensur, Dix Hills, NY
Lori Messer Adkins, Morehead
Stephanie Paige Pierce Akers, Georgetown
Terri Heflin Alderman, Maysville
Elvis Alicea, Mt. Sterling
Rhonda Marie Bailey, Pineville
Susan Shanks Bailey'", Lexington
Sherry Marie Bellar, Flemingsburg
Kathleen Baker Bolte, Lakeside Park
William Joseph Bonner", Anchorage, AK
Hurlis Layne Caldwell, Wooton
Jason Keith Caldwell, Bledsoe
Peter Anthony Carmack, Booneville
Janice Rogers Carr'", Mt. Vernon
Kathy Elaine Clark'", Lexington
Elwanda June Cline, Salt Lick
Jennifer Ellen Cole, Lexington
Sherry Morton Coles'", Lexington
Mary Dale Rogers Cox, Boston
Cynthia Sue Crew, Edgewood
Brooke deCourcy, Oxford, OH
Bethany Ann Simpson Dewsnap", Omaha,
NE
Mary Constance Drews, Taylor Mill
Angela Shouse Dubilier"', Lexington
Linda Sue Duncan, Paintsville
Janis Lynn Durham, Cynthiana
Freida Eldridge ......, Hyden
Kimberly Alecia Evans"', Mt. Sterling
Victoria Lynn Ewing'"
Emily Flowers, Louisville
Tara Jane Frinton, Lexington
Timia Jenell Gardner"', Lexington
Jillian Leigh Gray, Flemingsburg
Heather Frances Greene, Ashland
Sue Anna Greer ...., Richmond
Stephanie Michele Cwaltney'", Lexington
LaDOIma Kay Hall, River
Sally R. Hammitt", Cleveland, OH
James Franklin Harris, Chesapeake, OH
Steven R. Hartwig, Lexington
Leeann Hayslett, Lexington
Shannon Lee Henry, Versailles
Christy Walker Hensley, Prestonsburg
Laura Marie Hill'", Danville
Tammy GF. Ho, Honolulu, HI
Janey Ezell HuW", Jeffersonville
Alicia Ieree Jackson, Flemingsburg
Rachel Elizabeth Jacobs, Madison, WI
Tamatha Fraley Jarrell, Ashland
Kristin Elizabeth Jenkins ...., Lexington
Shannon Cochrane Johnson, Wilmore
Sharon Lee Johnson, Huntington, WV
Juanita R. Jones, Louisville
Sandra [ouett'", Highland Heights
Joan Schreiner Kast, Lexington
Genesia Lynn Kilgore-Bowling, Hellier
Jaime M. Knauer, Ft. Thomas
Carolyn Michelle Koury'", Edgewood
Rebecca Jean Lambert, Ironton, OH
Patricia Ann Lyon, Morehead
Mildred Sears Magliochetti May, Covington
Frederick Carter Michaels, Montgomery, AL
Diane Theresa Morris'", Lexington
Kim Yvonne Mortimer, Cincinnati, OH
Dana Anderson Moses, Lexington
Philip Lawrence Nally, Jr.", Bardstown
Tracy Lynn Patton, Monticello
Natalie [en Peek'", Tilinie
Katherine Anne Pettit", Portsmouth, OH
Janet Elayne Powell, Lexington
Cheryl M. Prince, Morehead
Ted Dustin Randall, Lexington
Doris Elisabeth Rawlins, Lexington
Kellie Lynne Rawlins, Wheelersburg, OH
Melanie Anne Reynolds, Loyall
Amanda Maxine Roberts, Eaton, OH
Dennis L. Rogers, Bay City, MI
Nicole Schild, Ft. Mitchell
Erwin Keith Scott, Catlettsburg
Lisa Michele Shannon
Sharon Kay Siple'". Ft. Thomas
Belinda Carol Smith, Loyall
Erica Renee Smith, Cincinnati, OH
Katie L. Wolf Smith'", Cincinnati, OH
Lisa Gayle Smithee, Newport, AR
Linette Holbrook Sommers, South Shore
Christopher P. Stephens'", Wilder
Pamela Jean Stephens, Pine Knot
Tara Russell Stivers, Russellville
Amy Melinda Stomieroski, Elyria, OH
Jason Michael Thayer, Somerset
Jason Eugene Thomas ...., Russell Springs
Nathan Richard Thompson, Lexington
LaDonna Kay Tyler, Lexington
Melissa Elaine Wells, Denniston
Gayle W. West, Pittsburgh, PA
Amy Elizabeth Whitaker, Simpsonville
Wilma L. Whitaker, Hueysville
Connie S. Williams, Miamisburg, OH
Thea Burke Williams, Lexington
Mary Susan Wolford", Russell Springs
ROIma Lynn Woods, Huntington, WV
Tracey Lynn Zion, Taylor Mill
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Master of Science in Vocational
Education
Mary Hicks Blaydes", Midway
Stephanie Strevels Blevins'", Danville
Laura A. Bransetter'"
Robert Morris Coots, [r., Taylorsville
William Roy Holleran, Jr....., Lexington
Jennifer Bolen Hunter, Ashland
Mark Allen Mains, Florence
Jason Douglas Mcwhorter", London
Deana Kaye Reed, Nicholasville
Patrick Joseph Robinson, Morganfield
Anna Grayson Smith" .., Horse Cave
Kimberly Lynn Snowden", Nicholasville
Jaime DeMent Sparrow, Frankfort
Shannon M. Treece, Pleasureville
Morgan Ann Wills, Winchester
Misty Dale Gentry Wilmoth'",
Campbellsville
Marcus Shane Wiseman", Winchester
College of Dentistry
Dean: Leon A. Assael
Doctor of Dental Medicine
Jane Bleuel, Louisville
Tiffany La'trice Bolen, Paducah
Scott Gershon Cohen, Winter Park, FL
Stephanie Lee Cosby, Greenville
Christopher Allen Cotterill, Hopkinsville
Cynthia Adrianna Begley Couch, London
Collin B. Davidson, Orem, UT
Ronald Michael Day, Lynch
Gregory M. Edens, El Paso, TX
Mary Eleanor Endres, Cincinnati, OH
John Wesley Fleming, Scottsville
Angela Smith Frederick, Sandy Hook
Brandon Dale Prodge, Maysville
Deana Fugate, Hazard
Jason Otto Gambrel, Pineville
Crystal LaToya Gilreath, Clarksville, TN
Megan Price Herfel, Fort Thomas
Erica Irvin Higginbotham, Columbia
Marcus Andrew Higgins, Louisville
Wendy Katheryn Humphrey, Lexington
William Clinton Jeffrey, Texarkana, AR
Carolyn Barrick Jennings, Louisville
Marlin S. Johnson, Bevinsville
David Ross Kirkpatrick, Tompkinsville
Laura Ashleigh Parson Lancaster, Somerset
Chi Kim Le, Lexington
Lydia Joohyun Lewis, Seattle, WA
Mary Ella Long, Vicco
Clifford Joseph Lowdenback, Mt. Olivet
Leigh Karil McCoy-Ward, Owenton
Benjamin John Messmer, Ft. Thomas
Hans Christian Petersen, Brigham, UT
Gilman Palmer Peterson III, Glasgow










Marco Antonio Pinto, La Paz
Elizabeth Sewell Pittman, Jackson
Todd A. Ratliff, Pikeville
Travis A. Ratliff Pikeville
Mark Anthony Raymond, Coeburn, VA
Ryan James Robinson, Lexington
Roger Duane Robinson, [r., Tampa, FL
Micah D. Rolfe, Salem, UT
Amy D. Russell, Harrogate, TN
Jonathan D. Smart, Salt Lake Cty, UT
Kent James Spurling, Mesa, AZ
Ben Tracy Steele, Yorktown, VA
Curtis Stoddard, Pocatello, ID
Joshua Thomas Sullivan, Lexington
Joshua Caleb Treesh, Philpot
Julie Ann Underwood, Olive Hill
Michael Gregory Walton, Bardstown






Date of Graduation for College of Dentistry: May 10, 2003
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College of Law
Dean: Allan W. Vestal
Juris Doctor
Lori Janelle Alvey, Leitchfield
Shawn Allen Bailey, Louisville
Andrew Patrick Ballard, Wurtland
George Thomas Barker, Lexington
Kimberly L Barnard, Wilmore
Stephen Barnes, San Francisco, CA
Jason Gerard Bell, Louisville
Lee Joseph Black, Bowling Green
Kenneth 1. Blackburn, Prestonsburg
Clifton Aaron Boswell, Owensboro
William Aaron Bowlds, Owensboro
Joshua Beau Bridgwater, Louisville
Stephanie Leigh Brooks, Ewing, VA
Heather Harris Bruser, Frankfort
Tyler Doran Buckley, Lexington
Clark P. Case, Frankfort
Jessica Katherine Case, Lexington
Emery W. Caywood IV, Paris
James Donald Chaney, Richmond
Kelsey Ann Colvin, Louisville
Huston Barrow Combs, Lexington
Laura Elizabeth Conley, Paris
Chi Nicole Conyers, London
Jonathan Edward Copley, Campbellsville
Samuel [osseph Cox, Bellwood, WV
Eric Lewis Crump, Louisville
Walker Crittenden Cunningham ill,
Louisville
Douglas Gibson Deitemeyer, Cynthiana
Mitchel Terence Denham, Maysville
Joshua Allen Dragoo ...., Mt. Sterling
Robert Michael Duncan, [r., Inez
Adrienne Brynn Ernst, Somerset
Brian F. Eviston, Ft. Thomas
Nikolas Matthew Fegenbush, Danville
Rocky Jay Fischer, Filer, ID
Danielle Lynn Flora, Huntington, IN
Whitney Daniel Frazier, Ashland
Leila Claire Chabrial, Lexington
Christy Renee Goldsworthy, Ashland
Sarah Elizabeth Gorter, Grand Rapids, MI
Matthew Wayne Graves, Tompkinsville
Bradley Allen Gregory, Paris
Jason David Hall, Owensboro
Jennifer R Hall, Elizabethtown
Melinda Christine Harhai, Atlanta, GA
Lisa Doris Johnston Hart, Madisonville
Walter G. Harvey, Franklin
Adam Wesley Havens, Lexington
Amy Yvonne Hayden, Bowliing Green
Brittany Joy Hayes Koenig, Corydon, IN
James Michael Hearon, Campbellsville
Suzan Jo Hixon, E. Bernstadt
Robert C. Hodges ...., Lexington
Brian Nathan Hopper, Mortons Gap
Nand Marian House, London
Whitney Anne Howard, Harlan
Heather Pack Howell, Prestonsburg
Lindsay Elizabeth Hughes, Lexington
Natalie Ellen Hurt, Louisville
Tyson Allen Kamuf Owensboro
Jennifer Nicole Keeney, Hurricane, WV
Anne Pennington Keeton, Lexington
Valerie Denise Kessler, Campbellsville
Elizabeth Key, Paducah
Jamie Hamilton Koshgerian, Lexington
Jenny Dawson Lafferty", Frankfort
Amy Peebles Lawson, Lexington
Moriah Lynn Lloyd, Richmond
Stephen Lawrence Marshall, Lexington
Scott Palmer Mason", Madisonville
Cindy Denise McCarty, Hager Hill
Michael Ray Mcfronner, Louisville
Thomas Gene Mclntosh, Lexington
Delmon Lyle McQuinn, Mt. Sterling
Jennifer McVay Martin, Lexington
Lori Lynn Menshouse, Ashland
Jennifer Renae Metzger, Louisville
Laura Jane Milam, Lewisburg
Ronald Eric Mills, Tomahawk
Angela Elizabeth Minella, Naples, FL
Ragan Elizabeth Montemayor ....
Crystal Lynn Moore, Lenore, WV
Kimberly Anne Moore, Stamping Ground
Emily Denham Morris, Danville
Valerie Jane Nestor, Ashland





Mark Alan Noel, Harrodsburg
Kimberly Dawn Osborne, Paintsville
Joshua Justice Owen. Madisonville
James Randall Perkins, Lexington
Kathryne Brewer Raines, Ashland
Ashley Gail Reynolds, Owensboro
Kendra Linneh Rimbert, Lexington
Anna Marie Roberts-Smith, Lexington
Richard Mark Rothfuss II, Lexington
Jason Brett Schwartz, Cherry Hill, NT
Bradley Paul Shepard, Coffeyville, KS
Amanda Gene Simmons, Tulsa, OK
Clinton Ryan Nelson Andrew Sim,
Lexington
Nicole Sotiriou, Pittsfield, MA
Mark W. Starnes, Richmond
William Scott Stinnett, Ashland
Eric Stevenson Stovall, Lexington
Thomas Cornelius Sturgill, jr., Lexington
John Lindsay Tackett, Lexington
Gregory Thomas Taylor, Murray
Brian Christopher Thomas, Lexington
Julia Anne Skidmore Thome, lexington
Mark Allen Thurmond, Franklin
Melinda Rae Timberlake, Ashland
Dinah Lynn Townsend, London
Rosemary Howlett Vance, Lexington
Laurie Beth Vanden Bos, Grand Rapids, MI
Douglas Andrew Venters, Somerset
Micheal Shannon Vibbert, Paris
William Terry Wade, [r., Bowling Green
Sasha Yvonne Wagers, WInchester
Sara Jean Waggoner, Ashland
Matthew Robb Walter, Danville
Alexander C. Ward, Hagerhill
Lee Cannon Weatherly, London
Neill Averill Wente, Bedord, VA
Charles Ray Wesley IV, Lexington
James Christopher White, Lexington
Gretchen Lynn Willey, Versailles
Jason Chadwick Williams, Louisville
Merrie Kristin Winfrey, Blacksburg, VA
Lucas M. Woodward, Owensboro
College of Medicine
Dean: Emery A. Wilson, MD.
Doctor of Medicine
Brian W Adkins, Stephens
Julie Nichols Ashmun, Glasgow
Matthew Douglas Ashmun, Lexington
Mustafa Syed Badrudduja, Prestonsburg
Brian Lee Baker, Nancy
Gina Leanne Bingham, Tyner
Vincent Joseph Blanch, Lexington
Kelly Shawn Brauer, Philpot
Suzie Kim Cardiff, Radcliff
Jacqueline Elliott Carey, Lexington
Melissa D Cave, Louisville
Rachel Chase, Lexington
Thomas Lee Cibull, Lexington
John Charles Clarke, Maysville
Dan Duane Cornett
Carrie Ann Courtney-Shapiro, Bayside, NY
Phillip Parker Crace
Misty Crider, Jeff
Charles Edwin Crouse III, Greenwood, NC
William Ben Cutrer, Lexington
Angela Megan Dawson, Owensboro
Miranda Decker
Kristy Sheffel Deep, Jackson
William Craig Denham, Morehead
Dena Bharat Dubal, Lexington
Todd Harrison Duncan, Lexington
Daniel Scott Eilerman, Louisville
Melanie Hope Parrish Emmert, Frankfort
Tamea Deshawn Evans
Susan Forbes-Hamilton, Danville
William Pangburn French, Lexington
Melanie Marie Dempsey Glover, Greenville
Kevin Robert Goetz, Covington
Eric Christopher Goshorn, Olive Hill
Kamara Evette Gray", Louisville
Jarrett Preston Greer, Paintsville
Eric John Grieser, Belvidere, IL
Curtis Tony Ray Hampton, Ludlow
Keith Kevin Harmon, Grants Lick
Daphne Todd Hosinski, Lexington
Mary Ann Kenneson, Lexington
Hannele Marie Laine, Las Vegas, NV
Jeffrey Brian Lanier, Covington
James Yhi Liau, Lexington
Peter Lyu, Bronx, NY
Miriam Brown Marcum, Lexington
Francie Tanner Masters
Megan Michelle May, Paris
Kristy Kate Miller, Prestonsburg
Alison Nemes Moncayo, Louisville
Kuwong Bomwara Mwamukonda,
Bloomington, IN
Richard Allen Parks, Lexington
Cherice Kay Patterson, Somerset
Bill Pence, Ashland
John William Powell, Somerset
Shannon McGuire Powell, Bowling Green
Jon Michael Ragland, Winchester
Todd Braden Reid, Winchester
Daniel G Robinson, Lexington




Gregory Evan Rumph, Library, PA
Marc-Phillip Russell, Gray
Rodney Anton Samaan, Lexington
Katrina Hofilena Sandoval, Henderson
Anne Elizabeth Sayers, Erlanger
Michael G Schafer, Alexandria
Beth A Shelton
Joshua Harrison Short, Lexington
Robert Andrew Sisk, Lexington
Brandon Lee Smallwood
Shawn Jennifer Smith, Paris
Kenneth Michael Strum, Lexington
Jessica Ruth Stumbo, Hindman
Emily Joy Tan, Lewisport
Megan Jill Taylor, Fort Walton Beach, FL
Antoinette Benita Thomas, Lexington
Bryan K Tolliver, Thomasville, NC
Jeffrey P Tuttle, Lexington
Jaime Lynn Twehues, Williamstown
Angel Jose deLeon Vaca, Louisville
Rachel Anne Ware, Cynthiana
Jeffrey Donovan Weaver, London
Jessica Stewart Weddle, Benton
Aaron Samuel Wenger, Louisville
Robert Taylor Wesley, London
Karry Ruedebusch Wilkes
Trevor Watland Wilkes
Kevin Lee Williams, Nebo
Danny Eugene Yarger, Detroit, MI
College of Pharmacy
Dean: Kenneth B. Roberts
Doctor of Pharmacy
Zeinab Ali Abdorahman, Lexington
Nicole Marie Abolins, Ringoes, NJ
Jill Nicole Abshier, Owensboro
Mansour Mohammad Ahmad, Lexington
Timothy C. Baize, Louisville
Brent J. Barrow, Richmond
Michael Clifford Berger, Ft. Thomas
Christy Renee Bishop, Ft. Blackmore, VA
Jennifer Marie Blanchard
Stephanie Hendricks Branham, Middlesboro
Whitney Foster Brock, Winchester
Char East Comfort, Memphis, TN
Christina Ruth Craft, Stanton
Emily Carroll Dausman
Nelda Ann Eads, Campbellsville
Rachel Pawkes-Hamey, Bardstown
George Andrew Feige, Louisville
Matthew John Foltz, Hebron
Sandra Ann Foster, Monticello
Patrick Gerry Gaines, Bardstown
Melissa Maureen Gormley, Crescent Springs
Margaret Cara Groth, Lexington
Allison Stigall Grubbs, Danville
Maria Vladislavovna Guseva, Lexington
Shelly Juliana Hall, Louisville
Sharman Leigh Hammers, Louisville
James Darrell Hammond, Paintsville
Kinda S. Hanna
Matthew Wyles Harney, Cynthiana
Patricia Lynn Haynes, Owensboro
Patrick Neil Higginbotham, Columbia
Misti A. Highlander, Hurricane, WV
Dale F. Hinkebein'"
Kristina Lee Hinkle, Barbourville
Cara Marie Hobbs, Owenton
Jessica [o Hughes, Bowling Green
Mehrafarin Irani, Nashville, TN
Marsha Johnson, Bevinsville
Michelle A. Kames, Ashland
Betsy Carol Keating, Bartlett, TN
Debra Hedger Kelley"
Gregory Shawn Lawyer King, Belfry
Kerry Knochenmus
Michael J. Kokocinski, Syracuse, NY
Monica Leigh Lam, Bow ling Green
Michael Shawn Ledford, Manchester
Melissa Ann Looney, Berea
Leigh Ann Martin'"
William Brian Martin, Elizabethtown
Amanda Begley Mastin, Beattyville
Rachael Mathews, Albany, NY
Tiffany Lea McCain**, Hot Springs, AR
Inger Pemille McCarty"
Leslie Marie McCord, Hopkinsville
Christopher Michael McCourt, Frankfort
Monica Anne Messmer, Ft. Thomas
Stacey Lynn Mills, Flat Lick
Samuel Dewayne Moore, Barbourville
Britney Creech Morgan, London
Brent A. Morris, Lexington
Jennifer L.Morris, Vandalia, OH
Arnol Suhas Mujumdar. Middlesboro
Craig Randall Mullins'"
William Logan Musick, Abingdon, VA
Karla C. Myers, Louisville
Keyla Nicole Palmer, Benton
William Pienge Pate
Charles Michael Patrick, Jr., Beattyville
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Hafiz S. Patwa, Tanzania
John Darrell Phipps, Florence
Christopher Michael Potter, Harold
Emily Carolyn Proffitt, Hartford
Jon Darrell Quillen, Elkhorn City
Nichole Reid, Dana
Debra Flores Reynolds, Radcliff
Phillip Michael Riggs, Louisville
Patricia O'Bryan Roberts, Louisville
Wayne William Roberts"
Andrew Starrett Rudd, Paducah
Shannon Nicole Rumble, Florence
Allison Brooks Russell, Paducah
Kelli Beth Sargent, Georgetown
Brian Edward Smith, Louisville
Kevin Joseph Stone, Dry Ridge
Stephanie H. Stone'"
Sarah Elizabeth Strunk, Corbin
Misty McNeel Stutz'"
Chrystyanna Marie Tarvin, Bowling Green
Christina Wilkins Taylor, Beechmont
Chad Patrick Thompson, Lebanon
Sandy Mae Tiu, Henderson
Andrew J. Vander Wagen, Downers Grove, IL
Melissa Catron Vice, Flemingsburg
Jennifer Lynn Waespe, Lexington
Alicia Montgomery Ward, Salyersville
Rodney Kevin Ward, Louisa
Julie Rowland Warren, Gamaliel
Donna Lee Wesley"
Amy Margaret Williams, Louisville
Eric Wayne Willis, Evansville, IN
John Coyd Wolfe, Manchester
College of Agriculture
Dean: M. Scott Smith
Bachelor of Science in
Agricultural Biotechnology
Justin James Arambasick'", Danville
Marisa Pauline Belcastro
Sabina V. Blanco
Beth Erin Bloom, Charleston, WV
Jeffrey Lucas Bowen, Staffordsville
Thomas Jeremy Brasher, Fredonia
Stephanie Erin Brock'", Louisville
Paul Hayden Caudill, Letcher
Elton Ray Chambers'", Owensboro
Jeffry Lyn Dean II, Taylor Mill
Kenetha Nichole Dial, Columbia
Elizabeth Courtney Elkins
Stephen Derrick Fowler", Elizabethtown
Katherine Alaine Greene, Mt. Sterling
Jessica Lynn Jones, Greenville
Ira Matthew Mains, Clearfield
Daniel Kyle McKinney""", Greenville
Andrea Joy Murray, Lexington
Leigh Ann Pass, Prospect
Dipika Natvar Patel, Benton
Susan Melissa Roth, Crestwood
Sean Christian Simpson, Lexington
Johanna Elise Takach'", Scottsville
Joey Ray Thomas, Henderson
Candice Leigh Turner, Owensboro
Nathan Lane Vanderford, Leoma, TN
Daniel Preston Vetter, Louisville
Dava Susanne wesr", Inez
Bachelor of Science in
Agricultural Economics
Allison Charlene Asher, Hazard
Kathy L. Bahre, Benton
Joseph Cory Bastin, Hopkinsville
Dennis Bartholomew Becker, Louisville
Kevin Lee Branstetter, Edmonton
Keisha Sherelle Brownlow, Louisville
Michael Ryan Buckman, Lexington
Timothy Joseph Cady", Union
Jeffrey Scott Carter'", Villa Hills
Gary L. Cecil ...., Owensboro
Darrell Kent Chaney", Pine Knot
Kyle Brandon Coomer", Cecilia
Samuel Taylor Coots, Taylorsville
Nathaniel Scott Cornelius, Campbellsville
Michael R. Curtis ...., Lexington
Edward Wellington Davenport IT,
Harrodsburg
Biruk Demissie, Lexington
Alex Wehby Donoghue, Lexington
Robert Graham Eads III*",Lexington
Brenton Arthur Effgen, Lexington
Kirk Joseph Esarey, Louisville
Jeremy Barton Giles, Herndon
Ryan Lee Heppler, Philpot
Gregory Alan Jones, Cold Spring
Benjamin Louis Kidder, Lexington
Anthony Hagan Koch'", Paris
David Christopher Kopp, Louisville
Kory Joseph Legel. Louisville
Joseph C. Lentz, Louisville
Thomas Joseph Logsdon, Rumsey
Matthew L.Maniago, Rochester, MI
Shindlia Dee Mawk, Tollesboro
Mary Carrico McCain, Willisburg
Andrew Marshall McEwen, Upton
Benjamin Lee Meredith ...., Elizabethtown
Sean Christian Merkt", Louisville
Braden J. Mescher, Edgewood
W. Garfield Nelson'", Louisville
Rickard Kelsey O'Daniel, Henderson
Christopher Alan Pierce, Somerset
Stephen Kelly Potts, Owensboro
Jonelle King Ratliff'", Carlisle
Scott M. Reigel", Louisville
Iarrod Wayne Reynolds, Lexington
Titus Badgett Riner , Louisville
Timothy E. Robbins , Lexington
William Bradley Sandifer, Hopkinsville
Renee Rose Saunier, Lexington
Margarita Yuri Somov, Azerbaijan
Jordan Neil Strickler, Franklin
Kelby Neal Tapp ...., Sebree
Thomas Nicholas Thompson IT,Owensboro
John Matthew Turner, Owensboro
Paul F. Weckman ...., Wilmore
Lesley Dale West, Belfry
Stephanie Ann Young, Lexington
Bachelor of Science in
AgriCUlture, Education,
Communication and Leadership
Jonathan Lee Adams", Brodhead
Sarah Jane Adams, Paducah
Nathan Allen Bradley ...., Lexington
Brian Anthony Burke, Louisville
Carly Lynn Burton, Stamping Ground
Casey Douglas Caulk, Campbellsville
Conley Dale Chaney, Steams
Justin Shane Courtney, Dry Ridge
Erin Elizabeth Dansereau, Elizabethtown
Kylen Robert Douglas, Pleasureville
Janet Roberts Eaton, Wilmore
Stephanie Renee Goode, Utica
Gerald Wayne Goodlett II, Mackville
Stacy Lynn Cronemeyer'", Naperville, IL
Chanda La'Trese Hall, Louisville
Chad William Halsey, Georgetown
Amy Gannon Harrison'", Boyd, TX
Cara Leigh Hazelwood ...., Salvisa
Vicky Lea Hewitt'". Spring City, PA
Rebecca Ann Iackson'", Shelbyville
Erin Michelle Jury, Cox's Creek
Melissa Ann Lippert", Versailles
David Christian Mattingly, Lebanon
David Shane Middlebrooks'", Lexington
Beau Frazier Moore, Lexington
Shareon Ne'Chell Patterson, Augusta, GA
Julie Branscum Peterson
Jermaine Marques Reeves, Hopkinsville
Stephanie Michele Ring, Centerville
John Allen Robinson, Old Washington, OH
Steven Craig Slaughter IT,Taylorsville
John William Toombs, Stanford
Patrick Needham Wells", Frankfort
Allen Orien Wilson, Eddyville
Laura Elizabeth Wilson, Jarrettsville, MD
Bachelor of Science in
AgriCUlture
James H. Anderson, Vine Grove
Darrell Kent Chaney", Pine Knot
Brian D. Craig", Versailles
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Valerie Elizabeth Fonorow ...., Glenview, IL
George F. Insko III", Lexington
Rebecca Blair Leano, Louisville
Donald Robinson, Ir., Richmond, VA
Brian R. young ...., Bedford
Bachelor of Science in Animal
Sciences
William Ellis Bollinger III, Lawrenceburg
Seth Michael Boortz ...., Russellville
Stacey jo Branscum, Eubank
Christopher Stephen Brinkman, Erlanger
Joshua Coleman Christian, Frankfort
Todd Nicholas Cooper'", Lexington
J. Clay Cull, Lebanon
Ellie May Fryman, Burlington
Jeremy Kyle Hutchison, Monticello
Yosuke Ito", Japan
Melissa Ann Jardine ...., Cincinnati, OH
Margaret Elizabeth Karacostas'", Savannah,
GA
Kathleen Kelly, Edwards, IL
Lindsay Brooke Key, Russellville
Masamitsu Kitada, Japan
Kathleen M. Kossey ...., Tecumseh, MI
Nirada Leksrisompong ...., Thailand
Christine Marie Mains", Lexington
Crystal L.McCurry, Lexington
Courtney Leigh Milliner'", Louisville
Sachiko Miyakawa, Lexington
Heather Marie Nalbach, Gainesville, FL
Daniel Pierce O'Barr, Goshen
Rebecca Ashley Pjgg. Nicholasville
Aaron Hugh Puckett'", Louisville
Rebecca Durham Rassenfoss, Paris
Rebecca June Rastede, Hanson
Andrew Wayne Ruckriegel'", Louisville
Tiffany Spriggs, Ashland
Nicole Lynn King Stallings'", Shelbyville
Madeleine Rose Stoops, Lexington
Jennifer Lynn Stuart, Lexington
Elizabeth Ann Sysol, Louisville
Alisha Cora Tarter, Somerset
Cynthia Nicole Thomas, Lexington
Laura Katharine Jane Twyford
Brian Allen ward-
Angela Megan Williams, Big Bear Lake, CA
Bachelor of Science in Food
Science
Martha Helen Auchter'", Cincinnati, OH
Ao Ejiri'", Somerset
Joshua Evan Johnston, Franklin
Linda Carol Kelly'", Pleasureville
Bachelor of Science in Forestry
Rose Ann Calhoun, South Whitley, IN
Jared Timothy Calvert, Winchester
Mac Alexander Cherry, Bowling Green
Michael William Denman, Lexington
Donald E. Pishpaw, Bucyrus, OH
Michael Summer Frazier, Versailles
Lindsay Erin Gibson", Louisville
Lora Paige Lacefield", Versailles
Jason D. McClure, Dry Ridge
Elizabeth Lynne Robinson, Raleigh, NC
Stephen Andrew Rogers, Taylorsville
John H. Webster, Bowling Green
Bachelor of Science in
Landscape Architecture
Adam T. Anderson, Lexington
Daniel A. Beatty, Louisville
Jamie William Beckman'", Shelby, MI
Benjamin Ryan Boggs, Lexington
Douglas Alejo Bunuan, Pacifica, CA
Michael Todd Conti, Paramus, NT
Alicia Beth Glidden, Wadsworth, OH
Mary Kate Goode, Perryville
Carolyn Ann Heller, Nicholasville
Gregory W Morgan, Versailles
Matthew Alan Novander, Mokena, IL
Aaron Christopher Scarlata, Centerville OH
Robert Allen Walters, Ir., Ft. Thomas
Ashley Marie Whitt, LaGrange
Mark J Yanik, Rochester, NY
Bachelor of Science in Natural
Resource Conservation
Management
Elizabeth Melissa Allinder, Henderson
Andrew Ian Berry, Lexington
Michael Ryan Carter, Grayson
James Ryan Combest'", Lexington
Kyle Clifford Day", Maysville
Anna Morgan Ellis ....., Bowling Green
Terri A Estes ...., Georgetown
Alex Rogers Faught, Bowling Green
Darrell Scott Feldhoff'", Louisville
Jonathan Paul Freemarr", Springfield, IL
Amy Elizabeth HaW, Richmond
Alice Tormey Mandt", Somerset
Nadezda Nikolova-Kirilova ...., Yugoslavia
Cheryl Elyse Osborne", Neon
Ryan L. Pinkston, Sacramento
Mary Clare Risen, Georgetown
Jacob Perry Royse, Lexington
Emily A. Salt, Paducah
Amanda Applegate Smith ...., Fort Thomas
Erin Nicole Vachon
Erin Virginia Wright ...., Versailles
Sherry Lynn Wright", Lexington
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Bachelor of Science in Plant and
Soil Science
Jason Will Abner ...., Georgetown
John D. Bamott, Lexington
Rebecca Elizabeth Baumler, Louisville
Joseph Collin Beatty, Louisville
Stephen Berberich'", Williamstown
Matthew Aaron Bland, Versailles
Matt McCauley Brown, Louisville
Robert Angus Bums, Lexington
Allison Marie Bush, Walton
Bradley Forrest Davis'", Hamed
Dustin Andrew Dove'", Ashland
Christopher Allan Edwards, Louisville
Chad Edward Grote ...., Greensburg, IN
Nathan Clay Lawson, Taylorsville
Todd Matthew Leeson ...., Glasgow
Foster McElfresh, Covington
Benjamin Joseph Necessary, West Chester, OH
Brandellin De Nickles, Harrodsburg
Sean Patrick Roberts, Hawesville
Erin Beth Shultz, Bremen
Luke Jordan Simpson, Indianapolis, IN
Karen Paula Stevenson, Nashville, TN
Elizabeth Laurie Tober, Lexington





David Brandon Absher'", Georgetown
Blaine Benjamin Adams, Nicholasville
Robert Cameron Adams, Jackson
Andrew Nicodemus Adler, Lewisburg
Zaur V. Agayev, Azerbaijan
Ashley Elizabeth Ahrens", Louisville
Matthew Gray Aiken, Burleson, TX
Lisa [o Allegrezza, Versailles
Allyson Lindsey Allen, Bowling Green
Gregory Joseph Allen ...., Glasgow
Jonathan Michael Allen, Bremen
Joshua Stephen Allen, Louisville
Roy Franklin Allen"
William Benjamin Allen, Cynthiana
Sarah Wylie Smith Ammerman, Lexington
Joseph Bennett Anderson, Lexington
April Dawn Andis, Somerset
Cara Lauren Angal, Louisville
Julie Leigh Anneken, Ft. Mitchell
John Palmer Arbegust'", Louisville
Zach M. Atkins", Georgetown
Heather Ann Aubrey'", Nicholasville
Christopher O'Neil Bailey, Langley
Michelle Elizabeth Bailey Quire'",
Thonotosassa, FL
Amber Denise Bain, Lexington
Davina Faith Baker, Lexington
P. Andrew Baker, Lexington
David Allen Bales", Somerset
Matthew Joseph Banken, Henderson
Larry E. Barber, Lexington
Mary Nicole Barber, Frankfort
Julie A. Bargo'", Barbourville
Heidi Riedinger Barlow, Erlanger
Kristen Amy Barras'", Lexington
Casey Ryan Barrier'", Monticello
John R. Bartlett, Lexington
Dayna Marie Baston
Sarah Christina [oelle Bayne'". Lexington
Angela Lynn Beckley, Vero Beach, FL
Jason Patrick Behler, Crestview Hills
Emily Burton Bell, Kailua, HI
Andrea Denise Bentley'". Louisville
Annie Virginia Bertram'". Butler
Ronald Peter Bilinovic, Jr."", Sandy Hook
Christopher Marc Bingcang'", Lexington
Melanie Bea Bingham, Canada
Gregory Robert Binion'", San Antonio, TX
Michael Keith Birchfield, Irvine
Jessica Nicole Birchum", Nicholasville
Jeremy Dean Blair", Paintsville
Clinton Wesley Blake'". Lexington
Jason Kenneth Blandford, Owensboro
Brooke Nicole Blankenship, Flatwoods
Stephanie Arm Blessing'", Scott Depot, WV
Benjamin Paul Blevins, Lexington
Michael Wesley Blevins, Ashland
Jason Charles Blundy", Florence
Jenny Gardner Boggs'", Lexington
Joshua Adam Boldt, Lexington
Brandon Ray Bowen, Lexington
Emily Ann Bowman, Lexington
Leslie Brooke Bowman, Richmond
Tiffany L. Bradford", Louisville
Alyssa Renee Bradley, Ft. Thomas
Sharon Kimberly Bradley". Lexington
Leigh Bradwell, Canada
William Todd Brann'", Lexington
Thomas Bernhard Brauer, Bethesda, MD
Carla Elizabeth Braun", Louisville
Jessica Marie Bredberg, Georgetown
Jason Todd Brewer, Ekron
Eric S. Brian'", Louisville
Benjamin Drewary Brinner, Louisville
John Wade Brittingham", Lexington
Robin Williamson Brock'", Lexington
Ruth Taylor Broderick, Bowling Green
Alex Ray Brooks, Louisville
Dorothy Jean Brooks, Louisville
Amber Desire Brown, Payneville
Amelia L. Brown, Frankfort
Vemice Marie Brown, Lexington
Chad Alan Bruning, Lawrenceville, GA
David George Bryant, Paducah
James Patrick Buckley, Anchorage
Ashley Grace Buckman'", Lexington
Rachele Marlene Bunch", Calvin
Taylor I. BUlUl,Atlanta, GA
Joseph Hall Burgan, Corbin
Gregory Wood Burgett, London
Angela Kay Burke, Catlettsburg
John Campbell Burlew, Owensboro
Todd Withers Burris", Lexington
Andrea Rae Burton, Columbia
Melanie D'wan Butler, Chillicothe, OH
Stephen Matthew Buttes, Louisville
Myrisa Kelly Byrd, Winchester
Thomas Vincent Callahan ill", Lake Zurich, IL
Souleymane Camara, Arlington, VA
Stephanie Lynn Carpenter, Lexington
Amanda Breckinridge Carr, Frankfort
Gregory St. JOM Casey, Edgewood
Jessica Cash, Lexington
Audrey Jane Cawman, Rocky Ford, CO
Shane C. Chamberlin", Pikeville
Shane C. Chamberlin, Pikeville
Jacob Randy Chambers, Frenchburg
David Fleming Chandler, Louisville
John David Chapman 11**,Crestwood
Hsuan-Hsiao Chen, Taiwan
Jason Sun Cheng, Louisville
Ravi Rao Chirravuri, Lexington
Sara Lin Chou, Bowling Green
Daniel J. Clark'", Danville
James Michael Clark, Richmond
Katie Arm Clark'", Frankfort
Shaylin Timothy Clark, Leitchfield
Sarah Whitney Clay, Mt. Sterling
Yvette L. Clay'", Louisville
Barrett Trice Clayton", Madisonville
James Wilson Clayton, Brooksville
Eric Lee Cline", Louisa
Lindsey Lee Clouse, Fortville, IN
Margaret F. Cloyd, Lexington
Elizabeth Arm Cobb, Independence
Matthew Owen Cockerell, Utica
Christina Arm Colby'", Buffalo, NY
Mark Collinsworth, West Liberty
Kasey Mikelle Combs'", Lexington
Jonathan Isaac Compton'", Ft. Thomas
Brandon David Conley, Lexington
Jason L. Cook'", Louisville
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Amanda E. Copsey, Providence, RI
Christopher Michael Cord, Georgetown
David Douglas Cornelison, Lexington
John Palmer Cornett", Lexington
Jessica Lee Couch, Versailles
Jennifer Lynn Courtney, Wilmore
Suzanne Lynn Courtney, Lexington
Carl Aaron Cox, Garrett
John Samuel Cox ill, Somerset
Kimberly Carol Crady, Eddyville
Carey Dawn Craig, Harrodsburg
Margaret Agnes Crawford", Louisville
Michael R. Creech", Lexington
Gabriel Patrick Crider", Paducah
Ali Suzanne Cronacher, Ironton, OH
JOM Jacob Culp'", Paducah
Andrea Marie Cunningham'", Versailles
Andrew Garrett Cunningham, Louisville
Melissa Dawn Cunningham", Louisville
Carissa L. Curry, Raceland
Gabriel Anthony Czirr'"', Lexington
Sarah Brook Timmons Dauer, Lexington
Dona Rae Daugherty'", Owensboro
Eden See-Wan Davis, Campbellsville
Emily Kathleen Davis, Oxford, MI
Jeremiah Stephen Davis, Lexington
Rebekah Louise Davis, Louisville
Sarah Amelia Davis, Lexington
Sarah Lynette Davis", Lexington
Wesley Ross Davis, Glasgow
Shawn Patrick Davisson, Louisville
Tallifer Rees Day, Jr.", Lexington
Brian Benton Decker'", Lexington
Joseph Glenn Dees'", Crestview Hills
Brett Patrick Delaney, Bardstown
Bridget Glennon Delaney'". Lexington
Brandon Charles Dennis, Glasgow
Brooke Lenore Deppen", Sunbury, PA
Margaret Marie Detraz, Lexington
Margaret Marie Detraz'", Lexington
Katusha Louise de Villiers, South Africa
Joseph Arthur Dickens, Falls of Rough
Bradley Alan Dickerson'", Glasgow
Brooke Renee Dillon, Louisville
[ermaine Scott Dobbins, Louisville
Amanda Moore Dory, Louisville
Peter Joseph Downing, Gorham, ME
Flenoil Merlin Duncan'". Louisville
Melissa Arm Durham, Mansfield, TX
Alison Michelle Duvall, Frankfort
Rebecca Lynn Eaton, Lexington
Nicholas Robert Eberhard, Alexandria
Andrew M. Ecton'", Lexington
Courtney Lynn Edge, Fordsville
Allen Eugene Edwards, Miami, FL
Kali Nicole Egbert, Versailles
Robert K. Eidson'", Lexington
Michelle Lynn Elison, Lexington
Lauren Suzanne Elliott'", Lexington
Adrienne Nicole Ellis", Danville
Courtney Diane Embry", New Albany, IN
Courtney Diane Embry", New Albany, IN
Jamie Renee Ennis'", Campbellsville
Ryan Paul Erpenbeck, Union
Heather Lenea Essex, Louisville
John Christopher Evans, Lexington
Margaret Christine Fannin, Lexington
Wendy Gayle Parar, Leitchfield
Shannon Lee Ferguson, Louisville
Salvador Amin Figueroa, Metairie, LA
James Paris Fisher, Vienna, VA
Michael Jason Flanary, Lexington
Kevin Charles Pogle'', Walton
Andrew E. Polczyk'". Frankfort
Deborah Michelle Folmer, London
Ray Carl Fowler, Campbellsville
Jacob Turner Fowles, Richmond
Faith Nichole Fox, Louisville
M. Elizabeth Prank"
Carrie Holmes Franklin, Louisville
Amy Bridgett Frazier, Boston
Jenny Rae Frazier", Lexington
Timothy Ray Fritz II, Lexington
Laurel Kristina Gaddie, Louisville
Lisa C. Caines", Louisville
Cecily Elise Galbreath, Lexington
Danielle Renae Galeener, Marshall, IL
Deborah Kathleen Gamble", Lexington
Jennifer Sue Cardner'", Louisville
Steve Edward Gardner, [r."', Owensboro
Patton Oliver Garriott, Danville
Nathan Paul Gatewood, Elizabethtown
Rueben D. Gentry, Lexington
Susan Lee Gentry, Glasgow
Marc Douglas Gentzler, Thousand Oaks, CA
Angela Lee Gilliam", Louisa
Daniel Brigham Gleaves, Louisville
Kimberly Rene Coetz'", Louisville
Crystal Nell Hager Coh'". Lexington
Salina Elizabeth Goins, Lexington
Amanda Elizabeth Goldsmith, Brandenburg
Chase P. Goodman". Pikeville
Tony Jon Goodman, New Berlin, WI
Carol Beth Gordon, Danville
Michael John Gorman, Lexington
Sheri Marie Graham, Monroe, OH
Ronald Edward Grant, [r.", Louisville
Carolyn Tevis Gray-Becker, Lexington
Edward Roney Green II, Louisville
Jonathan Dewaal Creen'", Lexington
Shannon Elizabeth Greer, Lexington
Warren Evan Greer, Atlanta, GA
Jessica Helen Grewe, London
Christopher Griffin, Lexington
Dae Lee Crodin'", Charlottesville, VA
Jane Rosalie Guthrie, New Castle
Christah Deanne Hackney, Lancaster
Elsie Christina Hagan", Lexington
Jeffrey Alexander Hagner, Malvern, PA
Elizabeth Ashley Hale, Lexington
Heather Sue Hall, Staffordsville
Matthew Kelly Hall, Lexington
Randall Joseph Hall, Lexington
Ronald Dewey Hall, Lexington
Sara Kristen Hamilton, Mason, OH
Steven Allan Hammel, Rockford, IL
Alan Lawrence Hampton", Somerset
Michael Wayne Hampton, Manchester
Michael Duane Hardy'", Nicholasville
Joshua Stephen Herp'", Paducah
Elizabeth Ann Harper, Lexington
Ryan Michael Hart", Duxbury, MA
Kyle Elkins Hartford, Poland, OH
David C. Hartley'", Elizabethtown
Brian Dale Hawkins, Louisville
Leah Marie Hawkins
Angela Nicole Hayden, Louisville
William Andrew Hayden, Louisville
Benjamin Ratcliffe Hayes, Danville
Emily Louella Helton, Lexington
Megan Michelle Hendricks, Irvine
Micheal Hendricks, Science Hill
Jeremy Robert Henry". Owensboro
John David Hepner, Lexington
Joshua David Herr, Kokomo, IN
Robert Brandon Hickey'", Louisville
Arlena Hicks, Manchester
Carla Dawn Higginbotham, Harrodsburg
Bradley Martin Hill, Louisville
Gina Larisa Hill, Shelbyville
Ryan Lee Hite'", Henderson
Terrence Robert Holbrook'", Winchester
Casey F. Holland, Elizabethtown
Melissa Erin Holloway, Paducah
Carla Anne Holt, Lexington
Derek Matthew Hood, Huntington, WV
Nicholas Dean Hopkins, Florence
Carrie Michelle Homek'", Louisville
Courtney Erin Horner", Shelbyville
Lindsey Beth Horner, Murray
Aaron Matthew Howard, Corbin
Kisha Howell, London
Michael Brian Howell, London
Shelley Renee Hughes, Georgetown
Natasha LaDawn Humphries, Lexington
Eugene Allen Hunt, Glendale
Katherine Lynn Hussey", Crestview Hills
Virginia Huston, Lexington
Matthew Jason Hutnick, Derry, NH
Mara Ann Hwang, Lexington
Stephanie Lynn Hyberger, Louisville
Justin Ryan Hykes, Columbus, OH
Kenneth Vincent Hyland, Hebron
Robert Lynn Idol Il", Florence
Makoto Ikegaya, Japan
Ippei Inoue", Japan
Matthew Brian Isaacs, Somerset
Megumu Ishizuka'", Japan
Ashley Brooke Ison, Charleston, WV
Leslie Brooke Ison, Whitesburg
Paul James Ivie'"', Fancy Farm
Gary Frederick Jackson, Radcliff
David Andrew [ackson'", Frankfort
Melinda Ellen Jackson, Dayton
Mikia Faith Jackson, Lexington
Timothy Jason Jackson, Harlan
Donald Patrick Jacobs, jr., Foster
Brian Robert [aehnen, Florence
Travis Allen jaggers'", Upton
Judith Anne [aminet'", Morehead
Vanessa Marie Iennings'". Leesburg, OH
Justin Fischer Iett, Paris
Steven Scott Iett'", Jackson
Cindy Cinnamond [ohnson'", Lexington
Darcy Brandis Iohnson'", Elizabethtown
Christina Natalie Jones, Lexington
Holly Goddard [ones'". Russellville
Lisa Denise Iones'", Lexington
Meghan Elizabeth Jones, Owensboro
Michael David Jones, Catlettsburg
Natalie Jeanne jones", Villa Hills
Sean Christian jordan", Lexington
Emily P. Joseph, Cincinnati, OH
Miki Tanaka Kagami'"
Daniel Brandon Kaman, Lake Geneva, WI
Molly Blake Katen, Lexington
Maria G. Kavouras'", Crestview Hills
Mary Donna Kays'". Louisville
Diana June Kearn, Lexington
Martin Edward Kehoe, Ft. Thomas
Emilie Caroline Kelley", Highland Heights
Chelsie Elizabeth Kemper*, Carrollton
Mark Virgil Kendall**, Russell
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Christopher D. Kersey, Louisville
Robert Benjamin Kessinger, Lexington
Janna Marie Kilgore'", Elizabethtown
[ong-Sik Kim'", Korea
Amanda Kay King'". Liberty
Robert Leon King, Burgin
Zachary Thomas King", Lexington
Kay Thompson Kissick, Winchester
Harold Ray Kouns, [r., Georgetown
Danica Lin Kubly, Middleton, WI
Benjamin Charles Kullberg, Rockford, IL
Jennifer Regan Kunajukr'", Ashland
Jason Randolph Lambert
Robert N. Lampton, Louisville
Rene Lee Lassourreille, Edmonton
Margaret Nora Lawrence'", Winchester
Jaya Prada Ledchumanan, Malaysia
Angel Mechelle Lee, Franklin
Christi Rhea Lee, Whitesburg
Corey Allison Lee'". Campbellsville
Michelle Jennifer Lefebvre, Leesburg, VA
Jerald Bryan Lelvlaster'", Ashland
Dana Rae Lenz", Louisville
Whitney Suzanne Lewellen'", Frankfort
Abigail Marie Liechty, Louisville
Holly Christa Lindeman, Ft. Thomas
William Kantril Lindon'", West Liberty
Kyle J. Linnemann", Edgewood
Greg Lamont Linton, Louisville
Galen Ira Linville", Lexington
Misty Amber Measel Litton", West Liberty
Garth Francis Lo Bello", Andover, NJ
Tiffany LaCole Lockhart, Detroit, MI
Kenneth Lee Logan, Lexington
Patrick Joseph Lonneman'", Edgewood
Candie Leigh Looney'", Seco
Matthew Curtis Lowry, Lexington
James Bradley Lucas, Georgetown
Jennifer Cullen Luckett, Louisville
Jesse Gent Luckett'", Louisville
Margaret Mealey Luckett'", Lebanon
Ami Lee Lunsford, Versailles
Charles Lykins, Mt. Sterling
Peter Stanton Macdonald, Hopkinsville
Elias George Madbak'". San Francisco, CA
Tiffany Marie Magness, Springfield
Timothy James Mahony, Medina, OH
Adam Abdul Malik, Malaysia
Stacey Michelle Mando. Ryland Heights
Christopher Ray Manker, Cold Spring
Sarah Morgan Marden, Richmond
Joel Allen Martin, Morganfield
Joshua Aaron Martin'", Louisville
Stephen Todd Mather, Louisville
Jessica Mathews, Boston, MA
Becky Lynn Mathewson, Cascade, WI
John Michael Matthews", Worthington, OH
Jeffrey David May, Louisville
Mark deWael Mayer, Winchester
Matthew Christian Mayes, Danville
Jonathan Raymond McAuley, Concord, NH
Paul Christian McCaffrey, Pittsburgh, PA
Thomas Matthew McCann**, Ft. Thomas
William Cassell McCord II**,Winchester
Benjamin Edward McGuire, Ft. Wayne, IN
James Michael Mclnemey, Matawan, NJ
Scott A. Mclntosh", Lexington
Caron Angela Mclvlaine'", Salvisa
Jamie Ruth McWilliams, Louisville
Jack Logan Medlar'", Bledsoe
Kevin Dale Melloan, Munfordville
Candace Melton""*,Hyden
Charles Tyler Mercke*, Louisville
Michelle Danielle Merritt ...., Lexington
Amabilia Metzler", Lexington
Angela Marie Meyer, Lexington
LaKenya ReShee Middlebrook", Knoxville, TN
Jennifer Ellen Milburn, Harrodsburg
Elizabeth Anne Miles ...., Paducah
Lester Carr Miller, Paducah
Shelley Darnell Miller, Harlan
Scott Jason Million ...., Owenton
Barrett Cole Milner", Lexington
Kevin Dennis Milner, Florence
Rebecca Jean Miniard, Hyden
Melissa Ann Mitchum, Louisville
Ian Richard Monk ...., Portsmouth, RI
Brandi Rene Moore, Union
Caleb Shawndell Moore, Louisville
Sarah Donovan Moore, Louisville
Katrina Ann Morgan ...., Lexington
Kelli Alice Morris ...., Ashland
Adam Kendall Morrison, Richmond, VA
Jennifer Elizabeth Mueller, Versailles
Dewey Scott Murphy, Lovely
Julie Alyssa Murray, Charleston, WV
Joy Ann Myhre, Versailles
Jason Joseph Nahra ...., Lexington
Dana Michelle Nash, Bowling Green
Donald Scott Nash, Barboursville, WV
Neelesh Kumar Natarajan, Carrollton, TX
Matthew David Naylor, Lexington
Abbie Lynn Neary, Highland Heights
Tamara Dawn Needham ..", Fairdale
Byron "Clint" Nelson, Vine Grove
Mark Trevor Newdigate, Maysville
Nelson Ryan Newman", Pikeville
Lenea Marie Newsome ...., Monticello
David S. Newton, Versailles
Christina Marie Nienaber, Florence
Rebecca Alice Novak"
George Joseph Oberlick, Louisa
Eliza Jane Ollinger , Lexington
Andrew Casey Oost , Louisville
Joseph Earl Orr, [r., Elizabethtown
Michael Craddock Owen, Elizabethtown
Amanda Grace Owens, Lexington
Terri LaDawn Owens", Pikeville
Clarice Marie Page, Somerset
Peter Alexander Palmadesso, Lexington
Wesley Taylor Parker
Christine Marie Pasatta, Cleveland, OH
Aditi Rohit Patel ...., Nicholasville
Kendra 1.Patterson, Owensboro
Michael Ray Peabody'", Bristol, NH
Emily Brooke Pearl, Bowling Green
Thomas Scott Pennebaker, Lexington
Aaron Thomas Perkins, Ft. Thomas
Erin Nicole Perry, Lexington
Robin Theresa Petroze, Ft. Mitchell
Valerie Dyer Phebus ...., Lexington
Benjamin Mayes Phelan ...., Owensboro
Joshua Marvle Phelps", Mt.Washington
Daniel Scott Pickering, Orange, CA
Andrew James Podnar, Ft. Knox
Gina Lynn Poore, Albany
Jeremy Ryan Porter, Henderson
John Thomas Poskin ...., Lexington
William H. Poteet ill, Lexington
Robert Ashley Prather, Ekron
Katherine Marie Pratt, Ft. Thomas
Nicole Michelle Prebeck ...., Lexington
David Paul Price ...., Georgetown
Laura Heather Teckenbrock Prichard, Paducah
Meredith Waller Pritchett ...., Lexington
Carrie M. Puckett, Winchester
Lorna Anne Putnam", Summit, MS
Elizabeth Ann Quattrocchi, Georgetown
Brooke Harris Raby, Russellville
Brian Rauf Paris
Jason 1.Rawe
[asir Kustandy Rayyan, Lexington
Lauren Kristen Recchiuti, Louisville
Alison Leigh Rechtin .., Covington
Jeremy Wayne Reed, Benton
MunSoo Andrea Rethmeier, Vine Grove
Damon 1.Revelette, Greenville
Christopher Chase Reynolds, Pikeville
Anne Gregoire Richards, Annapolis, MD
Daniel Thomas Richardson, Madisonville
Steven Edward Richardson, Lexington
Jennifer Kwon Rigney , Columbia
Christy LeeAnn Riley , Elizabethtown
Cristan Ritchie, Hazard
Jeffrey Arthur Roberts", Lexington
Joe Lucas Roberts, Manchester
Nicholas Wayne Roberts ...., Owensboro
Leigh Anne Robertson ...., Lexington
Jaime Roberto Rodriguez", EI Salvador
Eric Scott Rogers, Louisville
Jason Charles Rohr ...., Ashland
Justin Neal Rosas, Memphis, TN
Dana Lynette Ross", Lexington
Elizabeth Ann Ross ...., Huntsville, AL
Landon Michael Rowe ...., Inez
Glenn Raymond Rudolph", Louisville
Estil Ray Rumage, Whitesville
Gregory John Russo, Elizabethtown
Jay F. Rutherford, Ir., Lexington
Thomas Michael Ryan, [r ....., Riverview, FL
Kylie Brooke Salyer, Lexington
Stirling Earl Farris Sampson ...., Georgetown
Marina Sams, Lawrenceburg
Rebecca Yvonne Sams", Winchester
Drew A. Sandefur", Henderson
Gretchen Michelle Sandefur, Lexington
Holly Layne Sanders, Lexington
Stacia Renae Sanders, Kimper
David Gene Sandford, Lexington
Karen Elizabeth Schindler, Lexington
Elizabeth Susan Schmidt'", Lexington
Kristina Marie Schmitz, Union
Karen Elizabeth Schoenbachler", Louisville
Daniel James Schulman, Versailles
Christopher Shintaro Schultz, Lexington
Matthew Farrell Schupp, Marietta, GA
James Lucas Searcy'", Calhoun
Kulwinder K Sekhon
Wilson Davis Shafer, Lexington
Suraya Aich Shalash", Lexington
Shiann Nicole Sharpe ...., Georgetown
Jacob Andrew Sherman", Louisville
Brianne Cara Shipman, Louisville
Jessica Faith Shoemake, Elizabethtown
John Wade Sholar ...., Hopkinsville
Ewing Anne Shropshire, Georgetown
Brian Wayne Simpson, Hampton, VA
Hunter I. Sims ...., Paducah
Joseph M. Sims, Bardstown
Maggie Elizabeth Slone ...., Covington
Aisha Towanna Smith, Bronx, NY
Brandon David Smith, Hazard
David Shawn Smith ...., Lexington
Diana Rosi Smith, Wallingford
Jason Elmo Smith ...., Winchester
Jessica Dawn Smith, Murray
Lindsey Michelle Smith ..-, Versailles
Owen Liang Mah Smith ...., Canada
Tasha LaShawn Smith, Lexington
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William Gary Smith, Huntington, WV
Mitchell Beam Snider ...., Bardstown
Jennifer Maria Spalding ...., Loretto
Jennifer Marie Spalding, Bardstown
Garrett Matthew Sparks, Ashland
Tylessa Earless Sparks, Paducah
Geoffrey Kirk Speicher, Louisville
John Grant Spradling, Mt. Sterling
Matthew Edward St. Pierre, Villa Hills
Byron Layne Stapleton, Ivel
Carla Michelle Steger ...., Paducah
Nathaniel John Stein, Alexandria
Shana Lynne Steinbach ...., Richmond
Noah Stuart Stephens, Lexington
Raja Whitney Stephenson ...., Louisville
Johannes Wessel Steyn, Lexington
Devon Stinson, Shelbyville
Laura Jean Stipanowich", Lexington
Courtney Denise Stoll, Louisville
Sarah Rosannah Stoll, Paducah
Bev 1.Stover, Lexington
Chandra Nicole Strange ...., Lexington
Eric D. Stroud, Milwaukee, WI
Daniel Ernest Suchy ....
Heather Colleen Sullivan, Indianapolis, IN
Tressie Ann Sullivan ...., Surrunersville
Jessie Clarke Summers, Lexington
Bryan T. Sunderland'", Lexington
TakanobuiSuzu1d,Japan
Jay Eaton Swindle-Windmill, Louisville
Satoko Tabata"
Erin Elizabeth Tackett, Lexington
Jeremy Wayne Taylor, Cadiz
Michael Wayne Terry ...., Lexington
Marc Andrew Theriault ...., Chantilly, VA
Bryan Allen Thomas, Hanson
Lindsay Jo Thomas, Cincinnati, OH
Matthew Deacon Ladd Thomas",
Hopkinsville
Jason David Thompson, Danville
Kimberly Kay Thompson, Louisville
Roisin M. Timoney, Lexington
Travis Anthony Tipton, Orange Park, FL
James Thomas Traughber, Franklin
Denise Nicole Trauth, Ft. Thomas
Alan Scott Trimble, Frankfort
Michael Thomas Troutman, Louisville
Charles Jonathan Truelove ...., Franklin
Charles Austin Truesdell ill,Maysville
Christopher James Tucker", Columbia
LaTisha JoAnna Tucker ...., Monticello
Robert Morgan Turner", Lexington
Warren Jeffrey Turner, Hazard
Ann Elizabeth Tuttle ...., Somerset
Andrew Ray Usery ...., London
Melissa Suyapa Elvir Valencia", Georgetown
John Christopher Vance, Lexington
Bradley E. Van Hook II, Lexington
James John Varellas ill....,Lexington
Taylor Stephen Vasek, Lexington
Dana Rene Vest ...., Lexington
Andrew Thomas Vissman", Burlington
Caroline Evelyn Vogele, Lexington
Emily O'Donnell Wachs, Lexington
Brandon Scott Waddle, Somerset
John Frederick Waddle, [r ....., Northbrook, IL
Joe Harrison Wade II"", Danville
David B.Wagner ...., Louisville
Kevin Robert Waldo ...., Hurricane, WV
Adam T. Walker, Lexington
Carl William Walter, Paducah
Jason Michael Warfel
Darri Lynne Washburn, Lexington
Shannon Michelle Washburn, Louisville
Casey D. Watkins, Hazard
Carrie Jean Watson, Flemingsburg
Amanda Sue Watts, Lebanon
Daniel Zachariah Webb, Versailles
Shannon LaChea webb'', Lexington
Tameka Renee Webb, Lexington
Mark Chatfield Weber, Jupiter, FL
Nathan Ernest Weill
Nathan Ernest Weill
Chad Whitney Wellman, Versailles
Aaron Michael Wells'", Lexington
Suzanne Danette wheeler'". FLorence
Amy Renee white'", Georgetown
Shane Cameron White", Versailles
Steven Levi Whitson, Kingsland, TX
Bobby Allen Whitt, Sandy Hook
Wesley Kyle Whitworth, Louisville
Erik A. Wiesenhahn"
Nicholas Andrew wilczek'", Barrington, IL
Clay Fredrickson Wilkey, Owensboro
Benjamin Patrick Williams'", Morehead
Bryan Christopher Wilson, Louisville
Jennifer Lane Wilson", Lexington
Nicholas D. Wilson, Somerset
Sarah Jean Sloan Wilson, Lexington
Bobbiejo Winfrey, Louisville
Lisa Genae Wise, Shelbyville
Susanne Lee Witte'". Owensboro
Stephanie Nicole Wolfinbarger, Irvine
Melissa Marie Wood, Louisville
Courtney Sims Woodard, Harrodsburg
Emily Woodman'", Berea
Christopher Jon Worland", Lexington
Michael Charles Christopher Wray, Danville
Bryan Ellis Wright", Burkesville
Derrick Thomas Wright, Maysville
Michelle Lynn wright", Beavercreek, OH
Robin Wayne wright'", Campbellsville
Shawn Alisha Wright*, Louisville
Adam Ashley Wyrick, Lexington
Chisa L. Yap, London
Tricia Dawn Yates, Bardstown
Erin Lee Yeager". Highland Heights
Nyoka RaChae Yeast, Harrodsburg
James Michael Yonts, Lexington
Geoffrey Garrett Young, Murray
Joshua Cameron Young, Lexington
Justin Neal Young", Adolphus
Mark Ryan Young'", Central City
Michelle Renee Young, Louisville
Vitaly V. Zganyayko, Lexington
Scott Ellis Zoll, Louisville
George David Zorn'", Crestwood
Michelle Ann Zupancic, Lexington
Christina Harvey Zurcher'", Glasgow
Bachelor of General Studies
Danny R. Frances, Hopkinsville
Gary Frederick Jackson, Radcliff
Cecile Carriere Mcgjnney'", Lexington
Erica Ann Meuser, Lexington
Bachelor of Science
Paul Domingo Acosta, Venezuela
Derrico Desmon Adams'", Paducah
Kelsey M. Adams", Union
Michael Dean Adams, Whitesburg
Leah Marie Allen, Bardstown
Nicole Renee Allen'", Bowmansville, NY
Jacqueline Marie Allshouse'", Paducah
Mark Walker Amick", Louisville
Michael Clark Ashcraft", Nicholasville
Kyle Michael Bailey, Lexington
Lauren Ashley Baldwin, Bowling Green
Ryan Davis Ba11**,Corbin
Kelli Lynn Banas, Louisville
Marvin Mercado Baula, Elizabethtown
Klark Rhodes Breeding Bennett'". Glasgow
Nathan McKinley Bentley". Greenup
Bradley Adam Bieber'". Bowling Green
Christopher Marc Bingcang'", Lexington
Kimberly Gayle Brady", Springfield
Kevin Charles Broghamer, Union
Scott Brooks, Owensboro
Shannon Alise Bryant, Owens Crossroads, AL
Melinda Ashley Buemi", Westerville, OH
Heather Dawn Burton'", Brodhead
Gene 1.Butcher III, Lexington
Jason Anthony Butler, Louisville
Jessica Leigh Caffee, Somerset
Amy Sharon Carthew, Louisville
John Clayton Cecil", Paducah
Jeremy Lee Chandler, Tompkinsville
Genevieve Lee Chapman, Lexington
Justin Ray Chula'", Lexington
Angela Susanne Clark, Liberty
Elizabeth Claire Cobern, Lexington
Brenda Lawrence Coe
Chad Porter Colgan, Flemingsburg
Krista Michelle Collard, Leitchfield
Brandon David Conley, Lexington
Pierre J. Coolen'", Paintsville
Kristen Renee Coomes, Owensboro
Charles Ruggles Coulston, Lexington
Erica Lynn Courtney-McCombs, Brownsville
Cynthia LaChell Cox, Radcliff
Carey Dawn Craig, Harrodsburg
Jason Jacob Crawford", Felicity, OH
Matthew Ryan Croley, Central City
Kaveri Tivon Crum, Lexington
Barbara Hanna Davis ...., Madisonville
Stacey Nichole Davis, Lexington
Matthew Stewart Dawson, Stanford
Bruno Alessandro del-Iarak'", Lexington
Carrie Lyn DeRossett, Allen
Candace Ke Vonna Errolyn De Veaux,
Radcliff
Tiffany [o DeWeese, Grand Rivers
Laurence DiCono, Frankfort, NY
Lonnie Rhea Douglas, Ir "", Elizabethtown
Key Covington Douthitt, Jackson
Deborah Ann Downey'", Columbus, OH
Mita Dulabh, Louisville
Remona Marchelle Edenfield, Sadieville
Jonathan Lee Edwards'", Stanford
Allison Rachelle Elliott'". Martin
Heather Michelle Enlow'". Danville
Margaret Christine Fannin, Lexington
Jonathan Michael Peddock, Lexington
Douglas Wayne Fee", Lexington
Izaak Dean Pitzgerald'". Moose Lake, MN
Carrie R. Fleming, Louisville
Kathryn [elisa Fleming ...., Crestwood
Amy L. Fowler, Jackson
Emily Marie Fox, Ft. Wright
Lisa C. Gaines", Louisville
Michael G. Galyon
Jason Bradly Garrison", Louisville
Misty Athina Sheehy Cay", Radcliff
Eva Corina Gessner, Germany
Angela Lee Gilliam", Louisa
Benjamin Thomas Gosnell, Walton
Mary Kirsten Gravely, Glasgow
Charles Paul Green, Cleveland, OH
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Walter Sharpe Hailes II**,Ft. Thomas
Joel P. Handley"; Louisville
Lindsay Marie Harmon, Villa Hills
Alexander Scott Harper, Munfordville
[ayme Caroline Hartley ...., Circleville, OH
Sarah Jean Hawkins", Shepherdsville
Rachel Anne Helgren'", East Lansing, MI
Don-Michael Hendricks, Central City
Jonathan Che-Shing Ho'", Lexington
Yik-Khuan Ho, Malaysia
Jeffrey William Hoffman, Elizabethtown
Jennifer Helen Hoghe, Ft. Knox
Mo-Han Huang, China
David Brian Hume ...., Lexington
Charles Brandon Hurley, London
Kenneth Vincent Hyland, Hebron
Kristi Michelle johnson, Pikeville
Jessica Lynn Jones, Greenville
[illian Renee [onseof Lexington
Anita Francis Cooper Justice, Ashland
Andrew Carroll Katen ...., Lexington
Alka Udayakumar Kayerker'", Louisville
Pooja M. Kayi, Charleston, WV
Gregory Shawn Lawyer King", Belfry
Michael Landers Knox, Verona
Katharina Kohler"; Germany
Kristen L. Krawczyk, DeMossville
David Kevin Kump, Louisville
Delia Marilyn Large, Thomasville, GA
jennifer Kathryn Lashbrooke ...., Taylor Mill
Abigail Rebecca Lemaster'". Xenia, OH
Christy Marie Lesousky, Louisville
Merrell Hiang [oo Lim, Malaysia
Pey Lian Lim'", Malaysia
Adam Clay Locklar'", Lexington
Amanda Ashleigh Long, Nicholasville
David Alan Lovejoy ...., Lexington
Christopher Ray Manker, Cold Spring
Curtis Landon Manning", Orange County, CA
Sarah Morgan Mardon, Richmond
Susan Duddy Martin, Louisville
Wesley Thomas Mayes, Central City
Jason David McAlister'", Louisville
Miriam Lee Haley McCabe, Sumerduck, VA
John Jason McClure, Lexington
Joseph Robert McCorkle", Frankfort
Ryan Lee McOearmon", Metropolis, IL
Ashley Nicole McKenzie ...., Walton
Avis Marie Medina, Puerto Rico
Amanda Dawn Mefford, Flatwoods
Mark Edward Mefford, Winchester
Jennifer Ann Meriwether, Greenville
Kristan Adean Milam, Louisville
Lester Carr Miller, Paducah
Brian Miniard", Baxter
Kelley Elizabeth Minor, Atlanta, GA
Robert C. Mitchell II", Brandenburg
Bethany Quinn Moore, Monticello
Neil Franklin Moore, [r."', McDowell
Jonathan Matthew Mosley, Harlan
Diana Lynn Mulvihill, Lexington
Anna Walton Napier, Lexington
Nawaal Maryam Nasser, Nicholasville
Charmaine Sukarrea Neal, Radcliff
Gina Maria Nehf, Milwaukee, WI
DeI'andra Elise Neil, Louisville
Tammy J. Nolan
Alisha Marie O'Connell, Milton, WV
Susan Anne Odom, Owensboro
Heather Lynn Oeltgen", Lexington
Megan Anne O'Malley", Lexington
Shanta Nichelle Osley'". Lexington
Jennifer Elizabeth Owens, Lexington
Joseph Ryan Owens, Garrett
Maurice-Pierre Page, London
Emily Reed Patton, Glasgow
Wei-Ju Peng, Taiwan
Uma Periyanayagam, Hanson
Robin Theresa Petroze, Ft. Mitchell
Valerie Dyer Phebus'", Lexington
Anne Bligh Pickens, Murray
Margaret Elizabeth Poetain, White Oak, PA
Alyssum Mariah Pohl, Lexington
Kimberly [o Powers, Cynthiana
Callie Anne Prater'", Lexington
Chelse Marie Prather, Edgewood
Lorna Anne Putnam", Summit, MS
Shaunna Nicole Ramsdale'". Lexington
Muhammad Asif Razak, Ashland
Christopher Chase Reynolds, Pikeville
Heather Kay Ridgway", Nicholasville
Devin Layne Riggs'", Lebanon Junction
Darrell Christopher Robinson, Shelbyville
Julie Nicole Rogers, Somerset
Craig Thomas Sacco, Homer City, PA
James Basil Salman, Louisville
Ashley Erin Scheiderer, Lexington
Joseph Darin Sergent, Mt. Sterling
Nadia Ahed Shalash, Lexington
Amela Shankar, Bardstown
John K. Shropshire, Lexington
Katherine Ann Skeen", Nicholasville
Shelly B. Slatter, Lexington
Leigh Ann Smiley, Madisonville
Christopher Matthew Smith, Glendale
Owen Liang Mah Smith'", Canada
Anna Elizabeth Smothers'", Nicholasville
Garrett Matthew Sparks, Ashland
Kari Beth Spencer", Winchester
Elizabeth Anne Spurlock", Ashland
Byron Layne Stapleton, Ivel
Jeremy Ray Stasel, Louisville
Matthew D. Stephens, Lexington
Matthew Daniel Stephens, Flatwoods
Chrissi Lynn Stevens, Mt. Carmel, IL
Jeremy Patrick Stich, Lexington
Sarah Elizabeth Stokes'", Louisville
Randal Alan Strobo'", Louisville
Monica Dawn Swartz, Maysville
Andrea Annette Tapp, Winchester
Angela Renee Terrell'". Cadiz
Nisha Susan Thomas, Kenner, LA
Benjamin Howard Thompson'", Paducah
Keith M. Thompson, [r., Vine Grove
Shellie Anne Thompson, Jenkins
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Jeffery Allen Thorpe, Hazard
Paula Katherine Toups'", Baton Rouge, LA
Jeremy Stewart Triplett", Frankfort
Alison Leanne Tunstill'", Lexington
Andrew Ray Usery'". London
Christopher Danny Vanhoose", Paintsville
Dawn Kathleen Virag
Brandon Craig Wade'", Lexington
Katherine Marie Wagner, Wilmore
Jason Michael Warfel
Amy Beth Watson", Stanford
Sarah Jane Watson, Harned
William Cook Whiteside, Glasgow
Jennifer Lynn Williams'", Burlington
Jennifer Brooke Wilson, Louisville
Jonathan Ryan Wolfe, Manchester
Anne Marie Woods, Petersburg
Ryan Patrick Woods, Lakeside Park
Bradley Alan Wurth, Paducah
Jennifer Ann Wurts, Princeton
Brian Scott Yost, Louisville
Erin Elizabeth Yost, Lexington
Justin Neal Young", Adolphus
Rana Medhat Zakharia'", Lebanon
[ing-jing Zhang'", Lexington
Carol Martin Gatton College of Business & Economics




Karla Lawlor Adelt, Englewood, CO
Amy Michelle Adkins, Covington
Arnold Ray Akers III, Lancaster
Jon D. Albaugh", Lexington
lady Lynn Allen'", Orlando, FL
Paul Justin Allen, Versailles
Dale Andrew Anderson ...., Pewaukee, WI
David Kenneth Anderson'", Paducah
Jason Curtis Andry, Lexington
Mark Philip Apple'", Louisville
Sarah Elizabeth Appler, Elgin, IL
Brandon LaShaun Arnold, Elkhart, IN
Jessica Summer Arnold'", Richmond
Matthew John Arnold, Ft. Wright
Jerry Joseph Arrasmith 11*,Villa Hills
Michelle Elaine Arrasmith, Crescent Spgs
George Assibey-Mensah, Frankfort
Lynn Ann Atchison", Winchester
Dana Jessica Aynes, Bexley, OH
John Brian Ayres, Owenton
Ryan Michael Bachman, Louisville
Joshua Michael Bailey", Hutchinson
Vondell Jewel Bailey, Louisville
Melissa Michelle Baker'", Hamilton, MO
Paul Martin Ballard, Virginia Bch, VA
John Edward Ballerstedt'", Louisville
Byron M. Banks, Louisville
Jonathan c. Barker", Raceland
Lindsay R. Barker, Paris
Brittany Denise Bames'", Lexington
Sarah Elizabeth Bash, Louisville
Nathan A. Bay, Baltimore, OH
Matthew Alan Bean, Elizabethtown
Betsy Joanne Beard, Louisville
Nancy Jane Beckham", Louisville
Frank J. Belcastro, Lexington
Jylian A'Neial Bell'". Cadiz
Megan Elizabeth BeWO', Villa Hills
Timothy Michael Benim, Louisville
Lacey Ann Bernard", Radcliff
Shawn Dameon Besecker", Owensboro
Braydon 1.Bevens, Waverly, OH
Tricia Annette Binetsch, Sacramento, CA
David Alan Birch, Louisville
Charlotte Brooks Blakeman, Nicholasville
Macy Ryan Bloomer, Somerset
Lauren Katherine Blue, Paducah
Arnie Jennifer Bocek, Railroad, PA
Shane Earl Boggess, Mayfield
Aaron Rostenbach Boone, Fillmore, UT
Joseph Aaron Bott, Versailles
Nicholas Davis Bowman'", Owensboro
Keri Lynn Boyce, Birdsboro, PA
Douglas Leon Boyd II, Pikeville
John W. Bradley IIIO',Bloomfield
Joseph Neil Bramer, Louisville
Jennifer R. Brandon'", Lexington
Michael Burke Brandon'", Milan, MI
Erik Shane Cory Branham'", Prestonsburg
Matthew Aulick Brannock, Cynthiana
Alan David Bratten, Greensburg
Brandon Dallas Bray'", Grants Lick
Benjamin Clifton Brazzell'", Boaz
Gina Dee Breunig, Lexington
Beth Anne Bridges'", Lexington
Melinda Anne Briggs, Ft. Thomas
Emily Reid Britt, Louisville
Shannon Lee Brooks, Mayfield
Connie Johns Broomhall, Lexington
Angela Gwen Brown'", Owensboro
Christopher Alan Brown'", Florence
David Matthew Brown, Louisville
Freda Winn Brown, Georgetown
Owen Thomas Brown, Brentwood, TN
Joshua Andrew Browning, Lebanon
Adam Brooks Brumfield'". Nicholasville
Tiffany Ann Bruner, Louisville
Shawn Michelle Burge'"
David Wade Buring, Villa Hills
Jonathan Robert Martin Bums'", Prospect
Justin Michael Bush'"', Lexington
Krista Wynne Byrd, Harrodsburg
Colleen D' Arcy Cahill, Crescent Springs
Stacey Ryan Calvert", Lexington
Kimberly Anne Canup, Mayfield
John Patrick Carmichael, Louisville
Jason Keith Carroll, Olive Hill
Charles Rush Carter, Lexington
Wesley Paul Carter'", Louisville
Heather Autumn Castle'". Paintsville
Erin Rachel Caylor, Lexington
Derek Everrett Cederberg, N. Chicago, IL
Rebecca Ann Chambers-Monsen", Richmond
Timothy Joseph Chancellor, Lexington
Jennifer Louise Chase'". Lexington
Laura 1.Chrisman, Lexington
[evan Ciric, Minneapolis, MN
Matthew Patrick Clements, Madisonville
Stacy Michelle Clubb", LaGrange
Benjamin Terrell Coleman'", Pikeville
Christopher Harper Collier, Owensboro
Rebecca Jane Collins, Hazard
Rebecca Lee Colvin, Lebanon
Joshua Charles Combs, Hazard
Bradlee Raybon Comer, Simpsonville
Amanda Lynn Cook, Lebanon
Michael Anthony Cook'", Solon, OH
Joanna Leigh Cooksey", Louisville
Amanda Shay Cooper, Waverly, OH
Laine Catron Cooper, Glasgow
Jesse Tobias Coppel, New Albany, OH
Blaire Michelle Cote, Lexington
Rebecca Ann Cotterill, Hopkinsville
David M. Cotthoff'", Hopkinsville
Michael Levar Cotton, Louisville
James Mitchell Cox", Lexington
Joseph Andrew Cox, Mt. Auburn
Ryan David Cox, Mt. Sterling
Amy Jo Coyle, Prospect
Ryan Patrick Coyne, Sidney, OH
Peter Carl Crawford, Louisville
Tracy Evette-Davis Crowdus'", Louisville
[essi Ruschelle Cruse", Elizabethtown
Matthew Paul Culp, Buffalo Grove, IL
Kellie Rose Culver", Bardstown
Perry Lavery Cundiff", Campbellsville
Joshua Kade Daniel, Ashland
Margaret Blakely Daniels, Lexington
Matthew Philip Darnell, Fort Thomas
James Matthew Davis, Paducah
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John Woods Davis, Lexington
Paul Brandon Davis, London
Scott Patrick Davis'". Ft. Wright
Joseph Edwin Dawson'". Douglasville, GA
Kyle Patrick Dawson'", Crestview
Aaron Chris D'Cruz", Zambia
Jennifer Marie Deborde, Flatwoods
Emily Dee Demarest, Pikeville
Brian Christopher Denger", Wilmore
Justin Ryan Denton, Paducah
Charles Wallings DeVier IVO'O',Lexington
Lauren Michelle Diable, Florence
John Paul Disselkamp", Louisville
Margaret Mehrin Doolin, Covington
Amy Lynn Doss", Georgetown
[ana Michelle Doss'", Paducah
Julie Margaret Dotson, Lexington
Deana Lynn Doty, Crestwood
Jeanie Lee Douglas'", Waynesburg
Michael Brian Doyle", Louisville
Robert Jefferson Doyle'", Nicholasville
Justin Travis Duell'", Fort Mitchell
[eb Stuart Duke II, Louisville
Rachel Damaris Dunaway'". Louisville
Benjamin S. Durant", Lexington
Brian Thomas Duvall, Cynthiana
Alan Robert Dworsky, Anaheim, CA
Anthony Robert Edens, Somerset
Michael Seth Edens, Louisville
Brittney Elizabeth Edwards, Benton
Joshua Russell Eldridge, Lexington
Ronnie Dwayne Elkins, London
Rasshauna Nicole Ellis, Louisville
Lara Louise Ellison'". Central City
Stephanie Jeanne Stockholm Estes, Lexington
Han Fan, China
Jennifer Lynn Fay, Lousiville
Darrell Scott Peldhoff'", Louisville
Nicholas John Penton'", Louisville
David Chad Fenwick, Lebanon
Ferdinand
James Harry Fields, [r., Whitesburg
Laura Garrott Finnegan, Louisville
Brian Thomas Fitzgerald, Frankfort
Jay Alan Fleenor, Corbin
Kimberly Anne Pogo", Roselle, IL
Jennifer Marie Foley, Roselle, IL
Sarah Elizabeth Fowler, Bardstown
Jonathan Michael Frank, St. Louis, MO
Melissa Moening Fugazzi, Ft.Wright
Joshua Eugene Fuson", Pineville
Pamela Suzanne Galluch, Arrington, TN
Elizabeth Emmett Garrity, Lexington
Sarah Beth Garvey, Columbus, OH
Lilit Casparian", Armenia
Andrew Wilson Gehring, Monticello
Lawrence Paul Geiger [r, Newport
Anna Margaret Gerber, Louisville
Amanda Carole Gibbons, Lawrenceburg
Jasmin Elizabeth Cibian'", Georgetown
Jennie 1.Gibson, Horse Cave
Julie Marie Gillespie, Louisville
Christy Renee Gipson, Frankfort
Jennifer E. Goebel, Lexington
Ellie Marie Gore, Paducah
Keith Michael Cormley'". Villa Hills
Rebecca Ross Gossett", Cynthiana
Evan Conrad Graham, Nicholasville
Lynda Nicole Graham, Ewing, VA
Christopher Cranger'", Prospect
Nicholas Eugene Creene'", Ashland
Carey Jean Creenwell'", Richmond
Daren Harley Grifflth'". Portage, MI
Melanie Marie Cross", Versailles
[arrod M. Crubb'", So Charleston, WV
Anna Nicole Grubbs, Burlington
Jamie Lou Guthrie, Franklin
Timothy Edward Cuthrie'", Syracuse, NY
Samuel Hall Guy 11"*,Winchester
Matthew Philip Hafling. Louisville
Bryan J. Halcomb ...., Lexington
Crystal Dawn Hamilton, Prosperity, PA
Kyle Andrew Hamilton'", Louisville
Candace Marie Hammonds, Williamstown
Sean Stephan Hancock", Louisville
Troy Wayne Hanning ...., Lexington
Allison Leigh Hare, Lexington
Ericka Lee Harney, Lexington
Todd Charles Harrett'", Louisville
Vincent Edward Harrison [r.t", Cincinnati, OH
Kevin Patrick Hayes, Lexington
Austin Hite Hays, Shelbyville
Allison Lea Haysley, Louisville
Amanda Kathleen Hellermann, West Chester,
OH
Stefan Wythe Hendrickson, Harlan
Kristin Michelle Hensley, Independence
Stephanie Dawn Herron, London
Jennifer Nicole Hibbs, Paducah
Shelby Nicole Hickey, Ruidoso, NM
John Wesley Hill, Jamestown
Peter Schott Hiltz, Cincinati, OH
James Brandon Hirsh, Lexington
Margaret Anita Hobbs, Ekron
Cheryl Ann Hoffer, London
Gregg K. Hoffman'", Lexington
Wesley Andrew Holland", Prestonsburg
Pasi Tapio Holopainen'", Finland
Amanda Joan Holt, Bloomfield
Tara Katherine Hopper'", Versailles
Zachary Reik Hornbach, Ft. Thomas
Bradley Mark Howard, Edgewood
Michael Jon Hruska'", Youngstown, OH
Jason Matthew Hudson", Louisville
Mark Curtis Hufnagel, Lexington
Gary Michael Hughes, Louisville
Laura French Hughes, Crestwood
Natalie Patricia Humphrey, Louisville
Mary Ellen Hunley, Middlesboro
Sarah Hopkins Hutti, Louisville
Courtney Michele Hutton ...., Milton, WV
Mark Andrew Imbrogno", Charleston, WV
Michelle Renee Inzetta, Columbus, OH
Thomas Elias Isaac'", Lexington
Leanne Robin Isler, Edgewood
Brenten Kyle Jackson, London
Scott Richard Jacobs", Louisville
Brandon Alan Jaggers", Louisville
Mark E. [arrell", Radcliff
Antoine Lamar Jennings, Louisville
Craig Allen Jensen ...., Owensboro
Feny Tresiana Johanes ...., Indonesia
Amanda Rochelle Iohnson'", Louisville
Jonathan O. Johnson, Nicholasville
Laura Whitney Johnson, Gracey
Michael Prentiss johnson", Lexington
Stephanie Nicole Iohnson'", Cincinnati, OH
Tiffany Rose Johnson", Owensboro
William Joshua [ohnson'", Elizabethtown
Caroline Parks Jones, Signal Mtn, TN
Darlease Samantha Jones, Bowling Green
Mark Dylan Kapfhammer, Louisville
Julie Marie Keating'", Ironton, OH
Cathy Faye Keith, Radcliff
Joe D. Kemp, Hopkinsville
Morgan Aidan Kendrick, Xenia, OH
Bryan Matthew Kenton, Erlanger
Justin Samuel Kerr, Lexington
John Dustin Kidd ...., Union
Brian Sa. Kim, Bad Axe, MI
Kelly Marie King, Louisville
William Edward King ...., Goshen
Micah Christopher Kinnett", Lexington
Kendi Amani Kiogora, Richmond
Kelly Jo Kirby, Flemingsburg
Christopher James Kissee, Nancy
Carrie Elizabeth Klaber, Frankfort
Ryan Nolan Kloos, Hebron
Rebecca Lynn Knasel, Ft. Wright
Elizabeth Ann Knott, Payneville
Mark Douglas Laake, Villa Hills
Matthew B. Lafferty", Prestonsburg
Stephanie Ann Lairson, Lexington
Morris Lane", Naylor, GA
Stephen James Lange, Kettering, OH
Sarah Louise Lark, Perrysburg, OH
Jennifer Kathryn Lashbrooke ...., Taylor Mill
Joshua Wilson Latham, Philpot
Bridget Rene Laughlin, Edgewood
Daniel Anthony Leslie, Bethel Park, PA
Phillip Chun Tao Leung ...., Lexington
Harold Michael Lewellen, [r., Bowling Green
Michael Andrew Light, Ashland
Brad Aaron Lipan'", Frederick, MD
Beth Ann Livingston, Louisville
John Kyle Long'", Calvert City
Meredith S. Long, Louisville
Matthew Martin Loy, Columbia
Lesley A. Lukash ...., Longview, TX
Sarah Casey Luken, LaGrange
Amber Nicolette Lyle, Lexington
Adam Zachary Lynch, Northlake, IL
Catherine Page Lynn, Beaver Dam
Ameer Elias Mabjish
Holly Nicole Machal ...., Mt. Vernon
Stacey Faye Madison, Lexington
Danny Keith Maglinger Jr. ...., Owensboro
Elizabeth Marvonne Mainord, Wauseon, OH
Stephen Johnson Mallory, Covington
Bradley Thomas Mann ...., Hebron
David Ian Mansbery [r., Brecksville, OH
Steven Donald Mansbery, Brecksville, OH
Tyson McGinn Marlow, Lexington
Jamie Nicole Martin, Lancaster
Jennifer Sue Martin , London
Judson Clay Martin , Louisville
Nathan Andrew Martin, Ft. Thomas
Scott David Martin
Susan Nicole Martin, Louisville
Brittanie Lynn Mason, LaGrange
Stacia A. Massaro'", Chardon, OH
Anthony Joseph Massarone, Lexington
Barron Allen Mathis, Brentwood, TN
Nicholas Anthony Matricia, Union
Dustin Richard Matthews", Danville
Matthew William Mattingly
Tracy Leigh Mattingly, Frankfort
Ardena Carol May ...., Paintsville
Christa Leigh McAlpin, Versailles
Tara Lacey Mcbride, Louisville
Elizabeth Marie McCaslin**, Libertyville, IL
Natasha C. McCormick
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Shauna Renee McDonald, Lexington
Mikel Davis McKinley, [r., Cynthiana
Lance Russell McKinster", Denver, CO
Thomas William McNeil [r., Lexington
Jessica Lee Medley, Lebanon
Siddath Gemunu Medonza", Sri Lanka
Courtney Carol Melton, Slaughters
Laura Ann Mea ...., Lexington
Lauren Rae Meyrose'", Erlanger
Andrea Ellen Middleton'", Henderson
Nathan Douglas Millay, Owensboro
Alexander Eugene Miller", Morehead
Laura Leigh Miller, Louisville
Lee Hamilton Miller, Shephardsville
Mary Kathryn Minor, Danville
Rayshawn Lanel Mitchell'", Louisville
Todd Marshall Mitchell*"
John Preston Monebrake ....., Pickerington, OH
Regina Lynn Morford, Lexington
Thomas O'Neill Morgan, Lexington
Lori Dee Moyer, Louisville
Megan Ruth Mullinix
Rebecca Ann Mullins, Lebanon
Michael Shawn Murphy, San Diego, CA
Ryan John Murphy", Newburgh, IN
Mpoki Raphael Mwarnukonda, Tanzania
John Michael Nally
Cassondra Leigh Napier, Fort Guy, WV
Gustavo Ruben Nazario, Somerset
Kelly Danielle Neal
Kyra Leigh Neel, Crab Orchard, WV
Benjamin Lawrence Neises, Louisville
Andrew Teng Ming Ng, Malaysia
David Scott Nicholas, Frankfort
Sandra Bailey Nicholson, Nicholasville
Amberlee Dawn Nickell, GrassyCreek
[chan Nikolai Nielsen, Louisville
Robert Anthony Nienaber, Edgewood
Madina Y. Nigmatulina, Kazakstan
Judy Lynne Noble, Lexington
Jeremy Steven Noon ...., Louisville
Stephen Scott Norton, Crestwood
Eric N. Nunnally, Louisville
Kimberly Elizabeth Nunnery, Prestonsburg
Greg Michael O'Bryan, Owensboro
Douglas Daniel Olsen, Laurel Sprgs, NJ
Katharine Louise Orange, Vandalia, OH
Joshua Lewis Osborne, Danville
Ashley Renee' Overstreet, Paducah
Candice Marie Overstreet, Lawrenceburg
Christopher Scott Owen, Louisville
Stacy Richelle Owens, Lexington
Joshua Matthew Palmieri, Fort Mitchell
Darren Keith Pardue, Mountain City, TN
Sean Paul Parkinson", Crestwood
Joshua Lee Parrish", Westerville, OH
Angelia Marie Partin, Pineville
Aarti Natvarbhai Patel, Benton
Priya Ashok Patel", Lexington
Tushar Dhiru Patel'". Hopkinsville
Jonathan Wendell Patrick'", Crystal Lake, IL
John Lee Paynter", Winchester
Robert Gene Peelman. Burlington
William Derek Penman"
Thomas Scott Pennebaker'", Lexington
Kristen Elizabeth Pepe'". McKeesport, PA
[arod C. Pepper", Hopkinsville
Amanda Jeanne Perkett
Jennifer Beth Perkins, Mayfield
Jennifer Lee Perry", Lexington
Amy Carol Pestona, Harvest, AL
Teble 1. Peterson, Lexington
Tammie Kay Ann Pezzarossi
YPhuong Chris Pham", Lexington
Shonta Kevyette Phelps
Johnny Dane Phillips II**,Harlan
Leah Beth Phillips'", Elkhorn City
Bradley Clark Pickrell", Lexington
Rosemary Love Plant" .., Crystal Lake, IL
Bradley Pate Pogue, Marion, SC
Courtney Elizabeth Pollock, Louisville
Jennifer Nicole Potter'", Elkhorn City
Eric Jounard Powell
Jeffrey Charles Powell, Carol Stream, IL
Stephanie Marie Powell'", Cold Spring
Haley Anne Prevatt, Lexington
Erika Heather Price, Danville
Jerry Dennis Price, Louisville
Chad Matthew Pruitt, Burkesville
Kaci E. Prunty, Greenville
Trent Thomas Pusey, Louisville
Rachael Louise Putnam'"
Kristen Suzanne Queen, Bridgeport, WV
Brian Lewis Quisenberry:", Winchester
Brian Louse Raho, Louisville
Courtney Kalyn Ramey'", Inez
Dana M. Ramsey'"', Lexington
Christopher George Randall, Villa Hills
Crystal Hope Ransom, Lexington
Cynthia 1.Rawlings'", Lexington
Elisabeth Ann Ray'", Louisville
Kansas Dawn Barton Ray, Andrews, NC
Gilbert Craig Redford, Huntsville, AL
Ross Anthony Reed'", Lexington
Fred E. Reeder, Lexington
Stacie Renee Reeve", Miamisburg, OH
Brian Ray Reeves, Corbin
Alicia Valentour Reitano
Kelly Jean Rezny, Union
Sean Richard Rice, Edgewood
Lisa Marie Richmond, Fleminsgburg
Chesley Williams Riddle", Madisonville
Micah Ross Riffe, Cold Spring
Ronnie Wayne Riley, Jr.", San Antonio, TX
James Dale Rion, Danville
Margaret Elizabeth Riordan'", Alpharetta, GA
Robert Douglas Roar [r., Grahn
John Robert RoBards, Campbellsville
Rebecca Gail Robbins'". Georgetown
David M. Robinson, Loveland, OH
Kyle Randall Robinson, Ashland
Shelia Rodriguez, Chicago, IL
Christina Kennedy Roe", Garfield
Megan Elizabeth Roeth, Piqua, OH
Nicholas Robert Rogers, Owensboro
Enrique Clemente Roig'". Lexington
James J. Rollins
Jennifer Elizabeth Root, O'Fallon, IL
Peter James Rothgery, North Branford, CT
Kristoffer Conway Royster'", Henderson
Michael Mark Rupnow, Racine, WI
Allison Flynn Russell, Lexington
Kevin Gabriel Ryan, Ashland
Daniel Paul Safley'", Louisville
Lauren Marie Salome'", Louisville
Morgan R. Salyer'"
Assel T. Satpayeva, Kazakstan
Justin Matthew Schaefer, Louisville
David Ethan Schmitt, Henderson
Laura ]. Schoene", Louisville
Emliy Marie Schulz'", Louisville
Jeff Edward Schwitters
Jason Ryan Scolf'", Lexington
Abby Leigh Scott ...., Princeton
Alyson Jean Scott, Louisville
Clayton Daniel Scott, Paintsville
Lola Leann Seagraves, Grayson
Jonathan Byron Seaman, Lexington
Bryan Michael Seitz, Lambertville, MI
Robert Anthony Serrate
Joshua Matthew Sewell'", Louisville
Joseph Paul Sexton'", Louisville
Brent Douglas Shannon'". Louisville
Michael Dennis Shaw, Prospect
Brandon Kenneth Shively, Rocky Mount, VA
Andrew Joseph Short'", Versailles
Jon D. Shouldis". Charleston, WV
Patrick A. Simpson'", Monticello
Jasmine Renee Sims, Lexington
John Henry Sinclair, Columbia, SC
Ryan James Skeeters", Vine Grove
Kyle Matthew Slankard'", Paducah
Devin Jaclyn Smith, Louisville
[aclyn Nicole Smith, Louisville
Joseph Martin Theodore Smith, Lexington
Justin Clay Smith, Louisville
Robert Leland Smith, Lexington
Veronica Lynn Smith'", Columbia, MO
Wesley Mahan Smith, London
Justin Michael Smither, Louisville
Wesley Thomas Smothermon, Frankfort
Keith Alfred Soder, Louisville
Bradley Kenneth Sergi, Louisville
Niesheia Kamandra Spalding'", Louisville
Charles Zachary Spencer'", Carrollton
Grant Bryan Spencer'", Lexington
Kristin Marie Spoerl'", Lexington
David James Sproehnle'", Covington
Jane Leah Staab ...., Louisville
William Lawrence Stanczak, Bradenton, FL
Rachel Ann Staver, Whippany, NT
John Dustin Steel, Metropolis, IL
Leslie Kaye Steinwachs'", Henderson
Jeremy Scott Stevens, Danville
Daphne LaRee Stewart, Somerset
Shawn Michael Still'", Lake Orion, MI
Phillip James Stith, Somerset
Rebecca Maria Stofer'". Lexington
Dianna 1. Stone, Winchester
Adam Bernard Stotts, Lexington
Daniel Lawrence Stovesand, Paducah
Sara Louise Strassburger, Crescent Spgs
Tressie Ann Sullivan'", Summersville
Winy Utami Sutanto, Indonesia
Benjamin Ryser Sutton, E. Bernstadt
Elizabeth M. Sutton, Leo, IN
Jessica Lynn Switzer, Highland, IL
Patrick J. Szydlowski, LaGrange
Richard Michael Tabben, Independence
James Edgar Tabor lII"", Utica
Michael Alan Tabor, Bowling Green
David Lee Talley, Frankfort
Sarah Alice Tarvin ...., Alexandria
Tara Susan Tatum, Lebanon
Carrie Leslie Taylor, Villa Hills
Jeremy Dale Teater*", Nicholasville
David William Tegge
Kimberly Sue Telle, San Antonio, TX
Amy L Terry, Louisville
Michael James Tetzlaff'", Buffalo Grove, IL
Justin Scott Theodore, Naperville, IL
Justin Reisz Thompson, Stanton
Ryan Michael Thompson, Louisville
Lea Ann Thomsberry'", Hindman
Kheng Leng Daryan Toh, Malaysia
Benjamin Travis Tunstill, Lexington
Megan 1.Turner, Lexington
Ashley Marie Tynan, Somerset
Jeffrey Joseph Ullmer, Centerville, OH
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Jennifer Elizabeth Usher, Louisville
Leslie Scott Vallance, London
Kara Paige VanfIoose'", Paintsville
Eric Vasquez, Lexington
Patricia Diane Verhalen, Lexington
Julie Kristin Veronesi, Nicholasville
Jonathan Ryan Vinson, Fort Thomas
Anthony John Wajda"", Louisville
Aaron Justin walker". Lexington
Heather Ann Walker, Georgetown
Michael Scott walker", Wyoming, OH
Kyle Alan walling'?', Louisville
Jennifer Fern Walter, Madisonville
Andrew Patrick Ward, Crestwood
Andrew James Watts, Lexington
David Andrew watts-'. Mayfield
Kevin Russell Wayne'", Louisville
Anne E. Webb, Findlay, OH
Richard Donovan Webb, Lexington
Roger Lee Weddle"", Somerset
Gwendolyn Rose Weisenburger, Louisville
Andrew Bryan Weishaar, Louisville
Jeffrey Duane wells'", Villa Hills
Christopher Joseph Westerfield, Lexington
Matthew Robert wbeeler'". Lexington
Ryan Daniel whelan?'. Louisville
Kenneth Charles White'", Florence
Justin Paul Whitener, Ft. Thomas
Bethany Colleen Wiegand, Loveland, OH
Thomas Michael Wilbert, Louisville
Abby Beth Williams, Louisville
Marshall Ray Wilmhoff, Florence
Aimee Lynne Wilson'", Brandenburg
Christopher Alan Wilson, Lexington
Kerry Lynn wilson", Henderson
Lamar Austin Wilson'", Lexington
Michael James Wilson, Prospect
Adam Scott Winterberg"", Crestview Hills
Gregory Francis Wirtzberger, Louisville
Tessa Marie Wolfarth, Henderson
Lynsey Morgan Womack, Grayson
Allison Lee Wood, Villa Hills
Kelly Nichole Woods, Newport
Amanda Cheyenne Woosley, Louisville
John Kelly Wooten, Nicholasville
Bryan Michael Young, Louisville
Jason Alan Young, Edgewood
Bryan Michael Young, Louisville
Matthew Patrick Young'", Belleville, IL
Chia-Ling Yu..", Taiwan
Bachelor of Science in
Accounting
Eric Abell"", Bardstown
Stephen Michael Adams, Nortonville
Joshua Brandon Alexander, Florence
Kimberly Dawn Anderson, Mt. Sterling
Ted Raymond Arlinghaus, Edgewood
Talita Azalea", Indonesia
James Ivor Baker, Louisville
Melissa Kay Baker, Nicholasville
Ellen Renee Ballard, Princeton
Dustin Gregory Beeker'", Lexington
Jason Charles Bennett, Burlington
Braydon 1. Bevens, Waverly, OH
Lauren Katherine Blue, Paducah
Jennifer Elizabeth Bohman, Edgewood
Allison Michele Boone, Bardstown
Veronica Lindsay Bowling, Hazard
Erik Shane Cory Branham'", Prestonsburg
Alan David Bratten, Greensburg
Thomas J. Brenner'", Louisville
Holly Lynn Brown, Versailles
Kevin Shawn Brumley, Florence
Joyce Lynne Bryan, Lexington
Joshua Andrew Cahill, Burlington
Ashley Lynn Caines, Frankfort
Kimberly Anne Canup, Mayfield
Dawn Michelle Chenault, Richmond
Laura L. Chrisman, Lexington
Christopher Lynn Clemons, Louisville
Matthew David Cole'". Alexandria
Rebecca Jane Collins, Hazard
Jessica Anne Combs, Lexington
Joshua William Coombs'". Carrollton
Rebecca Ann Cotterill'". Hopkinsville
Amy [o Coyle, Prospect
Nathan William Daniels'". Southgate
Shelly Lyn Cole Day
Bonnie Michelle DeVries, Lexington
Deana Lynn Doty, Crestwood
Stephanie Lynn Downs'", Lebanon
Stephanie Elizabeth Draper, Nicholasville
Caranne Blakley Endicott'". Midway
Joseph Frederick Ewald'". Ft. Thomas
Heidi Brigette Fister", Lexington
Brian Thomas Fitzgerald, Frankfort
TaraAnne Katherine Pitzgerald'", Columbus,
GA
Jennifer Marie Foley, Roselle, IL
Linda Kay Ford, Lexington
Tina Lynn Fremin'"', Lexington
Michael Burke Fritz, Crestview Hills
Andrew William Fuller, Frankfort
Elizabeth Marie Garwood, Burlington
Jennie Lou Gibson'", Horse Cave
Stephanie Marie Giles, Georgetown
Tara Danielle Gilpin'", New Haven
Matthew Benjamin Grocki, Avon, CT
Jessica Ann Hamner'". Lancaster
Jessica liovia Hardison, Louisville
Stefan Wythe Hendrickson, Harlan
Robert S. Hensley, Lexington
Robin Karena Hensley, Hyden
Christopher Lee Hill, Lexington
Grace Elizabeth Hill, Lexington
Karla Elizabeth Hinton, Hardinsburg
Justin Michael Hubbard, Whitesburg
Ann Leslie Hunt, Franklin
Melinda Kay Hupp", Lexington
Emily Nicole Hutchison, Morganfield
Daniel Robert Johnson, Louisville
Kenneth Lee Johnson, Lexington
Laura Springston Johnson, Frankfort
Mack David johnson", Hustonville
Todd Stewart [ones", Paducah
Adam Shane Justice, Lexington
Carrie Leigh Kaiser, Crestwood
Leif Knute Kalberg, Pewee Valley
Nolan Kenneth Kapp'", Louisville
Cathy Faye Keith, Radcliff
Christopher James Kissee, Nancy
Anna Elizabeth Kodis, Middle Amana, IA
Ryan Robert Laski, Lexington
Bridget Rene Laughlin, Edgewood
Aaron Tai Lavigne, Templeton, MA
Jennifer Ann Law, Ft. Thomas
Martha Allison Lawson, McDowell
Ashley Alta Leffew, Louisville
Eydie Lynn Logsdon", Owensboro
Meredith S. Long, Louisville
Angela Mudd Marrett, Lebanon
Jennifer Sue Martin'", London
Susan Nicole Martin, Louisville
Kimberly Celeste Mattingly, Springfield
Robert Joseph Mayer, Dublin, OH
Lesley Carol McCombs**, Crestwood
Shauna Renee McDonald, Lexington
Lance Russell Mclcinster'", Denver, CO
Randall Allen McVay Jr., Campbellsville
Jessica Lee Medley, Lebanon
Nathan Douglas Millay, Owensboro
April Lynn Mills". Louisville
RuthAnne I.Mitchell'". Versailles
[umpei Nakayama'". Japan
Kyra Leigh Neel, Crab Orchard, WV
Rodricka LaShara O'Bannon, Louisville
Benjamin James Ochsner, Cold Spring
Christopher Scott Owen, Louisville
Darin Evan Palacky, Albany
Aaron Scott Peddicord, Lexington
Carol Bailey Pelfrey
Jason Paul Penn, Barbourville
Jennifer Lee Perry", Lexington
[evan Eugene Peterkin, Jonesboro, GA
Suzanne Petra, N. Massapequa, NY
Natascha Polk, Radcliff
Brian James Potter", Burlington
Jennifer Nicole Potter'", Elkhorn City
Kristen Suzanne Queen, Bridgeport, WV
Brian Thomas Rhodes, Peachtree Cty. GA
Mark William Richardson, Somerset
Matthew Perry Riggs, Lewisburg
James William Riney, Charlotte, NC
Melody Ann Roberts'", Pikeville
David M. Robinson, Loveland, OH
Trinoh Yap Rojas", Lexington
Lauren Joy Rookledge'", South Africa
Jonathan Neil Ross'", Columbus, OH
Matthew Coleman Sallee, Louisville
Rebecca Anne Sanders, Harrodsburg
Marc Andrew Schwegman'", Ft. Thomas
Robert Anthony Serrate
Darlene Joyce Shelton'", Lexington
Edward Matthew Smith, Harlon
Lisa Dawn Smith, Nicholasville
Stephen Barry Smith, Lexington
Wesley Mahan Smith, London
Charles Michael Sonsteby", Ashtabula, OH
Bret Sommer Sperling'". Canton, OH
[ody Christine Splichal, Ashland
James David Starck, Louisville
Elizabeth Michelle Stelzer, Lima, OH
Janai Linda Stephens, Lexington
Mark Andrew Stephens, Hueysville
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Charles Jeffrey Stevens, Barbourville, WV
Daphne LaRee Stewart, Somerset
Joseph Blake Thompson, Owensboro
Jacqueline Kaye Tierney", Versailles
Leslie Scott Vallance, London
Rebecca Clarice Vanhook'", Somerset
Roberto Vasquez [r., Madisonville
Todd S. Veatch, Morganfield
Patricia Diane Verhalen, Lexington
[ustin lohn Vetter, Murray
Gretchen Bryanna Vinson'", Flatwoods
Shannon Renee watnscotr-', Edgewood
Adrea Lenore Walker, Morgantown, WV
Cortney Michelle Walker, Danville
Heather Ann Walker, Georgetown
Christopher Scott watkins, Louisville
Patrick Allen Webb, Frankfort
Kelley Powers Webster'", Lexington
Richard Francis Wethingtorr", Louisville
Kimberley H. Wilhoit, Louisville
Julie Sims Wilson, Lexington
Rebecca Lee Wilson, Corbin
Thomas Ewan Wilson, Lexington
Gregory Francis Wirtzberger, Louisville
Kathryn Marie Woodyard, Miamisburg, OH
Adam Ashley Wyrick, Lexington
Victor Jason Yarbrough-Nelson, Louisville
Bachelor of Science in Business
and Economics
Tayo A. Agboke, Lexington
Aaron Michael Beck, Burlington
Casey Stewart Brasher", Corbin
Julie Marie Cayse, Villa Hills
Clement Sing Choi Chin, Malaysia
Shandy Kaye Coleman, Lexington
Christopher Harper Collier, Owensboro
Brian Thomas Duvall, Cynthiana
Alan Robert Dworksy, Anaheim, CA
Christina Lynne Parris", Georgetown
Amy Kristine Gruner'". Middletown, OH
Todd Charles Harrett'", Louisville
Matthew Taylor Hartlage'", Lexington
Margaret Patricia Hartnett, Louisville
Mary Ellen Hunley, Middlesboro
Mark Clayton Lee", Frankfort
John Paul Maclzonald", Lewisport
Robert Charles Magarian, London
Anthony Joseph Massarone, Lexington
Christopher John McAlpine'", Centerville, OH
Jason Matthew Murry'", Staffordsville
William D. Myers [r., Hopkinsville
Jonathan Daniel Patrick", Lexington
[arod C. Pepper", Hopkinsville
Courtney Elizabeth Pollock, Louisville
Rachael Louise Putnam'", Elkins, WV
Matthew Perry Riggs, Lewisburg
Jennings Calvert Sturgill, Lexington
Brian Thomas Traugott'", Versailles
Kurtis James Winters
College of Communications and Information Studies
Dean: J. David Johnson
Bachelor of Arts
Tatum Leigh Allen'". Lexington
Joseph Bennett Anderson, Lexington
Laura Faye Anderson"; Lexington
Anupa Sub hash Arya, Hazard
Daniel John Ashley, Paramus, NJ
Amanda Brooke Atkins ....., Upper
Sandusky,OH
Matthew Stephen Avery, Elbridge, NY
Carrie Drew Baileym Independence
Cara Marie Baker, Louisville
Lindsay Lee Barry, Louisville
Daniel Martin Bayens'", Lexington
Maria [imena Bertschi'", Argentina
Rachel Louise Black, Lexington
Kelli Marie Blakefield, Maysville
Kevin Thomas Blandford, Louisville
Robert Tyler Blevins, Fort Thomas
Meghan Elizabeth Blocher, Nicholasville
Shannon Marie Boyers, Glencoe
Charles Gordon Bradley, Louisville
Aaron Robert Brock, Erlanger
Angela Kay Burke, Catlettsburg
Skip Allen Burke, Nicholasville
Laura Kristin Burkhart, Richmond
Emily Io Burton, Troy, OH
Vanessa Michelle Chatman Canedy,
Radcliff
David Allen Carroll'", Lexington
Marcie Gayle Carter, Louisville
Rebeka Lynn Caudill, Paducah
Kathryn Greer Chambers, Crestwood
Hye-Kyung Chun'", Japan
Benjamin Mark Clark, Louisville
Jaime Leigh Clark'", Lancaster
James Michael Clark'", Richmond
Katherine West Clark", Russell
Robert Lowell Clark, Flatwoods
Sara Thomas Clark, Elizabethtown
Leslie Ann Clifton'". Lexington
Melissa Lee Cochran'". Paducah
Charlotte Mae Craxton, Louisville
Amanda Brook Creekmore, Somerset
Melanie Ann Curtsinger, Lawrenceburg
Abbye Susan Dalton, Rineyville
Alexander Garabed DerHohannesian,
Louisville
Thomas Jeremy Dever, Lexington
Robert John Dil'asquale'", Louisville
Christina Lee Ditty, Ashland
Joshua David Dorgan'", Alexandria
Tiffani Sherese Douglas'", Versailles
Rebecca Gayle Downey, Lexington
Claire Beth Drury, Louisville
Kristin Elaine Durbin, Omaha, NE
Thecla Isabel Emmerich, Smiths Grove
Whittney Hope Emminger'", Newport
Kellie Marie Etheridge'", Elizabethtown
Lucy Vaughan Evans, Lexington
Vaughan Ashlie Pielder", Lexington
Allyson Paige Foster, South Charleston,
WV
Nicole Sharice Foster, Lexington
Charlotte A. Fox**,Huntington, WV
Kristen Kay Preeman'", Newburgh, IN
[ami Marie Fritter, Powell, OH
Damian Gallaher, Ashland
Lori Arm Galloway'", Owensboro
Kristy Nicole Gardner", Elizabethtown
Davita F. Catewood'", Lexington
Jessica Anne Civens'", Louisville
Lauren Palmer Gonnella. Henderson
Angela Diane Caton Coodrich'". Schellsburg,
PA
Mollyann S. Oorski'", Chantilly, VA
Jeanine Lege Goulet" ..., Louisville
Elizabeth Jean Green, Racine, WI
Kristin Marie Gunderson, Louisville
Jason J. Hale, Lexington
Noah Hamblin, Georgetown
Kristin Leigh Hargis, Marion
Robin Elizabeth Harris, Elizabethtown
Jennifer Marie Hartman", Medina, OH
Ellen Marie Hauber, Louisville
Madison Elaine Heath, Lexington
James Ogden Heishman, Moorefield, WV
Lisa Darlene Hill, Elizabethtown
Stephanie Joy Hill,Niles, "MI
Shawna McCoy Hite", Piqua, OH
Emily Joan Ho, Lexington
Holly Jeanette Hruska'", Frankfort
Travis R. Hubbard, Alexandria
Alexandra Combs Hudson'", Hindman
Amy Beth Hulker'", Frankfort
Michelle M. Ireland, Lexington
[canna Rebecca Jackson, Springboro, OH
Elizabeth Ann [apely", Crestwood
Brandon Taylor Johnson, Louisville
Julia Campbell Johnson, Louisville
Thomas Davis Johnson Ill, Georgetown
Kristin Kelli [ustice'", Pikeville
Kristin Michelle Keith, Lawrenceburg
Kristy L. Kidder, Elyria, OH
Lindsay Michelle King'", Paducah
Carrie Elizabeth Klaber, Frankfort
Michelle Dawn Kretzer'", Ashland
Amanda Kathleen Kuntz, Alexandria
Benjamin Hoyen Kwan", Lexington
Jessica Irene Kwiat, Louisville
Amanda Ryan Lawson, Florence
Mark Pladies Lee, Fort Thomas
Shelley Marie Legel, Louisville
Tara Leigh Lewis, London
Catherine Jo Lindsey, Frankfort
Jonathan Robert Lipscomb, Delaware, OH
Beth Ann Livingston, Louisville
Valarie Alexis Long'", Louisville
Greg L.Macleery'". Lexington
NeShaune Venae Mahin, Louisville
Ryan Matthew Maley", Prospect
Tia Faye Martin, McDowell
April Renee Maxwell, Waverly, OH
Erin Kelly McCabe, Lexington
Timothy B. McCarthy**, Lexington
Katherine Arm McDonald, Fairfield, OH
Holly Beth McIntosh, Owensboro
Mary Kathleen Mclntyre'", Louisville
Shaun Michael Mckendry'", Elizabethtown
William Darron McKnight, Radcliff
Jack Logan Medlar'", Bledsoe
Benjamin Michael Meighan'", Lexington
Diana Patricia Mendiondo, Lexington
William Edward Messer, London
Jason Lee Miller'", Ashland
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Kendrick D. Miller, Joliet, IL
Rosalie Autumn Miller, Murray
Casey Parrish Minzenberger, Buckner
Mary Carrick Mitchell'", Lexington
Brandi Rene Moore, Union
Jared Keith Moore, High Point, NC
Erin Lee Morgan, Louisville
Jessie Lyn Morgan, Brooksville
Danielle Morman, Ashland
Kelly Ann Morris, Lawrenceburg
Jennifer Elizabeth Mueller, Versailles
Leigh Ann Nally, Lebanon
Jennifer Lynn Nash, Louisville
Jennifer N. Nelson", Henderson
Jason Scott Netherton, Louisville
Amanda Marie Newson, laGrange
Catherine Shea-Yi Ng. Malaysia
Matthew Haugh Nilson, Williamsburg, VA
Andrew Thomas Ottney, Columbus, OH
Nicole Parsons, Grand Blanc, MI
Jennifer Erin Pavluk, Cleveland, OH
Elizabeth Michelle Peace, Lexington
Chadwick Clay Perkins", Paris
Brooke Morgan Phelps", Campbellsville
Monika Pilarczyk'", Poland
Artose Deounce Pinner, Hopkinsville
Gregory Robert Polk, Dry Ridge
Katie Brooks Popp, Louisville
Leslie Anne Porta, Louisville
Tammy Sue Purcell", Louisa, VA
Kate Meredith Qually", Canada
Suzanne Lee Ratliff, Flatwoods
Stephanie Marie Rausch, Dover, DE
Michelle Elaine Ray, Louisville
Rebecca Lynn Rea", Prospect
Jessica Rae Reed'", LaCrange
LaShonda Tonique Reed, Louisville
Holly Renee Richardson", Louisville
Lauren Elizabeth Rizzo, Fort Thomas
Justin Colin Roberts-Baker, Lexington
Ferran Burnett Robinson, Lexington
Christina N. Roddy, Lexington
Leslie William RoW"",Hazard
Aaron Leon Roof, Paducah
Ann Cooper Rosemurgy'". Sonoma, CA
Patricia Louise Roskam'". Portland, OR
Kristin Marie Roush'", Shelbyville
Jeremy Lee Russell'", Harrodsburg
Erik K Rust"'''',Hartford
Forrest Leo Rutherford, Versailles
Luke Eric Saladin, Covington
Dana Marie Sapp", Campbellsville
Heather Dawn Saxon, Murray
Sarah Grace Schoeck, Dayton, OH
Kelly Elizabeth Schuler, Villa Hills
Sara [o Schwabe", Edgewood
Jonathan Dewain Senters, lvel
Adrienne Nicole Shelby, Perryville
Nicole Leanne Shorr, Georgetown
Erika Larissa Simpson, Upper Marlboro, MD
Christopher Slater", Lexington
Scott William Sloan, Lexington
Gregory Jason Smith, Lexington
Kristen Rae Smith ......, Owensboro
Gretchen Denise Sonnenberg, Tipp City, OH
Morgan Lynn Stogsdill, Wheaton, IL
Eric Alan Stoner", Lexington
Stephanie Katherine Strange, Hodgenville
Julia Becht Straub ...., Lexington
[oni Christine Strimple", Lexington
Pakawan Tarakam ...., Thailand
Curtis L. Tate ...., Somerset
Joshua Lee Thomas, Lovelaceville
Brian Scott Towles ......, Georgetown
Stephen Ray Travis, Taylorsville
Stephen Ray Tressler, Jr.", Lexington
Jennifer May-Jonquil Twardy, Lexington
Amy Nicole Waller, Sissonville, WV
Jonathan Lee Wampler, Louisville
Kyle Wesley Watkins ...., Owensboro
Ashley Nicole Watson, Louisville
Brad Allen Wheeler", Hurt, VA
Jodi Montine Whitaker, Lexington
Ian Lawrence Whitis, Florence
Lauren Annamarie Wides ...., Lexington
Jennifer Jean Wilkerson, Union
Kimberly Lynn Williams , Campbellsville
Kristen Maria Willinger , Louisville
Matthew A. Willis ...., Lexington
Danna Lee Winkler, Union
Nikole Rae Wolfe, Lexington
Amanda Gale Wright, Lexington
Eric Paul Wright, Mayfield
Ravin Yvonne Wright, Falmouth
Kathryn J. Wyatt, Berea
Michelle Andrea Yarborough ...., Dakota
Dunes, SO
Kimberly Ann Deboard York, Pikeville
Sara Miriam Zaehringer ......, Elizabethtown
Bachelor of Science
Walter David Arnett, South Charleston, WV
Lori Katherine Ball...., Brandenburg
Brittany Suzanne Barnes ...., Bedford
Teal Trinian Baxter, Fort Mitchell
Katy Marie Bennett, Catlettsburg
Shenica Fayonne Bingham", Nicholasville
Camille Marie Bochenek ......, Lexington
Fred Austin Bomar, [r., Franklin
Amy Brooke Bowles, Louisville
Leigh Ann Bowling, Salyersville
Mark Fentress Boxley, Hopkinsville
Whitney Dawn Bramblett, Campbellsburg
Ashley Denise Bratcher", Leitchfield
Joshua Campbell ....., Clay City
Michael Allen Caudill ...., Jesup, GA
Tye 1.Chastain", Escondido, CA
Sara Elizabeth Chesser, Bloomfield
Kendall Lynn Clark, Lexington
Jennifer Lane Collins, Nicholasville
Charles Matthew Combs, Lexington
Shaun Michael Cook, Henderson
Whitney Havens Countryman, Lexington
Agnieszka Joanna Cynkowska", Lexington
Helen Elizabeth Dexter", Owensboro
Paul Girard Orpilla Dimayuga", Lexington
Valerie Carole Doseck, Ellijay, GA
Katherine Ann Dusing, Calvert City
Amy Christine Fetters, Ironton, OH
Scott Arthur Pischesser, Lakeside Park
J. Kathleen Fitzgerald, Louisville
Heather Leigh Fitzhugh, Fredericksburg, VA
Michael C. Foley ....., Lexington
Kelly Lynn Forbes, Madisonville
Jonathan Daniel Fraysure ...., Maysville
Ryan Bryce Frey", Louisville
Kelli Lynn Frost, Stansbury Park, UT
Tramaine Vincent Gaines, Lake Mary, FL
Jennifer Lynn Givan, Crestwood
Julia Rosalie Gore, Houston, TX
Emily Rhodes Hancock", Louisville
Jennifer Marie Hankin, Elbridge, NY
Ericka L. Harney, Lexington
Tarah Whitney St. Claire Hawkins, Louisville
Christina K. Heminokekey ......, Owensboro
Erin Kathleen Hjertstedt, Arlington Heights,
IL
Leah Diane Holbrook ...., Paintsville
Cara Cinnamond Hood
Shauna Leaielle Hom, Inez
Matthew Aaron Hornsby'", Winchester
Autumn Leigh Johnson, Louisville
Todd Lindsey Kelly, Danville
Katherine Lee Kern", Louisville
Kelly Anne Kicielinski ...., Collinsville, IL
Laura Kristen Kidd, Louisville
Warren Matthew King ......, Louisville
Thomas Lafferty, Georgetown
Emily Lane, Lexington
Scott Nicholas Lashinsky, Louisville
Cynthia Dawn Ledford ...., Maysville
Jamie Anne Legg", Coal Grove, OH
Jerry Gerome Legrand II...., Woodbum
Mark Spencer Lindsey, Hopkinsville
Brad Stuart Link, Louisville
Katie Ring Locklar, Lexington
David Matthew Logsdon ....., Owensboro
Aleda Ellen Lohaus ....., Fulton
David Michael Madden ......, Louisville
Brett A. Maley", Prospect
Jennifer Anne Maringer. Woodlawn
Anthony Breen McCormack, Crescent
Springs
Manda Lynn McFarland, Owensboro
Michael Ryan McHendry, Louisville
Taylor B. McInnis ...., Bristol, VA
Andrew William Mervis", Louisville
Thomas Michael Minnich, Versailles
Jason Thomas Mitchell, Winchester
Cory Wayne Moore", Louisville
Julie Allison Morris, Philpot
Patricia Scott Nicholson, Lexington
Alyshia Nicole Ochse, Covington
Dorin Michael O'Mara ....., Louisville
Joshua Charles Osterfeld ....., Radcliff
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Winona Fawn Palmer, Mount Eden
David Chad Paris", Lebanon
Kristin Elizabeth Patton, Newburgh, IN
John Christopher Pedigo ...., Louisville
Derek James Perkins ...., Fredonia
Heather Marie Phelps", Russell
Scarlet Elizabeth Pitman ...., Paris
Thomas George Podell II, South Bend, :w
Patrick Lane Pollard, LaGrange
Amanda Elizabeth Cox Potts, Lexington
Kaci E. Prunty, Greenville
Heather Christen Ransdell, Harrodsburg
Roland Jones Ratliff III, Mt. Sterling
Edward Hunt Ray IV, Lexington
Jason Scott Ridley, Villa Hills
Keith Alan Ritchie, [r .", Georgetown
Ashley Ruth Roberts, Louisville
Christine Bridget Rogers
Aaron Brandt Ross, Lexington
Kristin Suzanne Ross ...., St. Louis, MO
Karey Lenee Roy ...., Madisonville
Brent Buckner Salisbury'", Lexington
Amy Michelle Sandfort", Naperville, IL
Adam Thomas Schepman ...., Louisville
Cheylin Adele Schrock ....., Lexington
Steven Raymond Seeberger", Lawrenceburg
Alison Bethariy Shaw", Louisville
Pamela Lynne Sizemore, Beattyville
Sherry Lynn Skaggs, Hopkinsville
Thomas Carl Soper ...., Lexington
Kristina Sue Spurlock, Lexington
Kelley Lyn Starbuck , Lexington
Kevin R. Stevenson , Cairo
Kimberly Ann Stewart, Shelbyville
Richard Michael Tabben, Independence
Ashley Suzanne Tate, Bland, VA
Lucas Martin Thomas, Henderson
Jonathan Andrew Thompson", Lexington
Mary Katherine Thompson, Owensboro
Mary-Stuart Thompson, Louisville
Abubakar Remigio Tidal, Jr.", Whitesburg
Paige Anne Todd, Eubank
Stephanie Wing-Yun Tsang, Lexington
Amanda Elizabeth Turner, Corbin
Jeffery John VanDeursen, Kettering, OH
Nicholas Joseph Viltrakis'", Fort Thomas
Lauren Michelle Viola, Raleigh, NC
Thomas John Vogt, Slidell, LA
Brian Don Volland, Florence
April Yvette Walker, Danville
Whitney Henderson Westerfield, Hopkinsville
Sarah Ashley Wice, Edgewood
David Samuel Williams", Verona
Kelly James Williams, Lexington
David Edward Wilson ...., Louisville
Tiffany Brent Wilson, Mt. Sterling
Phillip Ray Winstead, Madisonville




George Haviland Argo III, Cynthiana
Abbie Lee Arnold, Henderson
Brent Michael Bohannon, Louisville
Jason Todd Bowman". Winchester
Britney Nicole Boyd, Vine Grove
Jayson Daniel Brittain", Murray
Dan Matthew Brown, St. Johns, MI
Eric Michael Chambers, Erlanger
Tien-Li Cheng, Taiwan
Rina Chinen, Japan
Scott Michael Clowney, Gettysburg, PA
Jeffrey David Corney, Louisville
Rebecca Leigh Cox", Lexington
Christina Lee Crider, Prestonsburg
Dennis Jason Crowder, Louisville
Joshua A. Estep", Louisville
Laura Bernadette Fitzmorris, Hamlin, PA
Bryan Russell Coodwin'", Alexandria
Stephen Bradley Criesch, Madisonville
Jason Christopher Groneck, Edgewood
Benjamin Grove, Burlington
Jeffrey Custis'", Woodridge, IL
Erik Christopher Hagihara, Lexington
Rachel Marie Harman, Morganfield
Shanna Hensler'", Cicero, IN
Charles Parker Hockensmith", Lexington
Joshua Ryan Ives, Dry Ridge
Carrie Kapanowski, Evergreen Pk, IL
Christopher Lee Keesling, Washington DC
Andrew Wilson Kesler, Bowling Green
Stephanie Linnae King, Ashland
Angela Bidwell Lancaster, Louisville
Bryan James Lee", Lehigh, FL
Brian Lopez'", Glen Allen, VA
Matthew Luck", Hanson
Christopher Lee Miller, Union
Mayukh Ingo Mitra, Calcutta
Stephen Douglas Moon, Louisville
Lisa Gayle Mosier'", Louisville
Roland Peter Mueller
Deborah Joy Mulder", Phoenix, AZ
Sarah Rae Reed, Ivydale, WV
Russell Wayne Renbarger, Louisville
Robert Joseph Roach'", Cloverport
Travis Roberts, Jackson
Troy Thomas Roehm, Ashland
Nariman Khalil Salem'", Kuwait
Jeffrey John Dylan Schabell'", Lakeside Park
Jesse Eugene Schook, [r, Louisville
Portia M. Shields, Louisville
Erin Janel Shoot, Versailles
Vanessa Faye Shumate, Olive Hill
Charles Benjamin Simmons, Louisville
Alan Duane Stilts", Louisville
Paul W.e. Stovesand", Paducah
Jeremy Wayne Thacker, Pikeville
Alan Yuen Tin, Lexington
Marissa Tirone, Ft. Wright
Martin James Townley", Omaha, NE
Raymond Joseph Vaske II"", Piner
Martha E. Ward, Pikeville
Charles Edward Weber II, Anchorage
Deon Lee Wells, Louisville
Eric Christopher Whitaker, Pikeville
Eric Edward Whitmore, Elizabethtown
Dale Robert Wilcher, Jr."", Pittsburgh, PA
Charles Nicholas Winter, jr., Winchester
Kelly Erin Wright, Louisville
Tracy Adele Wright, Williamstown
Sana Zuberi, Bolingbrook, IL
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Bachelor of Arts in Interior
Design
Tabatha Kristy Allen, Harlan
Carolyn Leight Anderson, Louisville
Laurie Christa Binder, Belleville, IL
Ellen Therese Blaeser, Lexington
Katherine Ann Block, Denver, CO
Megan Elizabeth Brown, Somerset
Marilou Kate Brunker, Cynthiana
Catherine Louise Clark, Paducah
Meaghan Elizabeth Daulton, Florence
Terrianne Renee Dick, Louisville
Jessica Katheryn Goff, Cromwell
Erin Kimberly Lehman, Defiance, OH
Hillary Anne Linthicum, Commercial
Point, OH
Lesli Annette Luckett, Versailles
Eden Elizabeth McDermott,
Independence
Samantha Lee Mobley, Louisville
Toni Lynn Moffett, Nicholasville
Lesley Megan Rickerson, McDonough,
GA
Virginia Katherine Robinson, Lexington
Ashley Nicole Schrock, Ashland
Kadie Lynn Sutter, Hebron
Alice-Catherine Whitmire Vance,
Lexington
Margo Allin Williams, Lexington
Andrea Rae Wilson, Frankfort
Carrie Elizabeth Woods, Lexington
College of Education
Dean: James G. Cibulka .
Bachelor of Arts in Education
Kimberly Nicole Ahr'", Erlanger
Stephanie Elizabeth Aschmann,
Lawrenceburg
Hillary Tyng Atkinson, Lexington
Victoria V. Aurelius, Flemington, NJ
Sulma Syeda Badrudduja ...., Prestonsburg
Gaye Lynne Baker, Mt. Sterling
Laura Lenee VanHoose Baker, Somerset
Nicole Marie Balla'". Mt. Prospect, IL
Shannon Michelle Ballard, Louisville
Stacy Leigh Myers Barber, Lexington
Marsha Dawn Barhorst, Villa Hills
Angela Nicole Barre'", Fort Thomas
Katherine Hill Baumer, Edgewood
Laura Ruth Beavin, Brandenburg
S. Janie Bennett ....
Erin Danne Bentley, Russell
Karissa LeeAlU1 Bentley, Louisville
Emily Elizabeth Best, Danville
William Seldon Bird, Hickory, NC
Tracy Diane Smith Black'". Springfield, VA
Elizabeth Hall Bloomfield'", Lexington
Benjamin Lee Bowen, Lexington
Brooke Luken Bowling, Louisville
Heather Sue Joseph Brooks, Hazard
James Collier Brooks ...., Lexington
Matthew Timothy Brown", Harlingen, TX
Jeremy Michael Burson, Plain City, OH
Jonathan Michael Butler, Louisville
Jill Elizabeth Calvert, Louisville
Charmaine Abigail Carmon ...., Louisville
Leslie Catherine Carman ...., Lexington
Crystal Ann Caudill, Lexington
Terri Leigh Cederquist ..
Julie Kathryn Chapley , Lexington
Wesley Adam Cissell, Bardstown
Edward Brook Clement, Lexington
Jessica Lea Cochran, Mason, OH
Jeremy Brandon Cook, Gordon
Heather Faith Holcomb Cooper ...., Lexington
Tiffany Rebecca Coplon, Lexington
Amy Teresa Cordiviola ...., Lexington
Amy Lynn Cottle, Lexington
Erica Lynn Courtney-McCombs ....,
Brownsville
Kelly Coyle, Edgewood
Travis D. Cupp, London
Margaret Lynn Curtin ..
Helen Dawn McCarty Daniels ...., Carlisle
James Addison Dauteuil, Louisville
Amy Nicole Richards Davis'", Louisville
David Michael Davis, Lexington
Marla Elaine Davis ...., Butler
Nicole Marie Davis, Newport
Lori Beth Deckard, Tompkinsville
Carrie Lynn Decker, Louisville
April Marie Barnes Deener", Lexington
Christopher William Denman, Dublin, OH
Katherine Brooke Dievert" .., Danville
Diana Miriam Dillard, Glasgow
Darcy Lynn Doggett ...., Lexington
Jeremy Brand Dulany, Lexington
Van D. Duncan, Georgetown
Brian Patrick Durbin ...., Lexington
Mary Barclay Durbin, Lexington
Julie Marie Duyvejonck ...., Mineral, IL
Christopher Scott Easterling ...., Nicholasville
Lisa Maree Eichelberger'", South Charleston,
WV
Rebecca Dawn England ...., Cynthiana
Brooke Diane Erwin, Louisville
Crystal Nicole Estes ...., Danville
Eric Michael Evans, Henderson
Lauren [etta-Marie Evans ...., Utica
Melina Marie Fariello, Kettering, OH
John Derek Paulconer'", Cynthiana
Sarah LeAnne Faulkner, Butler
Jill Armanda Ferguson", Radcliff
Sarah Lee Fields, Kent, WA
Hannah Marie Plaspoehler, Owensboro
Steven Shawn Flora", Harrodsburg
[illian Marie Florence, Cynthiana
Candace Faith Franklin", Danville
Paul David Prields, Henderson
Whitney Catherine Frye, Mt. Washington
Sonia Dianese Johnson Fullwood, Lexington
Michael Eugene Garrett ...., Louisville
Susan Lee Gentry ...., Glasgow
Holly Rae Gillum, Greenup
Cara Elizabeth Gladden ...., Louisville
Mary Clare Glaser, Lexington
Angella Michelle Glass, Edmonton
Melissa Ann Glasscock", Perryville
Kendra Renee Gray, Manchester
Sallie Elizabeth Gray, Owensboro
Carren Elizabeth Grieme ...., Villa Hills
Kevin Timothy Griffin, Ft. Lauderdale, FL
Aimee Joanne Grover ...., Fort Thomas
Micah Dawn Cussler'", Flatwoods
Crystal Sherryce Hale, Lexington
Jessica Begley HaW", Clay City
Megan Claire HaW", Louisville
Jessica Danielle Hamilton, Pikeville
Richard Luke Hardin ...., Lexington
Wesley Adam Harmon", Harrodsburg
Christina Marie Hawley, Lexington
Jennifer R. Hayden", Owensboro
Robert Aaron Hayden, Mayfield
Amanda Jane Hedges, Owensboro
Amber Marie Henderson, Radcliff
William Herman Henderson ITI,Lexington
Stephanie Hendricksorr", Morganfield
Amanda Rae Hensley, Flatwoods
Desera Dawne Hensley'". Hustonville
Bobbie Kay Hines, Highland Heights
Jeremy Stephen Hockley, Grayson
Joshua Shane Holley, Ripley, WV
Joy Michelle Hollingsworth, Lexington
Patrick Shane Honaker, Pikeville
Jonathan Daniel Hopkins'", Lancaster
Sarah Elizabeth Hoppe, Northbrook, IL
Bobby Russell Howard II, Harlan
Heather Marie Ison'". Erlanger
Amanda Alexis Jackson, Milton, WV
Larry James Jackson, Ir., Radcliff
Robert Preston Jackson, St. Albans, WV
Alison Paige [ohnson'", Ft. Mitchell
Angela 1.Cudini Johnson, Lexington
Mary Anne Johnson, Lexington
Suzanne Shanklin Johnson, Lexington
Leslie Carol [ones'". Paris
Amanda Elizabeth Kaelin, Bowling Green
Rebecca Marie Kayrouz ...., Louisville
Kimberly Anne Kerr"
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Lori Lin Kieper", Milwaukee, WI
Rachel Dawn Kinder'", Lexington
Sarah Elizabeth Knopf, Shelbyville
Brittany Lee Korfhage, Shepherdsville
Mary Margaret Kristofeck. Louisville
Ronald Joseph Lang, Jr.
Kristie Lee Murphy Larison'", Lexington
Misty Gayle Lawrence, Danville
Lindsay Rae Leone ...., Chillicothe, OH
Sari Yvonne Liggett, Williamstown
Rodney David Lipps'", Manchester
Ellen Carmody Little, Lexington
LauraLee C. Long, Harrodsburg
Melanie Ann Lovett, Lexington
Brooke Leslie Lucas'", Whitesburg
Kathryn Nicole Lyons'", Louisville
Eric LeRoy Madison
Jessica Brook Manning, Independence
Melissa 1.Manning, Maysville
Emilee Ruth McKinley, Cynthiana
Erin Leigh McNeely, Paducah
Kimberly Lynn McShea, Naperville, IL
Jesse Edward Mettille'". Frankfort
Julie Irene Metz, Mentor, OH
Bernard Irvin Minnis", Louisville
Carl B.Mirzaian'", Lexington
Jessica 1.Moore, Lexington
Bridget Renee Moreland, Falmouth
Karen Lynne Morrison'", Lexington
Sarah Ann Morton'", Owensboro
Joshua Lee Mounts", Lexington
David Edward Nichols, [r., Elizabethtown
Monica Leigh Nicholson'". Lexington
Amy Elizabeth Noble'", Louisville
Anne Christine Nosewicz, Edgewood
Emily 1.Oetjen", Cincinnati, OH
Rachel Jean Olson, Lexington
Megan Marie O'Malley", Springfield, IL
Erin Lynn Orthmeyer, Lexington
Kyle Robert Pasley, Houston, TX
Hope Taylor Patterson'", Georgetown
Jeremy David Patton'", Springboro, OH
Brooke Michelle Phillips, Hendersonville, TN
Holly Curtis Phipps'", Lexington
Eric Walter Polk, Clay City
Stephen Barrett Potter, [r., Louisville
Joshua Rowland Powers'", Cynthiana
Kristin Leigh Prather ...., Martinsville, IN
Ashley Ryan Pratt, Lexington
Brooke Michelle Pratt, Portsmouth, OH
Edward Marshall Prewitt II, Lexington
Elizabeth Kathleen Pride, Madisonville
Jeffrey Michael Pritchett, Frankfort
Samuel Drennon Proctor", Brandenburg
[oellen Provost, Georgetown
Justin Matthew Puckett, Shelbyville
Daniel Jason Qualls", Ashland
Kimberly Charlene Keeton Ramsey,
Monticello
Jason Lynn Reed", Lexington
Amy Nicole Reel, Paintsville
Holly Noelle Reid'", Manchester
Patrick Shaun Ring, Mt. Sterling
Leslie William Roll'", Hazard
Jonathan Davis Ross'", Maysville
Meaghan Nichole Roth, Louisville
Justin Richard Rubin, Miami, FL
Sara Lauren Ryan'", Paducah
Whitney Brianne Sample, Arlington, TX
Avey Sue Saunders", Shelbyville
John M. Saxon, Bowdon, GA
Anitria Evette Scearce, Lexington
Amy Rebekah Schwarz", Danville
Allison Dawn Secrest'", Lexington
Jessica Lauren Seberger, Hardinsburg
Erica Lynn Pelfrey Shadd", Cynthiana
Suzanne Shirley Shanklin, Lexington
Emily Joy Shmidt'", Columbus, OH
Stephanie Lynne Preston Short, Lexington
Leiah Blair Shryock, Owenton
William Donnie Skaggs, [r., Bardstown
Jessica Faith Richardson Sloan, Georgetown
Allison Taylor Smith, Versailles
Elizabeth Leigh Smith, Lexington
Mary [o Smith'", Alexandria
Melinda Loraine Smith'", Manchester
Ryan Christopher Smith, Cincinnati, OH
Kristie Leanne Southerland'", Danville
Stephanie L. Sparks, Nicholasville
Allison Renee Stacy", Cincinnati, OH
Kasey Lynne Steinbock, Crestwood
Jessica Lee Stiene'", Walton
William Alex Stonum", Houston, TX
Heather M. Strain, Independence
Brecke Allison Stricker'", Fort Thomas
Jaime Lee Gray Strothman, Horse Cave
Patrick Rushing Sullivan, Louisville
Tracy Leigh Sullivan'", Lawrenceville, GA
Matthew Thomas Summers", Bardstown
Charles Joseph Sweeney'", Cincinnati, OH
Natalie Brooke Tabb, Elizabethtown
Rachel Lynn Tharp", Marion
Scott D. Theis'". North Aurora, IL
James William Thomas, Morehead
James Richard Thompson'". Lexington
Kristen Lail Toler, Winchester
Alan S Trimble, Frankfort
Kelly Marie Trimble, Louisville
Misty Rae Ulery, Louisville
Tiffanie Nichole Fyffe Underwood'", Greenup
Christopher A-H Varney, Charleston, WV
Jessica Lynn Vaught, Danville
Melanie Susan Vinson, Paducah
Lisa Marie Wagner, Newport
Joshua Michael Waldrop, Jacksonville, FL
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Shannon Marie walker", Lexington
April Lee wells", Frankfort
Christopher Matthew Warner'", Louisville
Amy Marie Waugh, Paris
April Luann Weaver, Lexington
Kimberly Anne Weller, Frankfort
Julia Kaye Wheeler, Lexington
Jessica Ann whitby'", Vandalia, OH
Andrea Marie White'", Lexington
Jamie Ray White'", Robards
Joshua Cassidy Whitehead", Hartford
Amy Marie Wild, Louisville
Ashley Beth Wilkinson, Lexington
Rebecca Ann Wiseman'". Vine Grove
Jason P. Wolfe, Saratoga, CA
Kimberly Lou Wolfe'", Vanceburg
Rebecca Lynn Yarbrough, Kevil
Bachelor of Science in
Education
Michelle C. Doty"",Lexington
Whitney Marie Stinnett'", Louisville
Cathrine Brooke Wesley'", Towson, MD
College of Engineering
Dean: Thomas W. Lester
Bachelor of Science in
Biosystems and Agricultural
Engineering
John Thomas Cole'". Fulton
Cameron Derek Courtney, Berry
Sara Jane Duba, Lexington
Stephen Matthew Furlow, Lexington
Timothy Joseph Greis, Ft. Thomas
Jonathan Stuart Korten, Lexington
Tracy Allen Lovell, Central City
Nathan George Neltner, Alexandria
Jerry Lee Sisk II*"",Madisonville
Daniel L. Stangeland '". Lexington
Anthony Joseph Stoeppel, Cynthiana
William Seibert Sympson, [r.:", Bardstown
Andrew David True", Ashland
Jason Kellam Ward, Ashland
Bachelor of Science in
Chemical Engineering
Virginia Leigh Anderson, Mayfield
Natalie Elizabeth Aronson, Louisville
Seth Thomas Bailey, Howell, MI
Brandon Aaron Blakey, Elizabethtown
Christine Michelle Bohannon, Louisville
David Allan Christian, Elizabethtown
David Michael Davis, Morganfield
Natalie Nkemdilim Ezedi, Louisville
David Michael Cavin'", Salem
Lewis Samson Graham, White Mills
Joanna Catherine Hall, Louisville
Whitney Carole Harrison, Carrollton
Staci Lynn Hart, Prospect
Geraldine Poh Eng Lim, Malaysia
Michael David Lundin, Lexington
Robert Wesley Marcrum", Bowling Green
Cody William Nath, Wichita, KS
Anne-Marie Neiser, Cold Spring
Tracy Nicole Robertson, Louisville
Shana Lynn Schulte, Independence
Joshua A. Sheffel, Jackson
James Link Shumaker", Paducah
Lee Slinker, Elizabethtown
Jeremy Don Sullivan, Benton
Barbara Ellen Topmiller, Villa Hills
[ena Gene Walker, Hebron
William Jesse Ward, Catlettsburg
Tien Ai wee-r, Malaysia
Leann Michelle Williams, Berea
Bachelor of Science in Civil
Engineering
William David Adams, Isom
Joel Claude Adwell, Elizabethtown
Joel A. Allen 11**,Lancaster
Jeremy Howard Arnold'". Versailles
Robert Craig Ashby'", Madisonville
Jonathan Barton Best'", Louisville
Matthew Thomas Boone'", Lebanon Junction
Jonathan Liston Brown, Hebron
Robert Franklin Brown, Whitesburg
Lee Anderson Carlisle, Winchester
Marshall Dale Carrier, Hustonville
Kevin Duane Cartwright'", Benton
Jared Dean Clemons*, Clarkson
Martin Coleman Combs**, Harlan
Darrin Eugene Croucher, Versailles
Christopher Stephen Dent, Turners Station
Anthony Wayne Duty, Jenkins
Gary Wayne Ellis, Slaughters
William Paul Fairchild, Prestonsburg
Jude Michael Filiatreau, Bardstown
Shelby Lawrence Pryman'", Cold Spring
Jeffrey Carl Graham, Stafford, VA
Eli Morgan Griggs, Lexington
Gary Nicholas Grubbs'", Pineville
Steven Clark Gunnell, West Liberty
Erin Michelle HaW*, Louisville
Dean Lewis Hammonds, Catlettsburg
Clinton Ray Harbison, Glasgow
Brian Phillip Howard'". Manchester
Elsadig Aboubakar Ibrahim, Lexington
Joshua Michael Johnson, Richmond, IN
Christopher Joseph Jones, Manchester
Nee Sing Khoo'", Malaysia
Scott Edward Kinison, Owensboro
Robert Hamilton Lewis, Switzer
Min-ling Li'", Taiwan
Joshua Carl Marrillia'", Louisville
John B. Mathews, Ir., Bardstown
Louis Harrison Mattingly'". Bardstown
Ashley Tera McDonald, Louisville
Matthew Ashley McLaren, Lexington
Elizabeth Ballard Middleton, Bardstown
David Michael Miller'", West Liberty
Jonathan Paul Miller'", Harlan
Falena Roselee Osborne, Bowling Green
Natalie Gail Osterman, Waynesburg
Michael Brandon Perry'", Port Royal
Christopher Thomas Pfetzer'"', Villa Hills
Michael Clay Platt, Falmouth
Charles Michael Poskas, Lexington
Edward W. Quillian'", Middlesboro
Amanda D. Ratliff", Elkhorn City
Thomas Scott Rezabek, Lexington
Travis D. Rogers", Owingsville
Jason Wayne Salisbury, Harold
Kevin G. Schubert'", Batavia, OH
Randall Lee Schultz, Melbourne
Lee Martin Sewell", Somerset
Jesse Shaun Sherrow", Frankfort
Patrick Francis Sigg", Lexington
Meghann Maupin Skeese, Berea
Paul Bradford Smiley, Versailles
Jonathan David Smith, Louisa
Marc Aaron Spears, Fort Thomas
Casey Mae Spring'", Cynthiana
Terry A. Sterett, [r., Princeton
Kenan Gerald Stratman'". Louisville
Roy Everett Sturgill, [r., Prestonsburg
Kok Hong Tan, Malaysia
Leonard Tan'", Malaysia
Joseph Jose Thozhal", India
Michael Shawn Vaughn'", Mt. Vernon
Adam Wesley Vest'", West Liberty
Michael Joseph Vickers, Lexington
Aaron J. Wahl, Westerville, OH
Michael James Weber'", Fort Wright
Alan Russell weer', Shippensburg, PA
John Frederick Whalen II, Cynthiana
James Curtis Wilhoite'", Georgetown
Benjamin Curtis Wiltheiss**, Piqua, OH
Isaac Ray Wingfield, Bowling Green
Jeffrey David Wolfe, Highland Park, IL
Lindsey E. Yost, Louisville
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Kurt Anton Zehnder, Louisville
Bachelor of Science in
Computer Science
Thudchapong Abhigantaphand, Thailand
Donald Ray Anderson III*, St Albans, WV
Trevor Jay Barnett", Lebanon
Christopher Tyson Bashore", Louisville
Ahmed E. Bhana, Zambia
Adam Scott Bland, Bagdad
Shawn Edward Borchardt'", Florence
Jesse Randall Borders'", Munfordville
Kenneth Murray Botts, Lexington
Charlton Braganza, United Arab Emirates
Thomas Vincent Callahan III, Lake Zurich, IL
Shailendra Chalasani'", India
Chi Lok Chau'", Lexington
johnnie Carlos Chiang", Boca Raton, FL
Sarah Katherine Chrisinger, Beavercreek, OH
Myrtle Wright Clark, Lexington
John Kenneth Clements, Benton, IL
Branden Scott Clemons, Leitchfield
Jason Edward Coffey, Paris
Brianna Rose Cottrell, Elizabethtown
Kevin Duwain Cowherd, Louisville
Danny Sylvester Crasto'", United Arab
Emirates
Joel A. Cron, Lexington
Daniel Lee Cutter", Lexington
Jennifer Marie Davis, Whitley City
Angela Marie Denton, Akron, OH
Devangh Desai'", Zimbabwe
Daniel Diaz, Bangladesh
Jeremy William Russell Lee Dodger'", Cedar
Springs, MI
Matthew Adam Blliott'", Lexington
Todd Woodson Ferguson, Lexington
John Heslin Frushour III**,Walton
Mark Thomas Griffln'", Frankfort
Roy Allen Hano", Frankfort
Sean Kevin Hardison, Owensboro
Michael David Harris, Loyall
Christopher Adam Hayden, Lexington
Ryan A. Hill'", Bowling Green
Robert Macauley Holland, Lexington
Kah-Peng Hon**, Malaysia
David Patrick Hudson'". Lexington
Joseph William Ibershoff Charleston, WV
Matthew David Ingram", Richmond
Jason jacob", United Arab Emirates
Michael David Jones, Catlettsburg
Albert Kalim, Lexington
Christian Adair Klim", Lexington
Kenneth Hoyan Kwan, Lexington
Emerson Bradford Lancaster, Versailles
George Vearl Landon, Jr.**,Alexandria
Justin Michael Lawrence", Lost Creek, WV
Nhu Trieu Le-, Lexington
Jeffrey Michael Leddy, Lexington
Chun Lung Lim'". Malaysia
Pey Lian Lim'", Malaysia
Dongmei Liu", China
Charles Andrew Martin, Lexington
Jeffrey Alan McArdle**, Lexington
Ryan Nicholas McKenzie**, Paintsville
Daniel John McLindon, Gilbertsville
Prabuddha Jyotindra Mehta, India
Neil Franklin Moore, Jr.**,McDowell
Zachary Lee Moxley, Shepherdsville
Yasushi Naito, Japan
Daniel Joseph Neill, Lexington
Michael Chad Nelson". Falmouth
Kim Ngan Thi Nguyen'", Lexington
David Owen'", Indonesia
Luke Anthony Padgett", Elizabethtown
Sameer Kurban Patwa, Tanzania
Brent Michael Payne, Lexington
Krishna K. Polisetty", India
Benjamin Allen Pullen", Frankfort
Christopher Blake Rambicure, Lexington
Laura Francis Reynolds", Ludlow
Robert Lee Samuell W, Atlanta, GA
Tomomi Sasagawa, Japan
Riken Navinchandra Shah, Elizabethtown
Joseph Wesley Sloan'". Paducah
Anthony Warren Smith, Louisville
Michael Brett Smith", Lexington
Owen Liang Mah Smith'", Canada
Jack Ramcke Spaulding, Lexington
Jesse Crawford Stewart, Burnside
[ustin ]. Stroud, Lexington
Chun-Ho Tan, Malaysia
Keith M. Thompson, [r., Vine Grove
Rijo Jose Thozhal, Lexington
Erik Franklin Tomer, Owensboro
Jeffrey Scott Victor, Taylor Mill
Sim Yee voong. Malaysia
Erica Lin Wade, Greenville
David Charles Weber, Ft Wright
Meagan Theresa Dodds White, Versailles
Marion Edward Willett, [r."', Owensboro
Jeffrey Lee Williams, Lexington
Nathan D. Wynn, Benton
Juan Xie'", China
Yuan Yuan", Lexington
Nijad Kameel Zakharia, Lebanon
Adam Francis Zornes, Columbia
Bachelor of Science in
Electrical Engineering
Aditya [ayant Angal'", Louisville
Allegra Cherie Babbage, Louisville
Alan Buford Bailey, Georgetown
Marcus Landon Borders'", Glasgow
Timothy Darren Brown, Guston
Whitley Clay Casey, Cynthiana
Ryan Austin Chiltorr". Louisville
Hui Hui Chin**, Malaysia
Karla Gail COIUl**,Morganfield
Richard James Conner, Casper, WY
Jason Lee Craig, Harrodsburg
Aaron Michael Cramer, Louisville
August Matthew Dattilo Ill'", Louisville
Niranjali Debilva'", Sri Lanka
Kelly Renee Demaree, Lexington
Esohe Esosa Edogun, Lexington
David Michael Feinauer, Cold Spring
Jeremy Fleming**, LaGrange
Joseph William Galloway, Chicago, IL
Katherine Grace Gayhart, Louisville
Jonathan Lee Gussler, Grayson
Sarah Elisabeth Harper, Charleston, WV
Casey Patrick Harr, Green Bay, WI
Yassine Herraz**, Morocco
Charles Brandon Holiday, Harrodsburg
Stephen Andrew Justice, Ashland
Mohammad Danish Khan, India
Rahman Andrew Khatir'", Bowling Green
Huay Ling Khoo", Malaysia
Michael Norman King, Owensboro
Elios Klemo'", Albania
Han-Nam Lee, South Korea
Daniel Loveland". Richmond
Alexander Phillip Maroudis, Ashland
Charles Andrew Martin, Lexington
Jason A. McGuire, Grayson
John Paul NeCamp II, Alexandria
Alan Weng Fatt Pang'", Malaysia
Derek Allen Rahn, Houston, TX
Nicholas Brian Ratliff'", Mt Sterling
Nicholas David Rittinger, Woodlawn
Alexander Rogov. Baku
Andrew T. Ruble'", Madison, AL
David Micheal Sadler, Nicholasville
Meng Chau See", Malaysia
Justin J. Stroud'", Lexington
Grant Bernstein Stucker, Ashland
Teresa Nava Suazo, Lexington
Aik Meng Tan, Malaysia
Eddie Travis Thomas, Winchester
Christopher Lee Vandergrift, Frankfort
Gregory James Vincent'". Smiths Grove
Keith Allen wahnsiedler'". Owensboro
Jessica Erin walker". Louisville
Elizabeth Ann Ward, Georgetown
Joseph Jay Woodley, Radcliff
Erric Darnell Wright'", Lexington
Bachelor of Science in
Materials Engineering
Jeffrey Steven Willhite**, Georgetown
Bachelor of Science in
Mechanical Engineering
Lauren Suzanne Akey", Redford, Ml
Sean Aaron Roy Allen, Flatwoods
Matthew Harrison Badstibner'", Georgetown
Karen Elaine Ballman, Nicholasville
Brad Allen Barnes'", Rockport
Charles Edward Bames'". Versailles
Robert Mark Baxter, Lexington
Jessica Gail Beckham'", Louisville
Seifu Chali Bedada, Ethiopia
Jamie Ray Belt'", Salem
Stewart Andrew Bible", Benton
Christopher Maurice Bone, Cunningham
Robert Reed Booth, Alvaton
Matthew Riley Branham, Lexington
Robert Steven Brooker, Alexandria
Boyd Cutler Caddell, Paducah
Joseph Patrick Caldwell'", Madisonville
Chung Han Chan*, Malaysia
Li Yee Chang, Malaysia
James Hunter Clements, Henderson
Will Tom Conn, Morganfield
Aric Randolph Cowne**, Paducah
Jonathan Thomas Crowder**, Hickory
Angela Jo Dal Pozzo, Livingston, IL
Christopher Lee Daniels, West Liberty
Kevin Russell Davies**, Lexington
John Gregory DeHaven, Lexington
James Eric Dickerson, Bardstown
Ryan Michael Doane**, Lexington
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Joe Christopher Dodson, Mayfield
Stacy Rae Doyle'", Alexandria
Brent Steven Dupree, Paducah
Michael Dustin Elliott, Hebron
Jeffrey Wayne Evans'". Louisville
Kirk Davis Fallis, Salvisa
John Henry Fedders, Walton
Jason Patrick Fitch, Greenville
Christopher Owen Garrett, Mt Sterling
Thomas Jason Goatley, Mayfield
Samantha Colyer Godsey'", Burnside
Colin Matthew Goggin, Lexington
Justin Bryant Haines, Park City
Cedric A. Hamilton", Liberty
Amanda Peter Hart, LaGrange
Seth Terrence Hayden, Benton
Tracy Lynn Henson, Benton
Daniel Craig Hutchens". Murray
Justin David Keams, Lexington
Jonathan James Kelly, Pleasureville
Brian Joseph King'", Brandenburg
Lawrence Raymond Krift II, Falmouth
Balamurugan Lae Chimanan, Malaysia
Darren Lynn Livingston'", Lexington
jennifer Combs Long'", Shelbyville
Russell Edward Lucas, Westport
Bianca Hunter McCartt, Nicholasville
Paul McCartney Mitchell, Paducah
Aaron Bradley Moore, Slaughters
Kevin David Moore, Elkton
Douglas Drew Morgan", Reston, VA
Benjamin Lee Murphy, Philpot
Joseph Morgan Newkirk, Georgetown
Justin William Norris, Paducah
Derek Thomas Perkins, Georgetown
Chad Michael Piening, Florence
Andrew Paul Reichenbach, Columbus, IN
Andrew M. Scott, Lexington
John Alex Settles'", Bardstown
Joseph Nathan Shewmaker, Springfield
Shelby Mitchell Shreve'", Campbellsvile
Jeremy Daniel Slade, Cynthiana
Curtis Allen Smith, Glasgow
Richard Brian Sparks, Woodburn
Aaron Patrick Sprowl'". Louisville
Seth Aaron Stanton'", Nicholasville
Joseph Stephenson Stewart, Frankfort
Justin Patrick Strange'", Lexington
William Kyle Terry'". Clinton
Joshua Isaac Thomas'", Brownsville
Michael A. Thomas, Elsmere
Charles Jason Thompson, Boaz
Charles Whaley Thomson, Hopkinsville
William Thomas Tolbert, Jr.**,Louisville
William T. Upchurch, Monticello
Anthony Keith VanCura, Symsonia
James Matthew Vanhook'", Somerset
Jeffrey John Ward'", Sedalia
Jason D. Webb, Louisville
Aaron Lee Welch, Elizabethtown
Neil Christian Wilhelmus**, Highland Hts
Casey Thomas Wilson, Carrollton
Joseph Andrew Worthington, Maysville
Irvin Richards Wright, Dawson Springs
Bachelor of Science in Mining
Engineering
Charles Steven Dale, Phelps
College of Fine Arts
Dean: Robert Shay
Bachelor of Arts
Mike B.Allen ....., Glasgow
Colin Lee Anderson, Louisville
Karen Joy Anderson, Ona, WV
Kimberly Nichole Armstrong, Midway
Emily Michelle Ball, Harlan
Michael Beavin ....., Louisville
Morgan Lindsey Black, Morehead
Matthew Julius Brechner, Lexington
William Keith Brown, Louisville
Celia Ariana Bryant, Lexington
Anne Marie Butler, Noblesville, IN
Ian Scott Caffey'", Lexington
Sarah Anthony Carter, Huntsville, AL
Daniel Curtis Cecil'", Lexington
Carrie Elizabeth Cline, Hebron
Nathaniel Mills Colburn, Bowling Green
Susan Kathryn Compton, Louisville
Rebecca Jane DeRossi, Georgetown
Joy Elizabeth Ellsworth, Dallas, TX
Patrick James Eul'", Louisville
Gloria Ferreira'", Lexington
Sara Rae'chelle Fisher, Paris
Molly Marie Plaaten'", Hinsdale, IL
Carol Jane Reid Fowler, Indianapolis, IN
Cameron Brooks Fraleigh ...., Jacksonville, FL
Everett Edward Fulkerson III...., Frankfort
Shannon Kay Gibbons ...., North Bend, OH
Randolph E. Gray II...., Louisville
Rami Ibrahim Hage Obeid ...., Lebanon
Joseph Ian Hardwick, Ferguson
Sondra M. Hatton ...., Lexington
Heather M. Hartley, Winchester
Mary Margaret Hohl, Gahanna, OH
Phillip Wayne Hurliman", Flora, IL
Michael William Ibrahim, Crestwood
Julie Ann Kasper ...., Lexington
Derek Bryan Keeling, Scott Depot, WV
[ung Yoon Kim"
Collin Suzanne Klaene ...., Edgewood
Amanda Lynn Kool, California
Laura Ann Landrum, Lexington
Courtney Young Larkin, Lexington
Todd Houston Lucas, Vancouver, WA
Cara O'Guin Lundy, Lexington
Caron Angela McMaine ...., Salvisa
Andrea Marlene Menendez, Hollywood, FL
Charles Daniel Miller, Louisville
Elysha Renee Miracle, Louisville
Erin Lee Morgan, Louisville
Lauren Elise Nowviskie ...., Scott Depot, WV
Kristin Nicole O'Connor, Ridgefield, CT
Erica Leigh Ottman, Louisville
Erica Leigh Parker ...., Ashland
Ashley Vanessa Peak", Utica
James Francis Powell, Louisville
Scott Thomas Ramser, Louisville
Alexander DeWayne Raspberry ...., Louisville
Mamie Lynn Rhoads, Toledo, OH
Denotra Shavonne Ricketts, Hopkinsville
Anne Trouillet Rogers, Versailles
Allison Claire Ruehl
Amanda Nicole Schambon, Smiths Grove
Paul Henry Scherer, Edmonton
Mary Catherine Seay ...., Louisville
Michael Brennen Sexton, Garrett
Christopher Collin Shadwell'". Fort Thomas
Rachel Ann Shields, Cold Spring
Ryan Matthew Shirar, Lexington
Matthew Joel Skaggs", Buffalo
Katherine Emily Slone, Covington
Benjamin Allen Steffen II ..
William Clifford Sullivan , Versailles
Maia Dawn Sutton, Lexington
Kandace Marie Tatum, Lebanon
Kevin Thomas Thacker, Pikeville
Rebecca R Troxel
Jonathan George Vogt ...., Ashland
Sarah Beth Waller ...., Henderson
Frederick Griffin Warburton, Lexington
John Stuart Warner, Nicholasville
Angela Gail Washington ...., Lexington
Alice Christina Wethington, Liberty
Miah Abigail Wetzel, Bolivia
Allison Danielle Whelan, Bardstown
Emily Palmer Wolff'", Ft. Mitchell
Tania Joan Zivkovic, Lexington
Bachelor of Fine Arts
Sarah Wylie Smith Ammerman, Lexington
Renee Dawn Bair. Lexington
Daniel C. Boone, Lexington
Joshua Carson Branham", Versailles
Amanda Jane-Ann Cawby, Versailles
Kevin Francis Clapp, Lexington
Virginia Ann-Louise Clay, Louisville
Aaron Cerbing Cuker, Hampton, VA
Gregory Thomas Davis ...., Nicholasville
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Amanda [o Dunbar ...., Greenwood, IN
Jason David Finley, London
Ashley Catherine Taylor Hammond, Lexington
Raellyn Kaye Hatter, Falcon
Lauren Elizabeth Hiatt, Columbia, MO
Cheri Lynne Jones, Whitley City
Susan Lea Messmer, Florence
Spring Miracle Rainey, Danville
William Patrick Raney , Lexington
Heather Rose Schneider , Edgewood
Gena Marie Serey ...., Ashland
Ryann Melinda VanTreeck, Union
Gretchen Mari Vives, Puerto Rico
James Justin Winter, May's Lick
Bachelor of Music
Charles S. Anderson ...., Harlan
Charles David Balfour", San Marcos, CA
[clan Cully Bell, Harrodsburg
Sarah Walstrom Blanchard, Los Alamos, Nlvl
Chenni Jenny Chen, Taiwan
Amanda Carol Conley, Murray
joni Marie DeClercq, Brownsburg, IN
Ralph Lee Duke IV"
Maria Elena Espinosa, Richmond
Beau Alexander Gibson"
James Howard Landrum, Marietta, GA
Monica Nicole Lea, Louisville
Katherine Lee Quigley ...., Butler, PA
Michael John Turay, Milwaukee, WI
Bachelor of Music in Music
Education
George Andrew Critz II, Columbia
James Robert Daughters", Burlington
Julia Kristen Gilreath ...., Georgetown
Lindsey Anne Hathaway ...., Cary, NC
Robert David [aggie, Lexington
Bradley Scott Kerns, Kingsport, TN
Elizabeth Raye Maggard, Hazard
Nicholas Michael Nafpliotis, Marietta, GA
Michele Leah Napier, Pineville
Jennifer Beth Maddox Pentecost, Central City
Sandy Rodriguez ...., Radcliff
Laura Meredith SOlomonson , Morton, IL
Richard Benjamin Spalding , Cincinnati, OH
Jacqueline Michelle Thomas , Lexington
Paul Nicholas Wallace ...., Nicholasville
Kevin Daniel White, Lexington
Dean: Thomas C. Robinson
College of Health Sciences
Bachelor of Health Sciences
Ashley Anne Adams, Louisville
Megan Jones Adams, Millstone
Jonathan Steven Averdick, Ft Wright
Maquiba La-Trease Ballentine, Freeport, NY
Adrian Courtney Banton, Franklin
Mary-Beth Ping Barcus, Lexington
Amanda Kathleen Barnes, Harrisburg, IL
Jamie Carol Baxter, Mt Sterling
Amy Leigh Bianchini, West Boylston, MA
Kresta Leigh Billingsley, Henderson
Lynette Luckett Blair, Bardstown
Elizabeth Blevins-Everman", Owingsville
Michelle Renee Boschert, Danville
Christina Renee Boyles, Lima, OH
Randy Matthew Brown, Louisa
Renee Leigh Brown, Hopkinsville
Lauren Nicole Bryant, Lexington
[uli Ann Bryson, Hazel
Alexandria Marie Burkhart, Loyall
Rebecca Jean Carroll", Albany
Jamie Mitchell Castle, Prestonsburg
Kristy Noelle Cody, Middlesboro
Lindsey Elizabeth Cone, Bowling Green
Willie R. Cornett, Hazard
Sarah Elizabeth Cosby, Greenville
Kimberly C. Crossman, Lexington
Adam Len Davis", Louisville
Scott Christopher Dembowski'", Broussard, LA
Kristen M. Dinsmore, Fredonia
Michelle Burgess Duggan, Versailles
Casie M. Duvall, Louisville
Richard Joseph Eckerle [r", Independence
Jessica Kay Edlin, Elizabethtown
Mary Collins Evans, Lexington
Emily Brooke Farmer, Goshen
Danny Holton Hamilton II, Prestonsburg
jennifer Ann Hayden, Bloomfield
Amanda Whitney Haynes, Harlan
jennifer Leigh Haynes, Harlan
Jeremy Heath Hazelrigg, Ewing
Virginia Ashley Hendrick, Prospect
William Paul Hendrickson, Danville
Angela Nottingham Henning, Hamed
Alison Carol Hill, Hopkinsville
Karen L. Hill"
Jennifer Helen Hoghe, Fort Knox
Lory Beth Holbrook, Burkhart
Michelle Dawn Herd", Maysville
Katherine Howe
Donald William Johnson ill, Owensboro
Cortney Paige Jones, Milton, WV
Sarah Elizabeth Kaelin, Louisville
Casey William Kalb, Edgewood
Randall Eric Kinder, Phelps
Katherine Melissa Klare, Independence
Mark Jude Kluemper, Lexington
Julia Anne Kordenbrock, Verona
Leah Michele Lacy, Campton
Christine N. Lantz, Louisville
Laura Tipton Lawson, Stanton
Sara Amanda Lee, Bowling Green
Amberly Dawn Leslie, Prestonsburg
Heng Lim", Bowling Green
Sarah Marie Lochow, Russell
Elizabeth Ann Lykins, Hazard
Jennifer May McBride, Highland Heights
Hilary Morgan McCord", Winchester
Cary Ann Mesnard, Mayfield, OH
Lissa Donell Mills, Albany, IL
James Thomas Mitchell, [r., Lexington
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James Brian Morris, Jackson
Jennifer Denise Mount, Louisville
Angela Fay Mullins, Talbert
Sharon Jury Noble", Lost Creek
Natalie Nicole Noe, Olmstead
Courtney Leigh Olson", Lexington
Sarah Grace Oney, Sharpsburg
Marie Anne Patton, Crystal Lake, IL
Christina Rose Perkins, Paducah
Robert Beckner Rainey, Winchester
Katherine Julia Ratterman, Owensboro
Hannah Elizabeth Roberts, Whitesburg
Joseph Allen Ross", Ashland
Samantha Kay Ross, Cincinnati, OH
Danielle Lynn Russell, Ashland
Kelly Jo Salyer, Ashland
Jennifer Arm Schuler, Villa Hills
Kevin Glen Seals", Harlan
Ann Whitney Settles, Bardstown
Neimeh Shalash, Lexington
Marian Adejoke Shiyanbade, Nigera
Gabriel Avery Edward Smith, Owensboro
Marisa Elizabeth Feddock Stanley, Lexington
Katherine Elaine Stovall, Lexington
Elizabeth Carol Tapp, Springfield
Samuel Heath Tudor, Greenville
Edward L. Valentine ill, London
Julie Kristin Vandiver, Lexington
john Anthony Wallace, Millersburg
Rebecca Lynne Watkins, Lowes
Tiffany Michelle Watts, Harrodsburg
Alison Nicole Whitaker, Lexington
Christopher Dale White, Cincinnati, OH
Natalie Marie Wilson, Fancy Farm
Tiffany Annette Zimmerer, Louisville
College of Human Environmental Sciences
Acting Dean: M. Scott Smith
Bachelor of Arts in Interior
Design
Nina L. Young", Lexington
Amy}o Zuerner", Owensboro
Bachelor of Science in Dietetics
Elizabeth Scott Baird, Munfordville
Leslie Sue Begley", Henderson
Kimberly Maddox Berryman'", Nicholasville
Jennifer Nicole Cain'", Louisville
Jessica Dianne Cummins, Middleburg
Lisa Dannelle Exton, Louisville
Lee Marie Parar'", Clarkson
Amy Marie FeW", Lexington
Brandi Nicole Cibson", Manchester
Christine Lynn Hammel'", Belleville, IL
Heather Marie Hansberger", Louisville
Lauren Keiser Hayden", Owensboro
Chi-Hang Douglas Ho", Hong Kong
Mary Angela Karnes'", Lexington
Alison M. LaCornbe'", Green Bay, WI
Jenny E. Loew", Salem, NH
Meghan Lynn Looper, Lebanon
Paula Jill Lucas", Liberty
Chelsea Scott Meythaler", Owensboro
Lanah [o Miller, Lexington
Mary Elizabeth Mobley", Lexington
Joshua Lee Morehead, West Paducah
Carol Lynn Watson Morris", Nicholasville
Nikia Beck Myers, Louisville
Tara Redmond, Louisville
Valerie Lynn Saylor", Lexington
Jennifer Renee Scolf, Lexington
Megan Leigh Sexton", Ashland
Ronlean F. Bigsby Shelton
Kristy Lee Sparks". Ravenna
Samantha K. Stratton", Prestonsburg
Carolee C. Taylor". Harrodsburg
Rebecca Ann Thompson'". Lexington
Regina Marie Van Meter, Louisville
Mays Fayez Yasin", Jordan
Bachelor of Science in Family
Studies
Eric Reuben Adams'", Hazard
Andrea Nicole Adkins, Hawesville
Kelly Leigh Alexander'", Lexington
Alison B. Armstrong, Glasgow
Debbie Ann Ashlock-lones, Crestwood
Tabetha 1. Breeding'", Lexington
Kristen Ann DeGaris**, Louisville
Jennifer Ashley Pitzhugh'", Fredericksburg,
VA
Tiffany Michelle Powell Gilkison", Paducah
Melissa Marie Haarberg, Ft. Wright
Frances A. Hardaway, Danville
Jenna Owen Harden, Lexington
[ohn William Scott Hill
Lori Nicole Hopkins'", Erlanger
Stephanie Renee Kloos", Hebron
LaTonya Renee Mcfsole'", Dayton, OH
Joyce Demoran Moore'", Lexington
Jerri Jean Morton'", Coulter, IA
Amanda Marie Pippin**, Louisville
Sarah Elizabeth Powell*, Berea
Emily Louise Schaick**, Jasper, IN
Colleen Teresa Smith, Louisville
Emily Jean Smith", Lexington
Jill Allison Stahr, Fancy Farm
Ioni T. Tang, Taiwan
Lindsay Paige Thurman", Elizabethtown
Meghan Lyn Walker'". Paducah
Elizabeth Kathleen werd'', Lexington
Amber Gayle Williams'", Henderson
Michelle Lynn Williams, Paducah
Toya Monique Williams**
Shera Jane woods", Corbin
Kelly Lynelle Young, Lexington
Bachelor of Science in Family
and Consumer Sciences
Rita Latoi Adams, Fairview Heights, IL
Angela Michelle Agee, Campbellsville
Jennifer Alice Anderson'", Nicholasville
Crystal Renee Bailey, Harrodsburg
Nancy Lindley Baldwin-Stephens, Lexington
Shannon Michelle Barnett", Maysville
Stephenie Lynn Cropper, Cynthiana
Sarah Maureen Pelice'". Burlington
Mindy Marie Cuiher'", Richfield, MN
Jessica Leigh Hancock, Georgetown
Christina Dawn Herrington, Lexington
Cristy Lynn Honaker'", Pikeville
Suzanne Renee Howell'", Wilmore
Angela Gayle johnson", Virgie
Sharnell Lynn Jones, Louisville
Aleah Marie King, Louisville
Jonathan Daniel Linwick'", Glenview, IL
Jessica Marie London'", Lexington
Melissa Elaine Lynch, Versailles
Erin Lora McKenzie, Ludlow
Mary Cantrill Mitchell'"
Marlo Catherine Moylan, St. Louis, MO
Rachel Elizabeth Nenninger'", Lexington
Adam Thomas O'Nan, Lexington
Emily Clare Padgett'", Elizabethtown
Arnie Nicole Sells", Florence
Ernest Lee Simms, Warner Robins, GA
Cretia Lee Smith, Irvine
Kristy LeeAnn Stone'", Georgetown
Derrick Antonio Tatum, Cleveland, OH
Ashley Nicole Tufts, Lexington
Jennifer Lynn Wermuth, Florence
Carolyn Denise Wheeler'", Louisville
Bachelor of Science in Food
Science
Shui-Hah Charlotte Chong, Malaysia
John Vernon Simkins'", Louisville
Bachelor of Science in
Hospitality Management
Virginia Ellen Blankenship, Versailles
Gretchen Lynn Bower, Williamsport, PA
David Aaron Cantor, Lexington
Absalom Carlisle
Jennifer Autumn Caswell, Carlisle
Patricia Jean Funke, Demossville
Jeremy Michael Girdler'", Lexington
Jason c. Hadley, Jamestown
Allison K Hahn, Bardstown
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Kari Elizabeth Hess'", Union
John Chili Huang", Lexington
William Allen Jackson, Mason, OH
Brendan Joseph Kavanaugh", Louisville
Carrie Feltham Marshall, Lexington
Shawna Renee Meisner, Raymond, IL
Nicole Angela Perry'", Grayson
Donald Grier Reavis
Cathy Ann Rosenberger", Villa Heights
Jeffrey Wayne Ruskaup, Lexington
Stephen Matthew Scaldaferri", Centreville,
VA
Martha Blair Vaughn, Middlesboro
Jennifer Lynn Whetsel, Jackson, OH
Elizabeth Louise Young'", Wallingford, PA
Bachelor of Science in Human
Nutrition
Jill Marie Cholewa'", Bark River, MI
Amy Christine Cox'", Morgantown
Robert Sean Cundiff, Liberty
Tonda Renee Drinkard, Louisville
Tonya Lynn Farmer'", Symsonia
Elisabeth Kay Hampton, Burnside
Courtney Nicolle Howard, Louisville
Lee Gatling Martin'", Marietta, GA
Sharlette Nicole Tolliver", Whitesburg
John Dustin Watkins, Stanton
William Barrett Auborn Webb, Pikeville
Leigh Garland Wilson, Lexington
Bachelor ·of Science in
Merchandising, Apparel and
Textiles
Nikki Lee Akirr", Campbellsville
Elizabeth Ann Arnold, Coltunbia
Karen Elizabeth Beck'", Nicholasville
Justin Nicholas Berger", Fort Mitchell
Sara Kirsten Borg'", Lexington
Aimee Curry Brown'", Cincinnati, OH
Kelly Babson Burkholder'", Louisville
Andrea Britt Coleman'", Betsy Layne
Natalie Lynn Collins'", Campbellsville
Ashley Faye Cooper", Somerset
Meleney Ann Cowell'", Beaver Dam
Cassandra Elaine Crawford'", Hopkinsville
Ryan O'Roark Dill, Lexington
J. Kathleen Fitzgerald, Louisville
Alicia Ann Poley'", Paris, IL
Sonja A Grey, Danville
Marla Joy Gummersheimer", Lexington
Stephanie Diane Hacker, Lexington
Michelle A. Harbrecht", Sheboygan, WI
Valerie Lynne Hilker'", Southgate
Ashley Hunter Holcomb", Lexington
Kelly Ann Irvin, Lakeside Park
Shnieka Latreece Johnson, Paducah
Jennifer Lynn Kempf, Louisville
Kimberly Jane Kosmatka'", New Berlin, WI
Kelli Michelle Mays'", Georgetown
Anna Lydia Nava
Amy Catherine Nickels'", Lexington
Mary Dunlap Nuckols**, Midway
AnnMarie Oliver, Lexington
Mary Joanne Panucci, Louisville
Tytresa LaVette Pitney, Louisville
Jennifer Erica Richards, Rossford, OH
Rebecca Ann Richmond, Owensboro
Leslie Ann Romans'", Hendersonville, TN
Jamie Brooke Ruth", Owensboro
Anna Catherine Scott, Baton Rouge, LA
Chanda Lynn Scruggs, Scottsville
Jessica M. Scruton'", Elizabethtown
Madalyn Marie Sellers, Lexington
Jessica Faye Shuffett, Greenburg
Jill L. Srnith'", Lexington
Maria Ann Stefanopoulos", Owensboro
Carly Paige Thomas", Louisville
Maria Shantele Towles", Williamson, WV
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Andrea Jean walr", Louisville
Hannah Ruth Wells, Georgetown
Langley Annette Wetzel, Owensboro
Dana Rae Whitaker, Sharpsburg
Sarah C. wtlhem'", Louisville
Jessica Leighton wilkinson"; Louisville
Ronelle Kaye Young'", Lexington
College of Nursing
Dean: Carolyn A. Williams
Bachelor of Science in Nursing
Tina Michelle Johnson Akers'", Nicholasville
Jill Renee Barry, Lexington
Karen Sue Bennett, Somerset
Cindy Kay Boblett'", Willisburg
Heather Dawn Boggess'", Mayfield
Virginia Elizabeth Booher, Lexington
Jennifer Anne Bowlin, Richmond
Amanda Christine Bowman, Lancaster
Jason Baird Boyle, Moreland
Marcia Anne Camero ...., Grosse Pointe. Ml
DeeAnne Ritter Carlson, Lexington
[ody Elizabeth Castillo'", Versailles
Allison Leigh Caudill, Prestonsburg
Barbara Sue Phillips Chapman, Louisville
Melissa Hall Courtney, Milton
Melissa Jean Donahue'". De Mossville
Shelly Nicole Eubanks'", Louisville
Antonya DeShay Evans ...., Louisville
Angela Kay Feagan, Lexington
Maria Louise Fera, Lexington
Brittany Rae Fuson, Pineville
Megan Blair Hale, Nicholasville
Terri Lynn Hale, Tompkinsville
Misty Dawn Hall'", Owensboro
Stephanie Renee Hamilton, Prospect
Patricia Sue Hampton'", Lexington
Sabrina Elizabeth Haney'". Lexington
William Zachary Hattle""*,Columbus, OH
Laura Payne Hensley'", Paris
Julie H. Hisle, Frankfort
Jennifer Lynn Hoggatt, Stourtsville, OH
Sandra Burton Irvin, Columbia
Jennifer Kay Johns, Vine Grove
Michelle Renee Kline'", Lexington
Amanda SMadden-Dyal, Whitesburg
Lora Kalynn Maggard, Whitesburg
Regina Marie Marcinek'", Lexington
Regina Lynn Masters". Nicholasville
Lillian Darlene Matekovich, Mount Vernon
Heather Marie McGuire, Pikeville
Ben Mclntosh'"
Elena Napier Meadows'", Lexington
Julie Diane Metcalf, Booneville
Cassandra Candice Murphy, Phoenix, AZ
Elias Morgan Murphy, Independence
Lora A. Mutiso, Lexington
Stephanie Elizabeth Parker, South Bend, IN
Kristin Lee Parks, Middlesboro
Sarah Marie Plohr, Springfield, IL
Carole Marie Prochina, Philippines
Matthew Edward Proud'". Clearfield, PA
Shirley Pollard Ramsey'", Lexington
Julia Lancaster Reed'", Versailles
Peggy Ann Riley'", Lexington
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Richard Martin Rutz, Laporte, IN
Sarah Elizabeth Sallee'", Lexington
Roshana Devon Samuels, Louisville
Laura Susanne Scott, Frankfort
Tara Lynn Sheegog'", Lexington
Rachael Elizabeth Simmons'", Louisville
Melody Lynn Fogle Skinner", Georgetown
Sean K Skinner", Templeton, CA
Erica Lynn Smith, Lexington
Sarah Beth Smoot, Englewood, OH
Rachel Diane Spradlin'". Nicholasville
Amelia Ann Tabor, Phoenix
Virginia Katherine Taylor'", Lexington
Lacey Anne Troutman, Morganfield
Kristin Renee Vines'". Lexington
Nancy Kay wagner", Alexandria
Natasha Elizabeth Waldenmayer'",
Alexandria
Sarah Lindsey walker-s, Clarksville, TN
Kristl Marie Warren, Greensburg
Melinda Marie Weaver, Elizabethtown
Amy Hall Weisenberger, Georgetown
Sarah Johnson Wilding, Frankfort
Cheryl Dean Witt, Harrodsburg
Angela Marie Wright, Louisville
Paula Denise York'", Lexington
College of Social Work
Dean: Kay S. Hoffman
Bachelor of Arts in Social Work
Adrean Monique Adams", Lexington
Robert Steven Adams", London
Miranda Lynne Arnett ......, Mayfield
Amanda Lee Barnes, Midway
Emily Jane Berths, Rochester Hills, MI
Joseph Paul Brannen, Whitman, MA
Geneva Josephine Brawner'", Georgetown
Dawn Cheri Brislin, Catlettsburg
Heidi Kristine Bruner'". Granville, OH
Robert Forrest Burton, Glasgow
Jessica Ruth Campassi'", Frankfort
Kelly Ann Chapman", Alexandria
Chana Marie Charles'", Wilmore
George Alfredrick Chavis, Hopkinsville
Jacqueline Michelle Cheatham, Harrodsburg
Meghan Lee Chesnut", London
Carey E. Claflin, Lexington
Crystal Dawn Coulter". Junction City
Erica Susan Duncan", West Chester, OH
Del Rosario Essing'"
Kellie M. Finn", Lexington
Caroline C. Ford, Lexington
Erin Nicole Freeman, Pineville
Marta Lee Gardner", Lexington
Amanda Jane George ...., Defiance,OH
Natalie Rose Greene, Lexington
Sheri Lyn Hamlin", Lexington
Jessica Christine Stephenson Harris, Lexington
Holly Anne Hausberger ...., Louisville
Phyllis Ann Hayden, Lexington
Ellen Mary Hayes, Burlington, VT
Dedra Evangeline Hayes Herraz, Lexington
Tammy L. Hewitt", Lexington
Kristan Brooke Hines, Somerset
Vicki Lee Homer, Louisville
Elissa Ann Jackman, Edmond, OK
Heather Dawn Jones", Pikeville
Patricia Jean Jones, Lexington
LeAnn Jude", Inez
Michael Edward Kamphake ...., Cincinnati, OH
Sharon Leah Schuring Kern, Brazil
Angela Lynn Kirk, Lexington
Daniel T. Lennon", Lexington
Kelly Renee Lesnau. Georgetown
Laura Lee Livesay ...., Lexington
Jill Claudine Mayhew ...., Ashland
Mira Marie May-Mullins, Washington, IN
Matthew David McKerr, Culloden, WV
William Errol Mills, Paducah
Lisa Mitchell, Russell Springs
Dominique Knite Myrick ...., Maysville
Melanie Michelle Newcom", Owensboro
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Gwendolyn D. Osborne, Lexington
Shantia A. Owens ...., Newark, NT
Lauren E. Quinn", Ambler, PA
Kristen Michelle Radley ...., Cincinnati, OH
Lindy Ratliff, Crystal Lake, IL
Sara Laurrae Renfrow, Lexington
Sylvia Joanna Rieff'", Lexington
Megan Rene Schweri, Louisville
Julia Kristin Seacat, Shelbyville
Erin Star Shultz, Louisville
Jackie Marie Slaughter", Lexington
Kanetha Rene Smith ...., Radcliff
Lauren Whitney Smith, Elizabethtown
Jimmy Wolford Snider ...., Louisville
Karen Marie Spalding, Bardstown
Evelyn Sue Spears, Lexington
Jaime Anne Spencer , Lexington
Kate Moran Spurling , Danville
Sarah Elizabeth Steele, Louisville
Heather Dawn Sudduth .., Versailles
Elizabeth Foster Ward, Lexington
Emily Cecil Weaver", Owensboro
Katherine Alexis Sailor weeter. Louisville
Amanda B. Whorley", Lexington
Molly L. Hallgrimson Wilson", Superior, NE
Amelia "Mia" Frances Wright ...., Paris
Angela Marie Yount, McDaniels
Graduates with Honors
Students who attain a grade point average of 3.8 or higher for at least three years (90 hours) are graduated with "Summa Cum Laude."
Students ,,:ha attain a grade point average of 3.6 to 3.79 for at least three years are graduated "Magna Cum Laude." Students who attain
a grade P?mt ~verage of3.~ to 3.59 for at least three years are graduated "Cum Laude." A student who has spent only two years (60hours)
at the Umvers:~ may receive any of the above honors ifhe or she attains a standing of .2higher than the three-year (90hours) requirement.
Students eligible for the~e awards are identified b.y the braided cord worn on the left shoulder. Students graduating Summa Cum
Laude wear a gold and white cord; students graduating Magna Cum Laude wear a blue and white cord; and students graduating Cum





Nicole Renee Allen ......











Ryan Davis Ball ......
Shannon Michelle Ballard
Kristen Amy Barras ......
Sarah Elizabeth Bash
Jamie Rae Belt ......
Erin Danne Bentley
Stephen G Berberich ......
Amy Leigh Bianchini
Christopher Marc Bingcang ......
Lynette Luckett Blair











Benjamin Clifton Brazzell ......
Benjamin Drewary Brinner


























Christina Ann Colby ...




Joshua William Coombs ......
Amanda Elizabeth Copsey
Amy Teresa Cordiviola ......
Jessica Lee Couch






































Cara Elizabeth Gladden ......
Kimberly Rene' Goetz ......
Michael John Gorman
Carolyn Tevis Gray-Becker
Jonanthan Dewaal Green ......
Andrew Eugene Gripp
Aimee Joanne Grover ......
Samuel Hall Guy II ...













Bobby Russell Howard II
David Patrick Hudson ......
Kenneth Vincent Hyland
Leanne Robin Isler
Paul James Ivie ......
Melinda Ellen Jackson
Holly Goddard Jones ......
Jessica Lynn Jones
Michael David Jones

























David Ian Mansbery, [r
Charles Andrew Martin







Christopher John McAlpine ......
Paul Christian McCaffrey




Caron Angela McMaine ......



















































Timothy Edward Robbins **
Ashley Ruth Roberts






Kristin Marie Roush **
Glenn Raymond Rudolph"
Kelly [o Salyer
James L. Searcy **

















Jennifer Maria Spalding **
Garrett Matthew Sparks
Stephanie Lynn Sparks
Jamie Anne Spencer **
Carla Michelle Steger **
Jessica Christine Stephenson









William Siebert Sympson, [r **
Michael Alan Tabor
Carolee C. Taylor"
Virginia Katherine Taylor **
Joshua Isaac Thomas **














James John Varellas III"
James John Varellas III"*





Kevin Robert Waldon *..
Amy Nicole Waller
Carl William Walter II
Jonathan Lee Wampler
Christopher Matthew Warner ....
Angela Gail Washington ..*
David Charles Weber
Kimberly Anne Weller























David Brandon Absher *..
Ashley Anne Adams
Stephen Michael Adams







George Haviland Argo III
Ted Raymond Arlinghaus






















Cindy Kay Boblett ....
Camille Marie Bochenek ..



























Katie Ann Clark **









Karla Gail Conn ....
Michael Anthony Cook ....
Erica Lynn Courtney-McCombs
Kimberly Carol Crady
Jonathan Thomas Crowder ....
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Angela Jo Dal Pozzo





















Crystal Nicole Estes ....

























































































David Alan Lovejoy, Jr.**
Daniel Howard Loveland"
Melanie Ann Lovett
Jamie Anne Legg Lutz"
Stacey Faye Madison
Lora Kalynn Maggard

















































































































































































































































Gregory St. John Casey
Jody Elizabeth Castillo ....
Paul Hayden Caudill
Terri Leigh Cederquist'"
























August Matthew Dattilo Ill ....





Scott Patrick Davis ....
Shelly Lyn Cole Day
Angela Rachelle Deale
Bridget Glennon Delaney ....
Justin Ryan Denton







































Nicholas Eugene Greene ....
Carren Elizabeth Grieme'"













































Heather Marie Ison ....
Leslie Brook Ison















Sharon L. S. Kern
Christopher Dale Kersey
Kristy L. Kidder

























Jonathan Daniel Linwick ....
Misty Amber Litton"
Jenny Estelle Loew"














Jennifer Sue Martin ....
Alexander Phillip Maroudis
Lillian Darlene Matekovich
Louis Harrison Mattingly ....
Tracy Leigh Mattingly
Mary Carrico McCain



















































































































Jerry Lee Sisk II**
Kyle Matthew Slankard **





























Roy Everett Sturgill, II









































































Degrees for those students whose names are not denoted with asterisks will be awarded "with honors" if required scholastic standing is attained.























































































Michael James Tetzlaff ..






Amy Kristine Gruner ....
Todd Charles Harrett'"
Matthew Taylor Hartlage ....
Ryan Lee Hite ....
Jeffrey William Hoffman
Mark Clayton Lee"
Christopher John McAlpine ....







Sarah Wylie Smith Ammerman

























Kevin Robert Waldo ....
Sarah Jean Sloan Wilson
James Michael Yonts
Departmental Honors in Finance




Joshua William Coombs ....
Michael Brian Doyle"
Nicholas John Fenton ....
Lilit Gasparian"
Melanie Marie Gross'"
Samuel Hall Guy 11**
Todd Charles Harrett ....
Micah Christopher Kinnett"
Mark Clayton Lee"
Danny Keith Maglinger, [r .....
Jennifer N Potter ....
Enrique Clemente Roig ....
Sarah Alice Tarvin'"
Michael James Tetzlaff ..
Matthew Patrick young ..




Kasey Mikelle Combs ....
Joseph Arthur Dickens
Michael Duane Hardy ....
Molly Blake Katen
Diana June Kearn
Elizabeth Anne Miles ....
Departmental Honors in French
Adam Kendall Morrison
Valerie Dyer Phebus ....
























































































































































Jessica Christine Stephenson Harris
Tammy Lou Hewitt"
Elissa Ann Jackman
























James John Varellas Ill"
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Alison Leigh Rechtin ...










John Paul NeCamp II
Michael Craddock Owen


































Johanna Elise Takach ......
David Charles Weber
Dava Susanne West ......
Justin Neal Young'"
The Omicron Delta Kappa Society is the National Leadership Honor Society that recognizes and encourages superior scholarship, leadership, and
exemplary character. Membership in ODK is a mark of highest distinction and honor. Individuals wearing the black/blue/white triple braid
honor cords, draped over their shoulders, are active members in Omicron Delta Kappa Society.
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PROVOST'S AWARDS FOR OUTSTANDING TEACHING
Awards for Outstanding Teaching for tenured and non-tenured faculty and teaching assistants were established in 1990. Qualities
of dedication, imagination, creativity, inspiration, and concern for students are among the traits considered for this award.
2003 RECIPIENTS OF THE PROVOST'S AWARDS FOR OUTSTANDING TEACHING
Outstanding Teaching Award for Tenured Faculty
Jerzy [aromczyk, Computer Science
Carl Lee, Mathematics
Inmaculada Pertusa-Seva, Hispanic Studies
Leland Ryan, Journalism and Telecommunications
Outstanding Teaching Award for Teaching Assistants
Walter Bower, Sociology
Bryan Pearce-Gonzales, Hispanic Studies
Tammy Werner, Sociology
THE UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY ALUMNI ASSOCIATION GREAT TEACHER AWARDS
In 1957, the Board of Directors of the University of Kentucky Alumni Association established awards to be presented annually to members of the
University teaching and research staff who had achieved distinction in writing and/or research and teaching. In 1967, the award was modified to
recognize faculty in the Community College Sector as well as the Medical Center and Lexington Campus Sectors. Nominated by student
organizations, a select number of professors are chosen annually to receive the Association's Great Teacher Award.
THE RECIPIENTS OF THE 2003 GREAT TEACHER AWARDS
Associate Professor Lee A. Edgerton, College of Agriculture
Associate Professor Kathi L. Kern, College of Arts and Sciences
Professor Hubert M. Martin [r., College of Arts and Sciences
Assistant Professor Frank Romanelli, College of Pharmacy
Associate Professor Butros Peter Sawaya, College of Medicine
Assistant Professor D. Stephen Voss, College of Arts and Sciences
RESEARCH PROFESSORSHIPS
In 1977, research professorships were established to enhance and encourage scholarly research productivity and to recognize outstanding research
achievement. The recipients are excused from teaching duties for a year allowing them to conduct full-time research.
RECIPIENTS OF RESEARCH PROFESSORSHIPS
Professor Carol C. Baskin, Department of Biology
Professor Tom D. Dillehay, Department of Anthropology
Professor Herbert A. Fertig, Department of Physics and Astronomy
Professor Jeremy D. Popkin, Department of History
THE WILLIAM B. STURGILL AWARD
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In 1975, Mr. William B. Sturgill, Chairman of the Board of Trustees at the University of Kentucky, established a $2,000 award to recognize annually
the member of the graduate faculty who has made the most outstanding contribution to graduate education at the University of Kentucky.
RECIPIENT OF THE 2003 WILLIAM B. STURGILL AWARD
Dr. Dale Bauer, English Department
ALBERT D. AND ELIZABETH H. KIRWAN MEMORIAL PRIZE
In recognition of the collaborative research efforts of their parents, Elizabeth H. and Albert D. Kirwan, UK's seventh president, William E. Kirwan II
and Albert D. Kirwan, Jr. established the Kirwan Memorial Prize, in 1994, to recognize contribution to the original research or scholarship by a
University of Kentucky faculty member. A $5,000 award is given to this year's recipient.
RECIPIENT OF THE ALBERT D. AND ELIZABETH H. KIRWAN MEMORIAL PRIZE
Dr. Joseph Chappel, Department of Agronomy
THE ALGERNON SYDNEY SULLIVAN MEDALLIONS
The award is made to one man and one woman of the graduating class of the University of Kentucky each year and to one other person who is not a
student of the University of Kentucky, who need not to be a graduate of any college or university, but who shall have some interest in or association
with or related to the University of Kentucky, official or otherwise, of a nature to make this form of recognition obviously appropriate. The Sullivan
Medallions are awarded to persons whose characteristics of heart, mind, and conduct evince a spirit of love for and helpfulness to other men and
women.
RECIPIENTS OF THE ALGERNON SYDNEY SULLIVAN MEDALLIONS FOR 2003
Curtis William Absher - Citizen
Andrea Joy Murray - Graduating Woman
Jonathan "Finn" deWaal Green - Graduating Man
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Dates of Graduation
*' Degree awarded August 1, 2002
U Degree awarded December 20, 2002
(No asterisks) Degree will be conferred May 10, 2003 if.
candidates have met all degree requirements
Names listed multiple times indicate multiple degrees
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This charge and the pledge which
follows were written by
Dr. Frank L.McVey, President of
the University of Kentucky
from 1917 to 1940.
Charge to the Graduating Class
On this Commencement day you stand in a new relation to the University, to the State and to
Life. The University that has given you of its store of learning looks upon you as its sons and
daughters. The State now conceives of you as citizens, well prepared to do your part in the
government, development and guidance of the Commonwealth.
Ifwhat you have learned while here has given you larger intellectual interests and widened
your powers of understanding, the University feels a part of its duty done; and if in the doing,
character has become your possession and a part of your moral fiber, the State is satisfied with
its investment of men and money.
The University trusts you have learned to approach problems with open minds, to set aside
prejudice in your judgment of men and affairs. It hopes that you will shun evil in all its forms and
be ready to strive for what is right.
May you have in your declining years, material comfort, the respect of your fellow citizens, the
feeling of work well done, and a spiritual and intellectual interest in human life.
Meantime, the University's honor is your honor. In your acts and deeds you now reflect your
heritage. To your fellow man, the University is measured by your character, by your deeds, by
the company you keep. It is in this spirit that the University calls upon you to be true to the larger
things of life, to be men and women of courage, integrity, sympathy, and gentleness.
By granting of the degree you have been admitted to the fraternity of letters, and to the larger
fellowship of the University. It is right and fitting that you should stand and solemnly raising
your right hand repeat this pledge with me:
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The Pledge
In the presence of this audience, citizens of the Commonwealth
and members of the University, with strong sense of my
responsibility, I promise to hold my degree so no loss will come
to it through my holding, to regard it as a claim upon my loyalty
to Alma Mater and to pledge myself to the service of God and
my fellow man.
In Testimony of your conduct and purpose, the University
Senate recommending, the Board of Trustees of the Kentucky
has conferred upon you the Diploma of the University of
Kentucky, confirmed and acknowledged by the Great Seal of the
University.
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